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Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

OAK PARK RENAISSANCE COMMUNITY MASTERPLAN

LOCATION & COUNCIL DISTRICT
Oak Park Renaissance neighborhood bound by Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Stockton Blvd.,
Broadway and 8`h Avenue - District 5
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends adoption of the attached resolution, which accepts the Oak Park Renaissance
Community Masterplan.
CONTACT PERSONS
Lisa Bates, Director, City Community Development, 440-1337
Sarah Hansen, Redevelopment Program Manager, 440-1399, x1415
FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF - December 10, 2002
SUMMARY
The Oak Park Renaissance Community Masterplan (Attachment 1) was produced by the
SmithGroup for the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento (Redevelopment Agency)
with input from residents from the Oak Park Renaissance community. This community-based
Masterplan provides an overall set of strategic recommendations for housing, infrastructure, and
community-driven improvements to be undertaken by various entities in the Renaissance
neighborhood. The Masterplan addresses many aspects of the neighborhood including incentives
for new infill residential development, beautification of City streets, and overall neighborhood
revitalization. The Masterplan lays the groundwork for public and private investment should
they be desired by the community and supported by the City.
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PAC/RAC/TAC ACTION
At its meeting of November 6, 2002, the Oak Park Project Area Committee adopted a motion
recommending approval of the attached resolution. The votes were as follows:
AYES: Davis, Hearne, Johnson, Marion, Moore, Sumpter, White, Williams
NOES: None
ABSENT: Geraghty, Parker
ABSTAIN: Hoorazar
COMMISSION ACTION
At its meeting of November 20, 2002, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission
adopted a motion recommending approval of the attached resolutions. The votes were as
follows:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Amundson, Burns, Burruss, Castello, Cespedes, Faust, Harland, Hoag,
McCarty, Piatkowski, Simon
None
None

BACKGROUND
The Oak Park Renaissance neighborhood bound by Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Stockton
Blvd., Broadway and 8th Avenue, is strategically located close to downtown Sacramento and
near the UC Davis Medical Center. Although there has been substantial private and public
investment near the Renaissance neighborhood, reinvestment in the residential neighborhood has
been minimal.
In 2000, Councilmember Lauren Hammond convened a Work Group comprised of government,
private industry, not for-profit housing developers, and community members to revitalize the
neighborhood. The Work Group promptly engaged in a visioning and strategic planning exercise
to set the basis for continued involvement in the neighborhood. The Renaissance Strategic Plan
recommended that a Community Masterplan (Masterplan) be created to compile physical
conditions of the neighborhood.
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The Masterplan outlines viable options and implementation strategies to revitalize the
neighborhood. From the beginning of the planning process, the guiding principle of this master
planning effort was the commitment to a thoughtfully structured community process that would
bring forward community hopes and aspirations as an integral part of the final plan and its
implementation strategies. In order to achieve this goal, a significant amount of time was spent
intensely working with the Renaissance community to incorporate the community's thoughts on
the Masterplan. The recommendations identified in this report and the entire Masterplan is
attached as Attachment I.
Community Outreach
The Oak Park Masterplan was developed in consultation with the community. Community
perceptions and ideas were solicited in a variety of ways, including
• Formal Group Input
Renaissance Work Group
Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee
Oak Park Project Area Committee
• Informal Interviews
City Council Representative Lauren Hammond
Long-term Residents and Property Owners of the Renaissance Area
Developers building in the Renaissance Area
SHRA and City Staff actively working in the Renaissance Area
• Citizen Workshops
Master Plan Workshop 1
Spanish-Language Master Plan Follow-up Workshop
Master Plan Workshop 2
• Door-to-Door Survey conducted by NHS and the Renaissance Work Group prior to
initiation of the Master Plan.
Housing
The Oak Park Renaissance area has many strong and promising attributes that will contribute to
the rapid transformation of the neighborhood. Its close proximity to Downtown and public
transportation, as well as major job centers like the UC Davis Medical Center and Shriner's
Hospital makes the Renaissance an attractive area. Most prominent however, are the intrinsic
qualities of the neighborhood itself. Its diversity of homes, smaller scale neighborhood and
community identity makes the Renaissance a promising area for rehabilitation efforts.
Housing recommendations have been identified in the Masterplan include the following:
• Provide incentives to developers for quality infill housing;
• Encourage housing rehabilitation through projects and loan/grant programs;
• Encourage property owners to make room additions to their buildings;
• Encourage property owners to provide lighting on their homes;
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•
•

Assist property owners to remove dilapidated fences and create a uniform fence program;
and,
Modify SHRA's existing housing development and rehabilitation programs to support the
masterplan recommendations.

Infrastructure
Within the Renaissance area, 8`h Avenue is the only "neighborhood-serving" street that runs
continuously east-west through the neighborhood. 8`" Avenue is primarily fronted by singlefamily homes on small lots, and as such, is an integral thoroughfare for the neighborhood.
Consequently, 8`h Avenue has become a street for cut-through traffic and speeding and a major
impediment for the overall health of the neighborhood.
For the overall revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area, 8th Avenue is the most important
The master plan includes the following infrastructure
street to facilitate transformation.
enhancement recommendations for 8`" Avenue:
• Installation of additional speed humps and re-space existing speed humps, which have been
installed too far apart to be effective, and
• Installation of pedestrian-friendly landscaped bulb-outs.
Additionally, the following street improvements and other various infrastructure improvements
were identified in the Masterplan:
• Speed lumps, which are different than speed humps in design, to accommodate fire trucks
and buses. Speed lumps allow emergenc^y vehicles to pass over unobstructed. The speed
lumps are proposed to be installed on 40` Street, South of 8`h Avenue and are subject to
street qualification and resident approval in accordance with the city's Speed Hump Program
Guidelines;
• Pedestrian Crosswalk at Broadway/441h Street;
• Refuge island at Broadway/441h Street;
• Sidewalk improvements throughout the Renaissance area;
• Drainage improvements;
• Streetlight improvements;
• Signage improvements and removal of billboards on Broadway and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Blvd.; and
• Creation of additional open space opportunities.
Community Initiatives
Resident involvement in the Renaissance area is sparse, however through the outreach activities
carried out for this Masterplan community members have voiced that they are interested in
working together to improve the image of the neighborhood. The Renaissance Leadership
Training Academy Program has been proposed as an essential strategy to empower the residents
to be involved in community development activities. The program will focus on educating
630 1 Street, Sacramento, California 95814
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residents and guide them in the following areas:
n
n
n
n
n
n

Crime prevention;
Community clean-up strategies;
Creation of neighborhood associations;
Community leadership;
Collaboration with local government and other agencies related to code enforcement and
policing; and,
Participation on the Neighborhood Response Team to report abatement cases where
significant amounts of junk and debris exist.

Implementation
The process of implementing the various projects identified in the Masterplan will take place
over the next few years. However, a first phase of projects has been identified and staff intends
to request funding approval for the following projects during the first quarter of 2003:
• Oak Park Renaissance Resident Academy
• 8`h Avenue infrastructure improvements
• Housing Rehabilitation
Additionally, staff will work with the Renaissance leadership and the Oak Park Project Area
Committee to identify key implementation tasks for the remaining projects to determine future
phases of implementation.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Acceptance of the Masterplan does not have a financial impact at this time, however staff intends
to bring forward an implementation package to the Redevelopment Agency during the first
quarter of 2003.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The Oak Park Renaissance Community Masterplan is consistent with community development
goals for the Oak Park Redevelopment Area Implementation Plan. This report is also consistent
with the City's Strategic Plan goal to enhance and preserve the neighborhoods. The proposed
action supports the Guiding Principle of that goal which states that the City has a responsibility
and should demonstrate its commitment to ensuring that residents and community members have
the capacity, ownership and motivation as well as a roadmap and City assistance to enhance and
preserve their neighborhoods.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This action is a planning study exempt from CEQA per Guidelines Section 15262.
630 1 Street, Sacramento, California 95814
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M/WBE CONSIDERATIONS
The items discussed in this report have no M/WBE impact; therefore, M/WBE considerations do
not apply.

Respectfully submitted,

4'L,ANNE M. MOORE
Executive Director

Transmittal approved,

ROBERT P. THOMAS
City Manager

TABLE OF CONTENTS:
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165
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Oak Park Renaissance Master Plan
Synopsis
"A partnership of residents, government, and the private sector to promote actions that will make the
Renaissance area a safe and vibrant neighborhood of
choice. The renaissance of the neighborhood is accomplished through engagement of residents and property
owners in a manner that benefits all residents. "

- Renaissance Vision Statement
Master Plan Process
The Oak Park Renaissance Master Plan process began
with the goal of developing viable options and implementation strategies to revitalize the neighborhood.

Guiding Principles
From the beginning, the guiding principle of this master planning effort was the commitment to a
thoughtfully structured community process that would
bring forward community hopes and aspirations as an
integral part of the final plan and its implementation
strategies. Empowering the community has been and
ultimately will be the key to the transformation of this
neighborhood.
As the reader begins his or her journey into the Master
Plan and its strategies within, it should be noted that
the contents of this "Plan" were developed not as a
static document with a mandatory roadmap that must
be followed. Instead, it is a flexible guide, a compass
for charting a course, which draws its direction and its
power from an integration of the community based
planning process.

tion as part of the larger Oak Park Redevelopment
Area. Related planning activities in and around the
Renaissance area have created a fertile ground for successful implementation of the recommendations
contained in this report.

Existing Conditions
Next, a thorough documentation and analysis of existing conditions has recorded the current state of
buildings, public landscape, traffic, circulation and infrastructure to a level of detail that provides insight
into where opportunities and strategies for change
should be focused.

Community Outreach
Since 1999, the Renaissance Work Group has been a
major player in community outreach in the Renaissance
neighborhood, and played a pivotal role during creation of the Master Plan. The Vision and Objectives
created by the Renaissance Work Group for the area
became guiding precepts for creation of this Master
Plan. Renaissance Objectives include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Engage Neighborhood Leadership and Partners Increase community organization
Promote a Safe and Clean Neighborhood - Enhance community policing, enforcement
Create New Standards for Neighborhood Livability - Develop common maintenance standards
Optimize Renewal Opportunities of Vacant Lots Utilize lots for infill housing or green space

•

Create a Village Environment - Strive to be a walkto-work community

•

Create a Distinct Place of Choice for Owners and
Tenants - Beautify the neighborhood to create an
identity

Community Background
The "Master Plan" begins with an in-depth summary
of the community's background, its history and loca-

Create Social and Economic Change for all Residents - Avoid displacement and gentrification
Encourage Collaboration and Partnership - Involve
multiple partnerships

1
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Marketing Analysis and Feasibility
As part of a larger_wYhole, changing demographics and
market conditions will continue to have an influence
on the economic viability of the area as a starter-home
neighborhood.
Master Plan Recommendations
The Oak Park Renaissance area has numerous strong,
promising attributes that will contribute to its revitalization, and the Master Plan's recommendations
build-off of these inherent strengths. Generally, the
Master Plan recommendations fall into three categories: Public Infrastructure Improvements, Single Family
Lot Improvements with their corresponding housing
strategies and Neighborhood Empowerment. In each
of the three categories there are short-term, high priority recommendations. Of highest priority in the Public
Infrastructure Improvement category are those recommendations which focus on 8th Avenue. These include
the installation of 1) speed humps, 2) bulb-outs, 3) bulbout landscaping, 4) pedestrian crosswalk
improvements, and 5) speed lumps. Of equal importance are pedestrian circulation improvements at
Broadway and 44th Street, near the Food Source.
Of high priority under the category of Single Family
Lot Improvements is housing infill and re-habitation of
existing homes, which are the largest challenge for the
Oak Park Renaissance. The Plan has identified numerous programs and strategies for infill housing and
rehabilitation. In the category of Neighborhood Empowerment landscape improvements are another early
implementation item that will have immediate positive
visual impacts. This includes public tree landscape improvements together with private (front yard)
landscaping which require less public funding but more
neighborhood organization.

Priorities for Public Infrastructure Improvements are:
1. Neighborhood Park

2.
3.

8th Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape
Broadway/ 44th Pedestrian Crossing and Refuge
Island

4.
5.

Improved Street Lighting - Preliminary Design Work
8th Avenue Speed Humps

Priorities for Housing Improvement are:
1. Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
2. New Homes on Vacant Lots
3. Home Buyer Programs
4. Property Owner-Landlord Accountability Programs
5. Reconfiguration of Lots
Priorities for Neighborhood Initiated Improvement are:
1. Community Oriented Policing Programs
2. Clean-Up Campaigns
3. Fence Replacement Projects
4. Joint Tree Planting Projects

5.

Alley Clean-Up and Alley SMUD Lights

Strategies for Success
The ultimate success of this Master Plan's implementation and the transformation of the Renaissance area
lay in the empowerment of its residents and their ongoing encouragement to communicate, mobilize and
organize.

Other Master Plan recommendations include upgrading street lighting, street signage, front yard fence
replacement, sidewalk improvements, neighborhood
cleanup programs and the formation of homeowner
associations. The community is supporting all recommendations, even though it has expressed its own
preferences as follows:

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Resumen Ejecutivo

Plan Maestro de Oak Park Renaissance

Condiciones Actuales

"Una colaboracion de residentes, gobierno y el sector
privado para promovar acciones que hara del area de
Renaissance un vecindario attractivo, seguro y vital. El
renacimiento del vecindariose se logra por medio del
involucramiento y participacion de los residentes y
duenos de propiedad de manera que beneficie todos
los residentes. "

Un analisis y documentacion de las condiciones actuales de los edificios, paisajes publicas, trafico,
circulacion y infraestructura hasta un nivel de detalle
que permite el entendimiento

- Declaracion de la Vision del Renaissance

El punto de partida para el proceso de elaboracion
del Plan Maestro de Oak Park Renaissance era la meta
de desarrollar estrategias de implementacion y opciones viables para la revitalizacion del vecindario.

Desde 1999, el Renaissanse Work Group (Grupo de
Trabajo de Renaissance) ha sido un actor principal en
la promotoria comunitaria en el vecindario de la Renaissance y tenia un papel importante en la elaboracion
del Plan Maestro. La vision y objetivos del Renaissanse
Work Group se convertio en los preceptos que conducia la creacion de este Plan Maestro. Los objetivos
del Renaissance incluye:

Principios Fundamentales

•

Desde el inicio, el hilo conductor de este esfuerzo ha
sido el compromiso hacia un proceso comunitario que
revelara las esperanzas y aspiraciones de la comunidad
como un componente integral del plan final y sus estrategias de implementacion. El clave para la
transformacion de este vecindario sera el empoderamiento (empowerment) de la comunidad.

•
•

Proceso del Plan Maestro

Los contenidos de este "Plan" fueron desarrollados
no como un documento rigido sino como una guia flexible. Su direccion y poder proviene desde la integracion
del proceso de planificacion comunitaria.

Antecedentes sobre Ia Comunidad
El "Plan Maestro" comienza con un resumen profundo de los antecedentes de la comunidad, su historia y
ubicacion como parte del Oak Park Redevelopment
Area (Area de Reurbanizacion). Actividades de planificacion relacionadas ha creado un ambiente fertil para
la ejecucion exitosa de las recomendaciones contenido en este documento.

Promotoria Comunitaria

Crear un cambio social y economico para todos
los residentes - evitar el desplazamiento
Fomentar la colaboracion y la sociedad
Involucrar a los lideres del vecindario - Aumentar
la organizacion comunitaria.

•

Promover un vecindario seguro y limpio

•

Crear nuevas estandares de calidad de vida para
el vecindario.
Optimizar oportunidades para la renovacion de
lotes vacios - utilizar lotes para la construccion de
viviendas o para areas verdes.

•

•
•

Crear un ambiente de villa - Anhelar un comunidad
donde camina a los lugares de empleo
Crear un lugar distinto y atractivo para inquilinos y
duenos - Embellecer el vecindario para crear una
identidad.

Analisis de Comercializacion y Factibilidad
Como un parte de un entorno mayor, los cambios en
la demografia y condiciones del mercado cuntinuara
influir la viablilidad economico del area como vecindariao para personas entrando al mercado de
viviendas.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Recomendaciones del Plan Maestro
El area de Oak Park-Renaissance posea cualidades fuertes y numerosos con mucha potencial que
contribuiran a su revitilizacion, las recomendaciones del
Plan Maestro se cunstruye sobre estas fortalezas. Por
lo general, las recomendaciones del Plan Maestro cae
en tres categorias: Mejoramiento de Infraestructura
Publica, Mejoraminto de Lotes para Viviendas Particulares con la estrategia de vivienda correspondiente y
Empoderamiento del Vecindario. En cada uno de las
tres categorias hay recomendaciones de alta prioridad
y corto plazo. Las recomendaciones que enfoque en
el 8th Avenue son de las prioridades maximas de la
categoria de Mejoramiento de Infraestructura Publica. Estas incluye la instalacion de 1) topes para el
control de velocidad, 2) ampliaciones de esquinas, 3)
siembra de las esquinas ampliadas, 4) mejoramientos
para peatones. Las mejoramientos para la circulacion
de peatones en Broadway y 44th Street, cerca del Food
Source.
Da alta prioridad en la categoria de Mejoraminto de
Lotes para Viviendas Particulares son el desarrollo de
nuevas viviendas en lotea vacios ("infill") y la rehabliltacion de casasexistentes, los cuales son el reto mas
grande para el Oak Park Renaissance. El Plan ha idendificado numerosos programas y estrategias para el
infill y la rehabliltacion. En la categoria del Empoderamiento del Vecindario el mejoaramiento del paisaje es
otro area que se puede implementar temprano que
tendra impactos visuales positivos y inmediatos. Este
incluye la arbolizacion publica junto con paisajismo
(landscaping) privado (frente la calle) que require
menos fondos publicos pero a la vez require mas organizacion vecindario.

Prioridades para los mejoramientos de infraestructura
en orden de importancia son:
1.

Parque del Vecindario

2.

8th Avenue peatones y calle

3.
4.

Broadway/44th Cruce de peatones y isla de refugio
Alumbrado mejorado - diseno preliminar

5.

8th Avenue - Topes para el control de velocidad

Prioridades para los mejoramientos de viviendas en
orden de importancia son:

1.
2.

Rehabilitacion de casas existentes
Nuevas casas en lotes vacios

3.

Programas para compradores de casas

4.

Programas de responsabilizar a los dueiios de
propiedad
Reconfiguracion de lotes

5.

Prioridades para mejoramientos iniciados pr el vecindario en orden de importancia son:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Programas de Policia orientada a la comunidad
Campanas de limpieza
Proyectos de reponer cercas
Proyectos de arbolizacion

5.

Limpieza de callejones y alumbrado de callejones
(SMUD)

Estrategias para el Exito
El exito final de la implementacion de este Plan Maestro y la transformacion del area de la Renaissance
queda en el empoderamiento (empowerment) de sus
residentes y sus esfuerzos continuos de comunicar,
movilizar y organizar.

Otras recomendaciones del Master Plan incluye mejorando el alumbrado publico, letreros de calles,
repuestos de cercas del patios frente la calle, mejoramientos de la acera, programas de limpieza
vecindario y la formacion de una asociacion de duenos
de viviendas. La comunidad esta apoyando todas las
recomendaciones, aunque articulo su propio preferencias como:

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Community Background

Location and History
The Oak Park Renaissance area is an older, established
residential neighborhood located in Oak Park. Specifically, the Renaissance area is bounded by Broadway
on the north, Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard on the
west, 8th Avenue on the south and Stockton Boulevard on the east.
Both Stockton Boulevard and Broadway on the east
and north perimeter of the Renaissance area are commercially zoned corridors. With the strong influence of
the UC Davis Medical Center, Stockton Boulevard is
commercially more actively developed than Broadway,
and includes a mixture of medical uses, medical related offices, and a mix of retail and service uses such as
restaurants, beauty salons, print shops and others. On
the other hand, the Broadway corridor, while also zoned
commercial, is largely developed with single family
homes, and relatively few commercial uses.
The interior of the Renaissance area is primarily zoned
R-1, Residential and includes 317 units of housing and
a total of 409 parcels including 17 parcels with commercial frontage. Of the residentially zoned parcels,
most are developed as modest single-family homes,
many of which were constructed post WWII. Most of
the homes are two-bedroom homes, on small lots,
which average 3,000 to 3,500 square feet. There are
approximately 53 vacant residential lots and approximately 7 boarded up homes. Of the 317 developed
homes, 114 are owner-occupied. Using this data, owner occupancy rate is estimated at 34%.
The initial subdivision of the Oak Park area occurred
during the 1920's and 1930's and during the post war
era, in an effort to create new starter family homes for
the growing Sacramento area. Most of the homes are
smaller homes, built between 1920 and 1950, although
there are still a few older (pre 1920) homes that represent earlier farmhouses or estates. Additionally, there

are scattered examples of more recent "infill" housing
developed within the last 20 years.
The City of Sacramento Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, through an amendment, adopted the
Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District, which has
designated parcels fronting on Stockton Boulevard,
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and Broadway as
"Community/Neighborhood Commercial and Offices."
The interior of the Renaissance area is designated "Low
Density Residential, with a density range of 4-15 dwelling units per acre.
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1. Community Background

There is currently no Community Plan for the East
Broadway Community Planning Area that includes Oak
Park. As such, the_Cieneral Plan serves as the long-range
land use guide.
Oak Park was officially established as a separate community and the first "suburb" of Sacramento in 1892.
The "downtown" of this older predominantly singlefamily residential area included a lively retail and theater
district along Broadway and 35th Streets. The area was
connected to the Central City by a trolley system that
terminated in Oak Park (now McClatchy Park) at 5th
Avenue and 35th Street. When the Renaissance area
was initially subdivided and developed, Stockton Boulevard was an important transportation corridor
connecting downtown Sacramento and the State Capitol with the City of Stockton. With the development
of Highway 99, Stockton Boulevard became less important as a transportation and commercial corridor.
The ensuing economic changes started effecting the
general Oak Park area. By the 1960's, Oak Park was a
designated Neighborhood Development Area Program under the early federal "War on Poverty"
programs.
Many factors contributed to the decline of the Oak
Park area including sub-urbanization trends and the
construction of Highway 99, and Highway 50 that separated the area from other older areas in the City. In
the post-War area, substantial sub urbanization attracted many middle and upper class families away from
Oak Park. By the 1960's, many of the residents were
working class or the working poor and the area also
became increasingly occupied by minority families. During the late 1960's, national and local issues related to
civil rights and community relations were reflected in
the riots of Oak Park. The central retail core of Oak
Park along 35th Street was subjected to fires. Subsequently, federal urban renewal funding and
redevelopment funds were used to clear the blighted
buildings.
Oak Park has been an active redevelopment project
area since 1973. During this time, the community and
SHRA have sponsored a variety of improvement programs to restore commercial activity and improve
housing in Oak Park. Since inception, more than 527.1
million dollars of tax increment funds have been expended in the larger Oak Park project area.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Improvements in the Vicinity
Directly adjacent to the Oak Park Renaissance area a
number of improvements have been undertaken that
serve as assets for the community to build on and will
continue to be of major importance in the ongoing effort to revitalize the area. Generally, the area has
benefited from significant improvements at the perimeter of the Renaissance area. There are five major
improvement projects that help anchor the four corners of the Renaissance area.

Oak Park Community Center and Service Complex
(Southwest corner of the Renaissance area)
Just outside the Oak Park Renaissance, at the southwest corner of 8th Avenue and MLK, the Oak Park
Community Center and Multi-Purpose Center was developed in the late 1970's and early 1980's. Located at
8th Avenue and Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, this
complex serves as a civic center for the Oak Park area
and includes: County services including a Health Clinic, probation services, and other human services. The
Community Center, which provides a variety of recreational programs, is also a central meeting place for
the community. Other resources include a Head Start
Child Development Center, and a Fire Station. Just
south of the Community Center Complex the Father
Keith B. Kinney Elementary School is located.
: For reference, see this chapter, Figure 1.1: Renaissance Area.

Donner School Complex (Southeast corner of
the Renaissance area)
At the southeast corner of the Renaissance area, is the
Old Donner School. This older elementary school building was closed in the 1960's due to the Field Act and
seismic safety requirements. For nearly a decade the
school remained vacant and blighted. In the mid1980's, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment
Agency (SHRA) assisted in the renovation of the building. A consortium of child abuse services, provided
jointly by the County of Sacramento and UC Davis
Medical Center, currently occupies the main school
building. Restoration and occupancy of this site were
important steps in encouraging other forms of reinvestment along Stockton Boulevard adjacent to the
Renaissance area. Other reinvestments that followed
include Fruitridge Printing and the expansion to
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Figure 1.1: Renaissance Area
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1. Community Background

Fruitridge Printing facilities and several facade improvements and commercial loans.
Food Source and Related Retail Development
(Northeast Corner of the Renaissance area)
The most significant retail development of the Renaissance neighborhood is located at the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway. This retail center is
the most significant new development that has occurred in Oak Park for the last several decades. It
includes an array of new stores including a Food Source,
Hollywood Video and Watgreen's. Since the inception
of Oak Park as a redevelopment area nearly 25 years
ago, the Oak Park PAC and SHRA had worked to secure a major grocery store to serve the area. The
original site for the store was located at Broadway and
MLK Boulevard, however, according to industry representatives this site did not have a strong market or
access. In the mid-1980's, the Project Area Committee
(PAC) and SHRA initiated site assembly at the corner
of Stockton Boulevard and Broadway. This strategy for
site acquisition served to eliminate a problem property as well as create space for re-use at this prominent
intersection. SHRA provided substantial assistance and
support for this project including assembly of 30 individual lots and developer assistance subsidy of
$2,250,000. In addition, SHRA assisted with frontage
improvements including curb, gutter, sidewalk and
landscaping at the cost of approximately $1.4 million.

Mixed Use Site - Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard and Broadway (Northwest corner of
the Renaissance area)
At the corner of Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and
Broadway is a fairly large under-utilized mixed-use site.
The site includes several properties, of which 5 properties are owned by Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) and 5 properties are
privately held. The total site (including both private and
public properties) is nearly 2 acres in size. Currently,
there is one business on the site (Taco Rico) and the
balance of the sites are vacant. The site is zoned C-1
(Limited Commercial) which allows housing with special permit. The Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan
and associated Special Planning District, designate the
site for "Residential Mixed Use," which allows housing

Medical Center Related Developments
In addition to the above developments, which directly
affect the Renaissance area, reinvestment activity in the
Oak Park area overall has an influence on the Renaissance area. In the northern portion of Stockton
Boulevard the UC Davis Medical Center (UCDMC) is
located which is a trauma center for the region and
serves multiple roles in the medical community including teaching hospital, specialty medical treatments,
HMO services, and indigent care services. In the mid1990's, Shriner's Hospital relocated from San Francisco
and chose a site at Stockton Boulevard and X Streets
(adjacent to UCDMC) as their new location. Related
medical office developments have also been located
on Stockton Boulevard (such as the Glassrock'Build=
ing), and the County of Sacramento will be relocating
the County's Primary Care Clinic to the southwest corner of Stockton and Broadway in 2003. Because of the
expansion of medical related services in the area over
the last several decades, it is estimated that employment generated for medical-related jobs approaches
8,000 to 9,000 employees in the Stockton/Broadway
area.

Current Planning Efforts Related to the Oak
Park Renaissance Project
During the last five years, the Renaissance area has
captivated the attention of many elected officials. Close
to Downtown, the area is strategically located near the
UC Davis Medical Center, and the new Food Source
Complex as well as the Oak Park Community Center.
Nonetheless, reinvestment in the residential portions
of the Renaissance area has been minimal. Thus, in
1999, City Council Member Lauren Hammond requested the Sacramento Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) to
assist in the development of reinvestment strategies
for the Renaissance area. Additionally, SHRA and the
City were also, at that time, developing new plans for
the adjacent commercial areas of Broadway and Stockton Boulevard. Thus, the Renaissance Master Plan is
the nexus to integrate multiple, related planning efforts, and to develop new strategies for residential
reinvestment and increasing the livability of the area.
Related planning efforts that have been studied and
referenced in the formulation of this Master Plan are
summarized below:

with special permit.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Related Planning Activities

of the Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan (UDP)
and to provide greater guidance for allowable uses and
design standards. As noted above, both the UDP and
the SPD designate the Broadway corridor at the northern perimeter of the Renaissance area as 'Residential

Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan
As part of a participatory strategic planning effort,
SHRA and the Oak Park community completed the
Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan that sets forth
the framework for commercial revitalization along these
two corridors. The Plan was facilitated by Bruce Race
of RACE STUDIO and won the Statewide American
Planning Association Award. Completed in 1998, the
Plan represents a broad community consensus of priorities for public expenditures: Relative to the
Renaissance area, the Urban Design Plan designates
the northern perimeter of the Renaissance area, the
Broadway Commercial Corridor between Martin Luther King, Jr., and Stockton Boulevards as "Storefront
Residential Mixed Use." This designation has a residential emphasis but allows ground floor retail
development. The intent of this designation is to allow
re-use of commercially zoned, residentially developed
properties fronting on Broadway and to encourage new
mixed uses. An example of re-use of a commerciallyzoned, single family home on Broadway is Seeds for
Sprouts, a private day care center operating out of a
converted single family home.

Mixed Use." Development standards set for the areas
along Broadway and Stockton include considerations
for height, minimum/maximum yard requirements, lot
coverage and minimum lot area.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.1 BroadwayStockton Special Planning District Overlay Standards.

Broadway+Stockton Boulevard Beautification
Master Plan
In January 2002, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency published the Broadway + Stockton
Boulevard Beautification Master Plan prepared by the
HLA Group, landscape architects. The Plan addresses
beautification recommendations for the commercial
corridors of Stockton and Broadway. In the Plan the
corridors are divided into districts. For the Renaissance
area two districts of the Beautification Master Plan are
of direct impact. They include the section of Broadway
between Martin Luther King, Jr. and Stockton Boulevard, identified as District A, and the section of Stockton
Boulevard south of Broadway to 10th Avenue, identified
as District B.

The Urban Design Plan summarizes issues for this section of Broadway as follows:
"Broadway-36th Street to Stockton Boulevard; Comprehensive Overhaul"
The stretch of Broadway between 36th Street and Stockton
Boulevard has been widened. The road widening reduced the
depth of lots, left narrow sidewalks along the edge of a fast
street, and removed major trees. The resulting street edge
has an uncomfortable relationship between the remaining
housing and commercial buildings. Also, vacant lots are too
narrow to develop. This area needs a larger, more comprehensive effort beyond the scope of the Urban Design Plan. It
needs a comprehensive housing, roadway, commercial and social strategy that includes the neighborhoods facing Broadway. "

Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District
In 2001, the Sacramento City Council adopted the
Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District (SPD M01-095), an amendment to the City's Comprehensive
Zoning Ordinance. The purpose of the Special Planning District SPD is to implement the land use concepts

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

District A: Broadway between Martin Luther King, Jr,
and Stockton Boulevard - Design Recommendations
(Northern Perimeter of the Renaissance area)
In this area the Beautification Master Plan acknowledges that street widening has reduced available unused
right-of-way and has left limited front yard setbacks
for residential and commercial uses for properties fronting on Broadway. As such, the Plan recommends
streetscape features that reinforce pedestrian safety
and buffer the effects of high traffic volumes on Broadway. Among the recommendations are:
•

Improve and reconstruct sidewalks along Broadway and incorporate handicapped ramps, vertical
curbs and gutters.

•

Provide enhanced "safe havens" for pedestrians
through pavement treatments, and plantings.

•

Construct a new median on Broadway (west of
Martin Luther King Jr., Boulevard) and install Mex-
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•
•

•

ican Fan Palms to match the street design in the
historic core of Broadway.
Enhance the existing bus stops with seating, shelter and landscaping whenever possible.
Promote consistent use of wrought iron fencing
(to replace chain link fencing) in the adjoining residential areas.
Designate bike lanes (minimum 5") along the
length of Broadway from 36th Street to Stockton
Boulevard.

•

Convert street light fixtures in the area to the
Acorn-style historic type streetlights.

•

With limited public right-of-way available for tree
planting, encourage tree planting on private property fronting Broadway, emphasizing the use of Red
Oak (Quercus rubra), London Plane Tree (Plantus
Acerifolia) and Mexican Fan Palm (Washingtonia
robusta).

•

Develop gateway treatments for the intersection
of Broadway and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard.

District B: Stockton Boulevard from Broadway to 10th
Avenue - Design Recommendations (Eastern Perimeter of the Renaissance area)
Identified as the gateway to the UC Davis Medical Center District, this section of Stockton Boulevard currently
supports a variety of uses including retail and services,
restaurants, institutional and residential uses. Stockton Boulevard is a thoroughfare and a heavily traveled
corridor, with four travel lanes and a center left turn
lane. Significant design recommendations for this portion of Stockton Boulevard include:
•

Improve pedestrian environment by reconstructing, and infilling sidewalks on both sides of the
streets, to achieve a 5-foot minimum walkway, with
accessibility ramps and cross walks at corners.
Consistently install vertical curb and gutter to better define pedestrian space from traffic space.

•

Utilize special pavement treatment to create "safe
havens" for pedestrians at the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway.

•

Install a pedestrian-activated signal on Stockton
Boulevard between 9th and 10th Avenues.

•

Utilize palm trees as accent trees at the intersection of Stockton and Broadway.

•

Infill street tree canopy where deficient with Sawtooth Zelkova (Zelkova serrata) and Mexican Fan
Palms. Plant trees on public and private property.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

•

•

Promote consistent use of wrought iron fencing
(to replace chain link fencing) in the adjoining residential areas.
Designate bike lanes (minimum 5 feet) along the
length of this section of Stockton Boulevard in both
north and south bound direction.

•

Adapt street light fixtures to the Acorn-style City
standard in medians and sidewalks. -

•

Paint and install post-base enhancers on all traffic
signal poles.
Develop gateway signage for the intersection of
Stockton and Broadway.

•

Beautification measures for both, District A and District B, are identified as Phase II improvements.
Prospective funding will include Oak Park Tax Increment funds, State Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) funds, TEA-21 funds, and possibly City
or County Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds. Total estimated improvement costs for
District A are estimated at $2.8 million. Total estimated costs for District B are estimated at $1.3 million.
For improvements, specifically at the intersection of
Stockton and Broadway, the Beautification Plan estimates an additional $337,000.

The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group
The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group is a consortium of government, private industry, not- for-profit
housing developers, and community persons dedicated to guiding the revitalization of the Oak Park
Renaissance area. The group was convened in 2000 by
City Council Member Lauren Hammond, and includes
a broad mixture of stakeholders.
In 2000, the Oak Park Renaissance Work Group developed a statement summarizing Visions and Objectives
to guide planning and development in the Renaissance
area. The Oak Park Renaissance Community Master
Plan reaffirms and supports this Vision statement as
guiding principles in every aspect of the Plan.
Vision
The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group envisions that
the Renaissance is a safe and vibrant neighborhood of
choice, with common community standards regarding
home and yard maintenance and neighborhood
behavior. "The renaissance of the neighborhood is accomplished through engagement of residents and
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property owners in a manner that reduces displacement and avoids gentrification."
The Work Group -plans to realize this vision through
the improvement of the existing housing stock, and
through selective infill and lot consolidation for development of new homes. The Renaissance project
encompasses an area that demonstrates that existing
developed urban neighborhoods can be "recreated"
and "renewed" by building on the assets of the neighborhood, by reviving pride and neighborhood spirit
and coordinating the many skills and talents of multiple collaborative partners. Because Oak Park
Renaissance is a existing densely developed neighborhood, strategies must respect the existing assets of
the area while introducing new features that create a
distinct sense of place.

Basic Objectives
To do this, the following broad objectives are the foundation of the Vision:
•
•

Encourage social and economic change for the
benefit of the residents of the area.
Promote positive social and economic change in
the community while avoiding displacement, relocation and gentrification.

Collaboration and Partnershio
•
Involve multiple partnerships in a concerted and
comprehensive approach to revitalization and renewal of the area.
Engage Neighborhood Leadership and Partners
•
Increase community organization through supporting the formation of neighborhood associations. The
community organization should include interested
and responsible homeowners, tenants and property owners within the area. In turn government and
the Work Group partners will help work with and
support the development of community capacity.
Safe and Clean Neighborhood
•
Increase the safety and basic livability of the neighborhood through enhanced comprehensive
community policing, and code enforcement programs.
New Community Standards for Neighborhood Livabilitv
•
In coordination with neighborhood groups, develop clear community standards regarding yard and

home maintenance, applicable to homeowners,
landlords and tenants alike.
A Distinct Place of Choice for Homeowners and
Responsible Tenants
• Beautify the area so that it becomes a place of
choice for homeowners and a stable residential
neighborhood with homeowner, property owner
and tenant pride and commitment.
• Create a sense of identity and place through development of entrances, green spaces, and other
identifying features selected and supported by the
neighborhood.
Octimize Renewal Opportunities Presented by Vacant
Lots

•

Utilize undeveloped lots for infill of new affordable
housing, or for the introduction of more green
space in the form of new parks or green pathways.

Create a Village Environment
•
Wherever possible consider how the neighborhood
can be linked with places of employment and commercial services in the area to support a "walk to
work/services" community.
Oak Park Renaissance Strategic Plan
The Renaissance Work Group has developed a strategic plan framework for the process of revitalization in
the Renaissance area. Since physical improvements
alone will not address the breadth of issues in the Renaissance area, the Strategic Plan seeks to integrate
social, physical and economic revitalization objectives,
To accomplish this, there are three strategic areas identified in the Plan:
Community Involvement
Community involvement is a driving force in the revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area. The
community will be the source of invaluable information on its culture, priorities, challenges and desires
for their neighborhood. With input from residents,
property owners and renters, the Strategy will address
their needs and outline results, which are meant to encourage community members to invest time in energy
into the neighborhood. There are tangible results coming from this effort. Neighborhood Housing Services
and the Renaissance Work Group, together with community volunteers, have conducted and tallied a

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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door-to-door Resident survey. Community organization
and mobilization is showing strong results with the West
Columbia Terrace. -Neighborhood Association, which
represents the 45th Street area. The Santa Cruz Way is
staring to organize as an association. Master Plan outreach meetings and a neighborhood clean-up have
shown first organizational results.
Resident Leadership Training Programs are provided
by the Renaissance Academy. With support from members of the Renaissance Work Group, these programs
are being successfully implemented.

Sacramento there is the City's Infill Housing Program,
which includes the deep lot infill program proposed
for other neighborhoods like the Gardenland Area, and
one that would most likely be applicable for the Renaissance area. There is also an Infill Incentives Program
currently under consideration by SHRA. Property Management Strategies are strongly supported by the
Renaissance Work Group. Together with the Sacramento Rental Housing Task Force comprehensive training
programs are being offered to property owners and
landlords, including owners of up to 4 units dwellings.

Community Master Plan
In October 2001 SmithGroup Team of San Francisco
was selected to prepare a master plan for the Renaissance area. With input from the community the
Community Master Plan addresses physical conditions
of the Oak Park Renaissance area, type and condition
of housing, parcel status and size, access and circulation, landscape and open space, pedestrian circulation,
street lighting and signage and all other physical attributes that effect the quality of life in the
neighborhood. Based on the findings gathered in the
initial phase of the master plan, the consultant together with the community will prioritize community
concerns and issues so that the implementation plan
can closely track community concerns and needs. Part
of the Master Plan will be a Market Assessment and
Feasibility report addressing housing and retail opportunities in the neighborhood, including the Broadway
frontage near MLK. In close coordination with SHRA,
and all other City Agencies the Master Plan will also
contain an implementation section.

Implementation Plan
Part of the Master Plan is an Implementation Plan, which
will contain information generated from the community outreach effort and the Master Plan. It is an action
plan that will outline near-, mid-term and long-term
implementation goals for various plan recommendations. It will define various programs and resources,
including time frames and costing parameters, needed to accomplish the revitalization goals. There is a
wide array of other implementation efforts which are
directed towards participation and continuation of revitalization efforts by residents, business and property
owners. For homeowners and potential homebuyers
there is a large menu of financing resources and opportunities. In progress with SHRA and the City of

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Demographics

homeowners in the Renaissance, based on properties
filing for homeowners exemption.

The People
For reference see Appendix Two, Table 1.4: 2000 Census

The Oak Park Renaissance is an older neighborhood,
its residents however have the makeup of a young community. Recent 2000 Census Tract Data show Oak Park
Renaissance residents with a median age of 26.6 years,
compared to a median age of 32.8 for the city overall.
The Renaissance area has a rich mix of ethnicity and
culture. In addition to African American and Black and
Hispanic or Latino, there is a strong presence of Other
Race, which includes Other Asian. There is a presence
of Native Hawaiian and Alaska Native in addition of
Asian and White.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.2: 2000 Census
Data - Age Breakdown and Race.

Household Characteristics
Renaissance area families are typically larger than families in the City overall. The average family size is 4.07
persons compared to 3.35 persons per family citywide.
In addition, the Renaissance area has a higher percentage of family households, which equates to 70% of all
households being family households. There is a large
number of children in the Renaissance area; the 2000
Census Tract 28 identifies 50% of all households having children under 18 years of age. The rate of female
headed households is almost double the citywide rate.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.3: 2000 Census
Data - Households by Type.

Data - Housing Occupancy and Housing Tenure.

Housing units in the Renaissance area are small. The
majority of homes are two-bedroom/ one-bath homes.
With large families these homes have lead to overcrowded conditions as identified in the 1990 Census
Data. Overcrowding is defined as a condition with more
than one person per room. The 1990 Census Data identified 23.5% of all units in the Renaissance area as
overcrowded, a figure that is currently not available in
the 2000 Census Data but is three times higher than
comparable figures of 8.5% for the City overall.
Housing Values
Despite their age, housing values in the Renaissance
area have increased during the recent real estate boom
that has affected the greater Sacramento region. 2001
data show sales prices for the Renaissance area ranging from $ 55,000 for a two-bedroom fixer-upper to
5140,000 for a larger, well conditioned home. Median
sales prices for the area increased from $ 49,784 in
2000 to S 75,256 in 2001, a substantial increase overall. There are a number of factors contributing to this
increase. There is the migration from the Bay Area ,
bringing more residents to Sacramento. There is also
an increased demand for affordable starter homes,
particularly in the price range found in the Renaissance
area. This coupled with the convenient, close-to-downtown location the Renaissance area offers attractive
options.

Housing Occupancy and Tenure
Vacant housing units in the Renaissance area have increased. According to 2000 Census Data 12% of all
housing units in Census Tract 28 are vacant. This is
nearly double the comparable figure for the rest of the
City. Homeownership in the Renaissance area is relatively low, including the number of owner occupied
dwellings.
2000 Census Data identifies 44.8% of all units as owner-occupied, a percentage significantly lower than the
City overall. It is important noting that Census Tract 28
covers an area slightly larger than the Renaissance area.
2001 MetroScan data estimate a lower rate of 23% of

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Existing Conditions

Buildings
Purpose
Any master plan that is to become 'a living document
and a tool for the community to chart a course for
change needs to document the full spectrum of constraints and opportunities that exist within the
neighborhood. Looking at all aspects that affect the
quality of live for all residents in a comprehensive way,
allows identifying priorities and changes that can be
implemented For the Oak Park Renaissance this required detailed documentation of a large variety of
issues, which individually and together will contribute
to the transformation and revitalization of the neighborhood over time.

Building Condition
The neighborhood is comprised of 409 small parcels,
the majority with narrow frontages of 40 feet. 317 lots
are residential parcels with homes individually designed, and landscaped. The condition of buildings
ranges from good to fair to unacceptable. Using field
observations and data gathered from visual surveys, a
study team of architects and urban designers categorized building conditions in four categories ranging from:

As part of preparing an overall neighborhood site survey and conditions mapping for the Renaissance area,
the SmithGroup team undertook a building-by-building field survey. Using the City of Sacramento
Assessor's Map, combined with neighborhood maps
provided by SHRA, SmithGroup reconciled and modified the Renaissance area mapping to accurately
document: Existing Buildings.
GnnJ Cnn,iitirni

For reference, see Appendix One Figure 2.1: Existing
Buildings.

As one of the first suburbs of Sacramento the Oak Park
Renaissance area is a truly urban neighborhood, which
shows well when compared with other inner city neighborhoods nationwide. With a wide variety of building
expressions, the predominately single-family neighborhood shows a range of visual diversity not found in
newer urban or suburban settings. There are an amazing variety of quality homes with well-maintained
gardens, but there are also a noticeable number of
homes and properties in various stages of neglect and
abandonment. It is these and other conditions that
negatively affect the neighborhood and are part of the study.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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: For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.2: Building
Condition.

Vacant Lots and Abandoned Buildings
The "Vacant Lots and Abandoned Buildings" map documents two conditions that have the largest impact
on how the neighborhood as a whole is being perceived. Abandoned buildings and vacant lots that are
not maintained are detrimental to any neighborhood
in transition.

Need ,tlinnr Repair

lacart! Building

Beyond Repair

The Building Condition evaluation is supported by individual photographs of each building in the
neighborhood. These photographs will be part of
SHRA's tools to manage and track improvements and
revitalization of the area. Overall, the majority of residential buildings in the neighborhood is in reasonable
condition and will remain the signature of the commu-

At the time of the field survey, in October 2001, there
were 7 abandoned buildings in the neighborhood. This
number is in flux in light of the fact that there is a concerted effort underway to demolish abandoned
buildings as soon as possible in order to not impact
adjoining homes. At the time of the field survey there
were 53 vacant lots. The total number of vacant parcels and parcels with abandoned buildings totals 60,
which constitutes a significant resource and opportunity for the Renaissance area at large.

nity's identity and pride.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.3: Vacant Lots/

The evaluation results indicate that:

Abandoned Buildings.

•

68 properties or 20.6% of all homes are in Good
Condition

Owner/ Renter Occupied Residences

•

125 properties or 39 °o of all homes are in Fair Con-

•

dition
62 properties or 209110 of all homes are in Need of

Neighborhood quality is generally not dependent on
who owns and who rents. The mapping of "Owner/
Renter-Occupied Residences" is meant as a tool for
tracking housing status, status of repair and maintenance as well as code violations.

•
•

Minor Rehabilitation
57 properties or 18% of all homes are in Need of
Major Rehabilitation
5 properties or 1.8% of all homes fall in the category: Beyond Repair

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

The information used to prepare this map is based on
2000 Census Tract 28 data and Sacramento MetroS-
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can information. Its purpose is for the Renaissance Work
Group, the Renaissance Academy and other stakeholders to be more effective in neighborhood outreach and
- organization.
â

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.4: Owner/
Renter Occupied.

Fence Treatment
The appearance and condition of fences in the Renaissance area are a strong indicator for the health of the
neighborhood. The mapping of "Fence Treatment"
illustrates that there is still a predominance of chain
link fences in the neighborhood despite concerted efforts and support by Sacramento Neighborhood
Housing Services (NHS) to encourage replacement of
unsightly chain-link with wrought iron fences.
Existing fences fall into the five following categories:

Clr,furiink Fe•ne

llrnr,au lrrnr Frnra
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direction of Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services and in collaboration with Sacramento Housing
and Redevelopment, this program addressed improvements to fences, exterior lighting and landscaping, with
the idea of shifting initiative for change to homeowners, renters and the neighborhood at large. Based on
Columbia Terrace neighborhood preferences, specific
fence types were identified, including a process of facilitating funding applications for subsidy and loans,
all under the auspices of the NHS Exterior Facade and
Fence Loan Program.
In the Oak Park Renaissance there are already a number of good examples where whole blocks have utilized
wrought iron as a coordinated fence material. At the
east side of the neighborhood, West Columbia Terrace
is organized as an association. Since July 2000, when
the Exterior Fence and Loan Program was first initiated, this neighborhood has successfully transformed 49
properties by installing wrought iron fences. This stands
as a noteworthy example how fence improvements can
transform an entire block. There remain a large number of unsightly chain-linked fenced homes and other
fence types that negatively affect the overall image of
the neighborhood and are in need of replacement.

Building Style
lti,at Fence

While consistently small in size, the Renaissance neighborhood has a remarkable variety of housing types
within its 23-block area. While most modern subdivisions suffer from repetitive sameness in housing types
and styles, the Oak Park Renaissance has at least four
distinct types/styles of housing that give the neighborhood a special character.
The "Building Style" mapping identifies four distinct
building types:

Plr,rnnJ Fen",
: . ... . . . ........

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.5: Fence
Treatment.

In the summer of 2000, a Fence Program - Fencing
and Exterior Enhancements Through Community Effort Improvement Program, was formulated. Under the
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Of the four dominant types, 61 homes (190/0) are classified as " craftsman-style" homes. 11 homes (3.5°0) are
"one-of-a-kind" buildings, some custom designed and
architecturally note worthy. 8 homes (2.5%) are T1-11
type homes, no longer permitted to be built. The majority of homes, or 75 %, are " builder-type" homes.
i

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.6: Building Style.

Building Height

Builders-Snle

The majority of homes in the Renaissance area are single-story. Out of 317 residences, 25 are 1 '/z-story, while
there are also 24 2-story homes scattered throughout
the neighborhood.

^-_ - _- - _
Special onr-,I-a-hind
0,u and om

Home

In all cases, 2-story building elements hold back from
the front fa4ade. This is important to maintain overall
neighborhood scale.

Ti-71-Tcpr

It is important to note that the mapping of building
types and styles documented in this Master Plan is not
a substitute for a professional evaluation by a historian
that determines which buildings are historic and architectural resources.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.7: Building
Height.

2. Existin4 Conditions

: For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.8: Existing

Neighborhood Landscape
Purpose
In comparison to other older Sacramento neighborhoods,
Oak Park Renaissance does not have streets that are planted with a regular pattern of street trees, which give the
neighborhood a green, shady look and identity.

Public Tree Landscape.

42"° Street and Santa Cruz Way are the only two north/
south streets, that connect from Broadway to 81' Avenue, and that have a separated sidewalk with a
landscape strip. Both streets have a number of public
trees in the landscape strip; the planting pattern however is irregular and does not contribute to a
neighborhood landscape image.

Oak Park Renaissance has predominantly narrow
streets with narrow sidewalks. There is little formal
street tree planting within the existing right-of-way on
the majority of streets.

Public Right-of-Ways
In the entire neighborhood 52 trees have been identified as public trees. They are located in the landscape
strip of separated sidewalks, which are part of the public
right-of-way. These trees are planted in scattered locations; they do not create a formal streetscape. Three
dominant tree types have been identified, they include
maple, eucalyptus and oak trees.
Typica l .Srre•rf Guidsr.tPr

Where applicable, these mature trees need to be examined for classification as Heritage Trees. Some of
the trees may not meet heritage tree classification criteria such as circumference. If, however, they are found
to be healthy, they should be maintained. These trees
strongly contribute to the overall image of the neighborhood, which lacks trees.

San Rafael Court, and 39th Street are short north/south
streets, they have separated sidewalks with a landscape
strip on both sides of the street. On 39" Street an irregular pattern of public trees exist on the east side of
the street.
On San Rafael Court both sides of the street have trees
within the public right-of-way. This pattern is also irregular. 71' Ave., between MLK and Solidad Way, has a
separated sidewalk with a landscape strip. On the south
side of this street the landscape strip is continuous,
with a few scattered trees. On the north side the landscape strip is discontinuous in the block west of La
Solidad, again with only a few scattered trees.
On the south side of 8' Avenue, in the block between
45t° Street and Stockton Boulevard, there is a separated sidewalk with a landscape strip, with a larger stand
of mature trees. On the south side of 8" Avenue, in
front of the Oak Park Community Center there is also
a larger stand of public trees.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.9: Existing
Sidewalks with Landscape Strip.

Mature turu(%pltcr Trrn ue AthGr l:m,iscunr
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Private Properties

Traffic, Circulation and Infrastructure

Although there are-_only 52 public street trees along
the streets of the-Renaissance area, there is a strong
presence of landscaping in the front, side, and rear
yards of private properties. The existing landscaping
in these locations shows a wide variety of trees, bushes, shrubs and other plant material, including
perennials.

Purpose
The following section describes the existing transportation and infrastructure conditions in the Renaissance
area, including roadways, sidewalks, curbs and gutter,
utilities, and lighting. The evaluation of the existing
conditions was primarily based on site reconnaissance
conducted by KORVE and the SmithGroup team. Pertinent photographs were taken to document key issues
and findings relating to existing traffic, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, and civil engineering related conditions.
The survey included review of key infrastructure and
utilities plans provided by the City of Sacramento Public Works. Department. .

Roadways
The Renaissance area is bounded by Broadway, Stockton Boulevard, 8th Avenue, and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard (MLK). These four roadways provide primary access to the area, which covers approximately 60
acres and consists primarily of residential properties.
Fnm Kind lainduupirie

There are many good examples of carefully tended
gardens in the neighborhood. Overall, however, the
landscape appearance, in combination with the selection of plant material and landscape maintenance, is
not always consistent. There are also a number of properties where chain-link fenced, concrete pads have
replaced formerly landscaped gardens. These strongly contribute to a negative impression of blight and
neglect.

Broadway is a four-lane, east-west arterial street that
connects State Route 99 (SR 99) to 65`h Street. Parking
is allowed on sections of Broadway. Typical curb-tocurb width is approximately 50 feet. At major
intersections, such as Stockton Boulevard and MLK,
right and left turn lanes are added for capacity.
Stockton Boulevard is a four-lane, north-south arterial
roadway that connects downtown Sacramento with the
southeast area of the city. A center two-way-left-turn
lane is also provided within the study area. On-street
parking is prohibited on Stockton Blvd. Curb-to-curb
distance is approximately 60 feet. At major intersections, such as Broadway and Stockton Boulevard, right
and left turn lanes are added for capacity.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, in the Renaissance
area, is a two-lane north-south collector roadway with
on-street parking and a bike lane on both sides of the
roadway. MLK connects Franklin Boulevard, SR 99 and
Broadway. Curb-to-curb distance is approximately 60
feet. MLK forms a major T-intersection at Broadway.
8'^ A venue is a two-lane, east-west local roadway with
residences fronting the street. On-street parking is

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian
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available on 8th Avenue. Undulating speed humps are
located in three locations on 81" Avenue to discourage
cut-through traffic-and speeding. Typical curb-to-curb
distance is approximately 30 to 36 feet.
Pedestrian Facilities
Pedestrian circulation is generally well served by existing sidewalks on all the streets within the Renaissance
area. The sidewalk width is predominately 5-foot wide.
However, since vehicles are often parked on the rolled
curb, the sidewalk width on a number of streets is effectively reduced to approximately 4 feet.
There are sections of sidewalks that are missing. The
following six photographs show locations where sidewalks are incomplete. KORVE has investigated if there
are portions of sidewalks that may have been potentially annexed by adjoining property owners.

Corner nJ San Jose ItitdSarna Rosa Ave - no siJn,alk. Sth Acenar/San Jose - pmpern
. fence line creates an inroraistent and narmir sidewalk path.

^^^
,

s

a^

An ntiltnpnlr is lnratrJ it, the middle nfrhr siJeetulA ,it Santa Rosa Avenue impedint! LrJrstrinn f]ntr.
At the rnn:rr n(Sart Jnsrl'ItG Asr - rrtainines nall it the prnrern-Jisnrp7+ rnntirminnj
siJe•^^zdd'.
"

Alone Lt SolhJetd ltitc - as., sidrtralk is rni.asine and there is a pntential Ger prnpern
irurusinn into thr /euFilic riclu-nr=n,tc.
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Boulevard Beautification Master Plan has proposed
new bike lanes on Stockton in both directions.

Transit

^.._ _

.:,.

-•.

Side„alkt should he cleared front i•arbuge and illegal Jumping of trash to improve
i1....
pedestrian

The Renaissance area is well served by Sacramento
Regional Transit (RT), which provides light rail and bus
service. The nearest light rail station is more than one
mile away at 39i" Street and 38" Street. However direct bus connections are provided at the 29" and
University 65t" Street Stations. Five RT bus lines operate near the study area. There are multiple bus stops
along Broadway. At the intersection of Broadway and
Stockton Boulevard, bus shelters are provided on all
quadrants, on the far side of the intersection.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figures 2.11: Parking

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.10: Sidewalk

Issues.

and Access Issues; 2.12: Pedestrian Circulation Issues; 2.13:
Miscellaneous Traffic and Circulation Issues, and 2.14:
Visual Conditions Raising Concerns.

Bicycle Facilities

Drainage and Curb and Gutters
The City currently has a Bikeways Program that is consistent with the City of Sacramento 1986 General Plan
and the City and County 2010 Bikeway Master Plan.
There are existing bicycle facilities within the Renaissance area. On Broadway, bicycle lanes have been
implemented east of Stockton Boulevard, and a signed
bicycle route is established west of Stockton Boulevard. An on-street bike lane has also been installed on
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.

Existing surface drainage throughout the Renaissance
area appears adequate in most locations. Pavement
surfaces are generally in good condition, with minimal
areas of ponding at the roadway surface. Areas of root
intrusion from curbside trees have deformed gutter
slope in select locations. Many drainage inlets at curb
returns are substandard drop inlets with grates that
collect leaves as shown.

Bike Lane on AILK

Currently, there are no designated bikeways on Stockton Boulevard; however, the Broadway + Stockton

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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A rolled curb design with a 4-foot gutter is predominately used throughout the Renaissance area, which is
consistent with the City's standard for a typical local
street. In some locations, a small landscape edge is
provided buffering the travel lane and the sidewalk.

ON Drain Desii!n

In addition, other debris and trash caused by illegal
dumping can block the drain and hamper drainage,
creating ponding problems, as shown below.
Rolled Curb at 7th Arenue

Sewer/Water
Improvements proposed in the Renaissance area do
not appear to affect the main trunk lines of these underground utilities. However, improvements near the
edge of the street right-of-way may affect water meter
boxes and sewer laterals.
Electrical/Telephone/Cable

Ilh•,eal DumpinY and Pundtne

The majority of these existing utilities are placed overhead and do not contribute towards a positive
neighborhood image as shown in the photo.

No, Druin Desi n

(hvrrieruJ Uti(ifics
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At a minimum, existing utility poles in sidewalk locations that impede pedestrian flow and may not be ADA

Traffic and Circulation - Exiting
Conditions

(Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant should be
relocated where -space allows. In addition, old, worn
out poles should be replaced.

Purpose
As part of the community interview process a Resident
Traffic Survey was conducted.. This survey confirmed
the majority of circulation issues previously brought
forward in other meetings with the community. To substantiate survey results and develop Master Plan
recommendations, it became necessary to develop
specific traffic data and to determine if problems identified by residents were perceived or factual. This
required the collection of the following data :

Lighting
The Renaissance area has a street lighting system,
which is comprised of four different types of lighting:
mast arm street light, post top street light, park light,
and Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) safety
light. Within the study area, the residential streets utilize post top lights, while arterial streets, such as
Broadway, Stockton Boulevard and Martin Luther King,
Jr. Boulevard, use mast arm lights. The City's electrical
department has reviewed the existing lighting conditions and determined that the current lighting levels
meet the City's illumination standards.

•

Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT);

•
•
•

Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian Counts;
Travel Speed Survey; and
Accident Data.

^ For reference, see Appendix Three: Traffic Data Collection
and Analysis.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes
The City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department ( NTMP) provided existing
available Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT) in the study
area. Some of the older counts, dating back to 1990
and 1993, were selectively recounted in March 2002.
As expected, arterial roadways such as Stockton Boulevard, Broadway and MLK carry the highest traffic
volumes. The respective ADT volumes are 23,000 vehicles/day, 17,000 vehicles/day and 9,600 vehicles/day.
ADT on local streets range from 1,000 to 2,800 vehicles/day day. 8th Avenue has the highest ADT among
the local streets, with 2,800 vehicles/day.
Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian
Counts
The Resident Traffic Survey and Community Workshop
No. 1 identified three intersections as locations with
problems:
•
•
•

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Stockton Boulevard and 8th Avenue
Broadway and 43rd Street
Broadway and 44th Street
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At the unsignalized intersection of Stockton Boulevard
and 8th Avenue, residents expressed a severe safety
concern when cros!^ing Stockton Boulevard, which carries 23,000 vehicles per day.
The Broadway and 44th Street intersection, located
directly across the Food Source on Broadway, is another problematic pedestrian crossing. Although there
is an existing marked crosswalk located one block west
at 43rd Street, residents have observed that there is a
high frequency of pedestrians 'J' walking at 44th Street
rather than the designated, marked crosswalk on 43rd
Street. In addition, an eastbound bus stop is also located at this intersection.

Intersection traffic and pedestrian counts were conducted to substantiate concerns and develop effective
recommendations to remedy these problems.

posted limits.. Based on guidelines of the City's Speed
Hump Program measured speeds must exceed 15%
or more of vehicles traveling at 5, or more miles per
hour over the speed limit before a speed hump is installed. Based on this team's findings, none of the
neighborhood streets will meet speed criteria for installation of speed humps.
In order to give the residents' concern proper attention other factors were examined. Outside of the study
area, south of 8th Avenue, all streets surveyed have
existing speed humps except for 40th Street. As a result, vehicles may be using 40th Street to avoid other
north-south parallel streets with speed humps. 40th
Street also has the highest 85th percentile speed at 37
mph. Since 40th Street is an emergency response route,
the installation of speed humps is prohibited.
Accident Data

The three un-signalized intersections in question were
assessed through evaluation of Peak Hour Levels of
Service (LOS). LOS A, B and C are generally considered to be satisfactory service levels while LOS D is
marginally acceptable, LOS E is undesirable and LOS F
conditions are unacceptable.
Based on the traffic analysis, all intersections are operating at a satisfactory level of service B to C in the
morning. At evening peak hour, the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard/8th Avenue is currently operating
at LOS F. A Peak Hour Signal Warrant analysis was conducted for this intersection. Despite the fact that at
evening peak a signal may be warranted, it may not be
advisable to install a traffic signal as it could encourage more traffic on 8th Avenue.

Travel Speeds
Neighbors expressed concern with vehicles speeding
through residential streets. In March 2002, the City of
Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department (NTMP) conducted Travel speed
surveys on 6th Ave, 7th Ave, 8th Ave, 40th,.42nd, 43rd,
and 44th Streets, and San Diego Way to examine and
document existing conditions.

Part of the analysis of existing conditions required examination of accident data, including the number and
type of accidents, and primary collision factors. Following are highlights of this analysis.
Broadway has the highest number of accidents among
the arterial roadway, while 8th Avenue has the highest
number of accidents among the residential streets. The
number of recorded accidents for the remainder of
residential streets is relatively low. Broadway and 8th
Avenue were analyzed further for collision types and
primary collision factors.

On 8th Avenue, for example, one of the primary types
of collision is rear end type and one of the primary
reasons for collision is unsafe speed On Broadway, the
two primary types of accidents are hit object and rear
end type collisions. The primary factor for collisions is
also unsafe speeds.

On neighborhood streets in the Oak Park Renaissance
area, travel speeds range from 22 to 29 mph. While
neighbors reported excessive speeding on their streets,
only some streets show confirmed speeds higher than

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Community Outreach
Purpose
The Renaissance Work Group
The Oak Park Project Area Committee (PAC)
Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 1
Special Spanish Language Renaissance Follow-up Workshop
Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 2
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Community Outreach

Purpose
A thoughtfully structured community process that
brings forward community hopes and aspirations is an
integral part of formulating a community master plan.
In developing the Oak Park Renaissance Community
Master Plan, community perceptions and ideas were
solicited in a variety of ways.
•

Formal Group Input

•

•

Informal Interviews
City Council Representative Lauren Hammond,
representing the Renaissance Area
Long-term Residents and Property Owners of
the Renaissance Area
Developers building in the Renaissance Area
SHRA and City Staff actively working in the
Renaissance Area
Citizen Workshops
- Master Plan Workshop 1
- Spanish-Language Master Plan Follow-up
Workshop

•

Renaissance Work Group
Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee
Oak Park Project Area Committee

Master Plan Workshop 2

Door-to-Door Survey, conducted by NHS and the
Renaissance Work Group prior to initiation of the
Master Plan
- Although not part of the Master Plan effort itself, the planning team has reviewed and used
the results of the Renaissance Door-to-Door
Resident Survey.

and Objectives for the Renaissance Area" were developed. The Renaissance Work Group is particularly
interested in partnership with residents through activities such as the Renaissance Academy. It supports the
objectives of limiting displacement and gentrification
in the neighborhood, and developing a model for

11 smart growth" together with an inner-city neighborhood revitalization program.

The Oak Park Project Area Committee
(PAC)
The Oak Park PAC is the official citizen advisory committee assigned to advise the City and SHRA on
housing and redevelopment matters in the Oak Park
Redevelopment Area. Input of the Oak Park PAC was
solicited in a working session regarding the status of
the Renaissance Project and the proposed Master Plan.
Comments received from the PAC meeting included:

General Comments of the PAC
Overall, the committee had substantial agreement with
the overall approach and objectives outlined in the
plan. The PAC Committee did however, express concern that the project should proceed with a more
comprehensive plan vision that addresses several elements to make the community more livable including
the creation of open space, examination of the street
and circulation system, and judicious review for infill
development on vacant lots. PAC representatives cautioned that earlier attempts to revitalize the area had
only produced marginal results, with infill projects completed on only a limited number of lots.

The Renaissance Work Group
Density and Livability

The Renaissance Work Group is a driving force and key
for the revitalization of the Renaissance Area. The Work
Group has held several strategic planning sessions with
in depth-discussions covering all aspects of what will
affect change in the area. From this inquiry and discussion, the "Renaissance Strategic Plan", and "The Vision

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

•

The Committee recommended that the overall approach should maximize use of vacant lots to
accomplish increased livability of the neighborhood. In particular, the Committee was concerned
that the area is already extremely dense and con-
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gested (small lots and small homes, narrow streets,
on-street parking, no driveways, lack of on- property parking)... The Committee would like to see
larger homes-through infill on existing, or on consolidated lots, more parking and increased amounts
of open space areas. Suggestions included:
•

Widen streets or reconfigure streets if possible. It
was noted that this might not be feasible due to
the densely developed nature of the area and shallow front-yard set backs.

•

Increase open space and public areas for tot lots.
Consolidate vacant lots to allow for building of larger homes to diversify housing types in the
neighborhood.

•

•

•
•

Allow adjoining property owners to purchase vacant lots for the creation of shared driveways and
garages to reduce on-street parking and congestion. Increase lawn areas and open space in the
neighborhood. It was discussed that this should
be accompanied by a maintenance agreement ensuring those properties and homes are maintained.
Moving houses may be entertained to reconfigure
the neighborhood.
To ensure architectural consistency projects should
be subject to Design Review. Applicants would be
required to present a graphic depiction of the proposed project. It would also be required to show
the project in context to adjacent homes.

Rental Properties and Maintenance Standards
•

•
•

•
•

Landlords need to be engaged in the process of
property maintenance through a comprehensive
system of incentives and strong enforcement rules.
Similarly, tenants need to be organized to play a
more effective role as members of the community.
It was suggested that strong CC & R's should be
developed for the area, and that neighborhood
organizations be established to help monitor and
enforce these covenants conditions and restrictions.
Other suggestions included landlord-training programs, particularly in the area of tenant selection.
Landlords were suggested to participate in common, or group property management, with
common maintenance standards.

•

Strong Code Enforcement support will be needed
for architectural consistency.

•

It was suggested that a meeting with Bob Thomas,
City Manager be set up to gain his support in targeting code enforcement and police supportforthe area.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Resident Involvement
•

•

•

The Committee noted that past attempts for revitalizing the area promoted infill housing, without
the support of viable and sustainable neighborhood leadership or organization. Any new effort
needs to be done with strong neighborhood "buyin" and support, so those new standards are
created and enforced. Suggestions included:
Survey Renaissance area residents. This could be
accomplished through NHS or, possibly, with the
assistance of interns from CSUS or UCD.
Organize neighborhood area committees and provide training for residents. For example, some of
the Drug Free Zone leaders may be able to mentor residents on successful strategies for working
with the Police and Code Enforcement.

Budgeting and Leveraging of Funds
•

The Committee encouraged the Work Group to
leverage all possible funding resources so that, in
the future, similar neighborhood revitalization programs can be extended to other areas of Oak Park.
Since tax increment funds are limited, it will be necessary to seek leveraged or matching private, State
or Federal funds whenever possible.

Renaissance Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC)
The Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
is comprised of representatives of SHRA, the City Planning Department, the City Parks and Recreation
Department, the City Neighborhood Services Department, City Transportation and Traffic Representatives,
City Utilities Department and City Public Works Department. Representatives of TAC have met with the
Master Plan team throughout the planning process to
provide technical input to the plan and guide the plan
development process.

Informal Interviews
A number of key interviews were held. This included
meeting with City Council Member Lauren Hammond,
who initiated the Renaissance Work Group and the
master plan project. She holds a strong commitment
and vision for the Renaissance Area. She believes that
the neighborhood can become a "model" for revital-
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ization of older neighborhoods through broad community engagement. For this reason, Council Member
Hammond strongly_ supports the broad and inclusive
nature of the Renaissance Work Group, which includes
housing finance experts, housing development experts,
and government representatives, community leaders
and neighborhood representatives.
SHRA staff familiar with the Renaissance area offered
formal comments throughout the process. A concern
of SHRA staff is that extensive, "deep" revitalization
of the area will require a sustained effort, and to maintain momentum and impact, efforts must be strategic.

Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 1
The first of two workshops on the Renaissance Master
Plan was held on January 24, 2002 from 6:00 to 8:30
PM in the Oak Park Community Center. The meeting
was advertised through a newsletter to every resident
and property owner, followed by a meeting invitation,
which was also distributed to every resident and property. The meeting invitation included translation referral
services in several languages. Approximately 50 residents and property owners attended this workshop.
The workshop format included a presentation of the
findings and options by the design team, followed by
formal community input.

Finally, four resident households were visited to gain
the opinions of long-term stakeholders in the Renaissance area. These residents were selected because they
have lived in the Renaissance area for more than five
years and are familiar with the changes and challenges
of the neighborhood. There seemed to be substantial
concurrence by all residents during the interview process. Frequently cited concerns included:
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Fear of displacement and fear that the Renaissance
area would become gentrified and no longer be a
culturally diverse neighborhood.
Traffic and reckless driving were a significant concern.
Crime, drugs-and prostitution, is considered the
most pressing day-to-day problem in the neighborhood.
The location of the Renaissance area is particularly
valued since so many new services such as the Food
Source are now available to neighborhood residents.
Safe areas for children to play were a commonly
expressed concern.
Although most people interviewed liked their
neighbors who they knew, many were concerned
regarding lack of rental property management and
the frequent turnover of tenants in rental properties.
Many of the longer-term residents felt that because
of the turnover of tenants in rental properties, that
the social fabric, security and stability of the neighborhood are threatened.

{^re.^rrtlalttm

Community input was structured around seven questions which were discussed in breakout groups and
jointly presented at the end of the workshop. Questions included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

What are the most pressing problems facing the
neighborhood?
What are three things that would help solve these
problems?
What help do you need from Government or others to solve problems?
Within Oak Park, what locations do you most frequently walk or drive to?
What are the main gateways or entrances to the
neighborhood?
Do you think using vacant lots for public areas
would have a positive effect for the neighborhood?
What would make these areas safe and positively
used?
Does it make sense to move some houses to make
space for public or park areas in the neighborhood?
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Three hours of intense discussions had a common
thread. And while there were many comments that addressed particular questions and issues, the majority
of concerns focused on traffic, illegal activities, vacant
lots and abandoned buildings, neighborhood cleanliness, neighborhood safety, neighborhood image,
community open space, absentee landlords and owners and the identification of available resources and
tools that can assist with addressing some of the most
immediate problems.

Brruknn; Group Disrus.rinc

Special Spanish Language Renaissance
Follow-up Workshop
A special workshop for persons with limited English
was held at the request of several residents on Santa
Cruz Way. This workshop was held on March 11, 2002,
at the Oak Park Community Center. Many of the residents who attended the March workshop did not
attend the first meeting because they were Spanishonly speaking families. As a result, a special meeting
was held with translation services provided by Tim
Quintero, City Neighborhood Services, Area 3 Manager. Approximately 13 adult residents attended the
meeting, along with approximately 13 children. Trish
Davey, Planning Dynamics and Tim Quintero presented the maps and exhibits prepared by the SmithGroup
Team, which were previously presented to the larger
community at the first community Workshop on January 26, 2002. In the course of the meeting the group
was asked to identify significant issues and possible
solutions and reasons to come together.
Concerns expressed during this special meeting mirrored the concerns summarized under Community
Workshop No. 1 on the preceding pages.

Gaumuuinb•uJcrc:Ln-rr Qur^7wnu
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Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 2
The second works hop on the Renaissance Master Plan
was held on August 19, 2002 from 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM
at the Oak Park Community Center. Approximately 30
people attended the workshop, which included residents, property owners, Renaissance Work Group
members and staff. The workshop started with a Power Point presentation summarizing the key
recommendations of the Draft Master Plan as a basis
for soliciting community input and comment. Initial responses to the presentation emphasized the
importance of improved street lighting and the need
for safe open space areas for children to play, two
master plan issues that were presented as part of the
longerterm recommendations for the Renaissance area.

l4eiL•iun-^, Re•rommcneinrinnc

The Draft Master Plan contains twenty-one (21) recommendations, which generally fall into three
categories:
1.
2.
3.

Serring Priorirres

borhood, a detailed discussion was held prior to putting the recommendation on the priority list. Given the
City of Sacramento's position on neighborhood parks,
including the required 5.0 acre size and maintenance
obligations, the Master Plan for the Oak Park Renaissance does not recommend a full-fledged park. Oak
Park Renaissance neighbors however expressed that
having a park is extremely important to neighborhood
livability, particularly in light of the fact that there is a
large number of children living in the neighborhood.
Since the neighborhood does not have a 5-acre site
for a park, a smaller tot lot or vest pocket park may be
a viable alternative. Such a park could be built on a
single lot. It would however require maintenance and
security based on strong community organization,
neighborhood stewardship and ongoing neighborhood
watch to ensure that the park would be safe and well
maintained.

Physical (Infrastructure) Improvements
Housing Improvements
Neighborhood Initiated Improvements

A priority setting exercise was conducted during the
second half of the workshop. Participants were asked
to rank their top priorities for implementation in each
of the three categories. A" Neighborhood Park" was
added under the category of Physical Improvements;
"Reconfigure Lots" was added to the list of Housing
Improvements.
In order for the community to understand the issues
surrounding the establishment of a park in the neigh-

Oak Park Renaissance Communitv M aster Plan
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The concept of Reconfigured Lots as presented in the
Draft Master Plan recommendations raised ,enough
interest among meeting participants to add it to the
list of Housing Improvement Priorities. The idea of using vacant lots for shared driveways or increased yard
space for adjoining homes presents a valuable opportunity for the neighborhood. This includes the idea of
consolidating small adjoining lots into a larger parcel
for development of a larger home.
Prior to casting their votes on priorities for improvements, participants confirmed the priority list. Each
participant was given fifteen colored dots, amounting
to five votes each in the three priority categories.

Ranked in the order of importance, Physical (Infrastructure) Improvement Priorities are:

1.
2.

Neighborhood Park
8th Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape

3.

Broadway/ 44th Pedestrian Crossing and Refuge
Island

4.
5.

Improved Street Lighting - Preliminary Design Work
8th Avenue Speed Humps

Ranked in the order of importance, Housing Improvement Priorities are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
New Homes on Vacant Lots
Home Buyer Programs
Property Owner - Landlord Accountability Programs

Reconfiguration of Lots

Ranked in the order of importance, Neighborhood Initiated Improvement Priorities are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Oriented Policing Programs
Clean-Up Campaigns
Fence Replacement Projects
Joint Tree Planting Projects

5.

Alley Clean-Up and Alley SMUD Lights

The detailed results of the priority setting exercise are
summarized in the chart below.
Tulkiny Results

Cnnmtrunn- (a;nirrc rrc^rrr;nc Qu'tc;r„n,
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Physical Improvement Priorities
Votes
9
16
7
12
4
12

-

Improvement
Speed humps on 8" Avenue and 40 Street
8` Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape improvements (Curb
bulbs, parking pockets, crosswalks and landscaping)
Sidewalk infill and completion where no sidewalk exists or the
sidewalks are discontinuous.
Streetlighting Preliminary Design Work
Improve and pave 6`" Avenue west of 42"d Street
Pedestrian crossing and refuge island on Broadway to Food
Source

3

MLK and Broadway gateway improvements - Directional signage

5

Tree planting in the planter strips or other public areas.

17

Other: Neighborhood Park

Housing Improvement Priorities
Votes
29
15

Improvement
Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
Homebuyer Programs (Marketing and Incentives for More Home
Owners to Buy or Move into the Renaissance Area)
Build New Homes on Vacant Lots

21
12

Property Owner (Landlord) Accountability and Training Programs

4

Other: Reconfigure lots to create larger lots, yards or driveways

Neighborhood Initiated Improvements Priorities
Votes
18

Improvement
Clean-up Campaigns (Block by Block)

20

Community Oriented Policing Programs

12

Fencing Replacement Projects

8

Alley Clean- up and Alley SMUD Lights

7

Front Porch Light Campaign

7

Volunteer Help Projects (House Painting, Gardening, etc)

8

Neighborhood joint tree planting projects to select a tree species
and promote tree planting on the street.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Market Analysis and Feasibility Study

Purpose
The Renaissance area is located in the East Broadway
Community Planning Area of the City of Sacramento
and within the East Sacramento Regional Analysis District as defined by the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG). This market area generally includes the eastern portion of the City located south of
Business 80 and east of Highway 99. The market in
this area is influenced by a number of factors, including both regional trends in the greater Sacramento
area, and sub-regional trends and conditions.
The greater Sacramento Region includes some of the
fastest growing commercial and housing markets in California. Growth areas include Placer and El Dorado
Counties, although areas of Sacramento County such
as the Folsom area and Laguna/Elk Grove areas are
also experiencing rapid new development. Within the
next 5 years substantial new housing and commercial
growth is anticipated to occur in the North Natomas
area located just north of the Central City.

is important to note that the East Sacramento Regional Analysis District ( RAD), as termed by SACOG, is not
expected to support substantial new housing and population growth because of the built-out nature of the
older neighborhoods in the area. As such, demand for major retail will be limited due to limited population growth,
competing regional markets and small or irregular sized
lots insufficient for supporting larger retail formats.

Sub-Regional Population and Housing
Projections
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments provides°
projections for the region and sub-areas based on land
use plans, and general market trends. Oak Park falls
within the East Sacramento sub-region and includes a
diverse area located east of Highway 99/Business 80,
north of Fruitridge Road, south of the American River,
and extending east to the City Limits.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Tables 4.1: Population
Projections, and 4.2: Housing Projections, summarizing
population and housing projections provided by SACOG

In the next decade (2000-2010) the SACOG Region
which includes Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado and Yolo
Counties) is expected to have a 22°o increase in population growth and a 23.490 increase in housing units.
By 2010, it is estimated that the Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical Area will have a total retail floor space
demand of 6,619,800 square feet. Of this, the City of
Sacramento is expected to generate demand for
469,900 sf. of retail floor space. It is important to note,
that in the growing North Natomas region of the City
alone, 2.4 million square feet of retail floor space is
proposed, essentially absorbing demand generated by
the City's growth overall.

for the sub-regions of the City.

Employment Projections
Although housing and population growth will remain
relatively slow in the East Sacramento Redevelopment
Area (RDA) over the next 20 years, job growth is expected to be relatively healthy for a largely developed area.
. For reference, see Appendix Two, Tables 4.3: Employment
Projections - 2000 to 2020, and 4.4: Employment Projectsion by Major Category, which demonstrate that medical
industries constitute a significant sector of the current and
projected job growth.

Larger retail developments generally follow population
growth trends and locate in areas with new housing
starts and sufficient lands to support large floor plate
developments ("Big Boxes", major retail outlets, and
co-located developments and malls). In this regard, it

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

East Sacramento houses the UC Davis Medical Center,
Shriner's Hospital for Children, Mercy Hospital and
many affiliated medical offices along Alhambra Boulevard. Office employment is also expected to grow. A
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significant portion of new office growth is planned at
the Granite Regional Park site ( Power Inri Road) and
along the FolsomLHighway 50 corridor. Infill office developments may also be expected in sections of Oak
Park ( Alhambra, Broadway and Stockton Boulevard).
Retail growth is moderately low in part because of the
built-out nature of the service area, and lack of new
housing areas that would generate substantial new
retail demand.

Opportunities and Constraints Related
to Housing Reinvestment in the
Renaissance area
Housing values in the Renaissance area have benefited from regional influences including in-migration from
the Bay Area, high levels of housing demand in the
greater Sacramento area overall, and a relatively small
inventory of affordable "starter homes".

Although the SACOG employment projections show
an increase in the number of retail, manufacturing and
medical jobs by 2020, the relative strength of these
sectors is projected to decline slightly. Office employment shows a slight increase.

Despite strong market conditions for resale homes in
the Renaissance area, new infill development and substantial investments for home rehabilitation may be
hindered by a number of factors:

•

Demand in the region overall is for larger units (3
bedroom, 2 bath). The majority of existing housing inventory is two-bedrooms, I-bath homes.

•

As noted in the Neighborhood Demographics section of Chapter 1: Community Background, the
Renaissance area includes larger household and
family sizes indicating the need to provide larger
homes to avoid overcrowding.

•

Given this assessment, demand for infill 3-bedroom
homes, or .affordable home additions would appear strong if housing values continue to support
increased debt loads.

•

Ability to support debt (feasibility) is limited in some
instances by the costs of rehabilitation and by liens
accrued on vacant properties. Methods to offset
this financial burden should be considered in housing incentive programs in order to promote
increased re-investment.

•

Smaller lots, deep with narrow frontages will require specialized design to accommodate larger
homes, including support (both policy and subsidy support) for sensitively designed second story
units or additions.

•

Where possible, aggregating lots with adjacent lots
should be encouraged to create adequately sized
lots for larger housing, including off-street parking.
Current trends show strong interest in neighborhoods close to employment centers. The
Renaissance area has excellent proximity to the
Central City employment center and the Medical
District employment center.

Jobs - Housing Balance
Jobs-to-housing balance is a measure of the relative
economic balance of an area. Communities that are
"bedroom" communities or primarily residential suburbs will have a low jobs-housing ratio indicating that
there are relatively few jobs when compared to the
number of housing units. Other communities, such as
the Central City of Sacramento for example, are "job
rich." Major employment centers, such as the State of
California, provide a substantial number of jobs relative to housing units. In the Central City the current
jobs-housing ratio is estimated to be 5.3. This means
that there are on average 5.3 jobs for every housing
unit in the Central City. On average, the City's current
job-housing balance is 1.6 or approximately 1.6 jobs
for every housing unit in the City.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.5: Jobs Housing
Balance, for a depiction of the East Sacramento RDA jobshousing balance.

The East Sacramento RDA currently has a high job to
housing ratio, which is expected to increase over the
next two decades. Expected Job growth is attributable
to build-out in the eastern portion (Florin Perkins and
Power Inn area) of the RDA, as well as to incremental
growth in medical and office employment.

•

•

Oak Park Renaissance Communitv Master Plan

The image of the area affects the residential market. Improvements to the commercial corridors of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway as called for in
the Broadway Stockton Boulevard Beautification
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Plan, will support enhanced entrances and gateways to the Renaissance area.

i For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.7: Comparative
Market Demographic Data for Seiected Intersections, for
comparison charts of selected intersections in Oak Park.

i For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.6: Real Estate
Analytics. This table shows aggregate sales in the Renaissance area between 1995 to 2001, indicating a steady
increase in values. Refer also to Appendix Two, Table 1.2:
2000 Census Data, to the Neighborhood Demographics
discussion, regarding Housing Values.

Commercial Development Market
Conditions in Oak Park and the
Renaissance Area
As noted above, Oak Park is located in an economic
sub-region that is not expected to have substantial increases in population and housing in the next two
decades. As such, new retail demand from the neighborhood and the East Sacramento RDA is not
estimated to be strong. In addition, the City of Sacramento currently has an over-supply of commercially
zoned properties. Parcels to support commercial uses
need to have lot dimensions that support loading areas, storage areas, adequate access, and on-site
parking. Given the size and configuration of the smaller
lots on Broadway, it is not expected that the Broadway
corridor will successfully compete with stronger retail
market areas in the sub-region and the region overall.
Acknowledging this situation, the Broadway/Stockton
Boulevard Urban Design Plan identified commercial
centers or nodes to concentrate commercial development. Specifically, the historic district at 35th and
Broadway; the Medical Center District at Stockton
Boulevard north and immediately south of Broadway
and the International Market Place at Stockton Boulevard south of Fruitridge were identified. The
commercially zoned properties along Broadway, adjacent to the Renaissance area, were designated as
"Residential Mixed Use" in the Urban Design Plan to
encourage smaller residential and mixed use developments appropriate to the smaller, shallow lot
configuration of properties along Broadway, and for
compatibility with the adjacent residential areas.
From a market and economics perspective, the intersection of Broadway/Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
has similar market demographics to the near commercial intersections of Stockton Boulevard/Broadway and
Alhambra/Broadway.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Retail and commercial potential at the Broadway/MLK
intersection is however limited due to site characteristics, most notably small, shallow lots that lack the size
and depth generally required for retail operations.
Properties along Broadway are scattered, to assemble
them requires time and resources that would become
a detriment to the existing residential neighborhood.
Additionally, the intersection of Martin Luther King Jr.
and Broadway is not a four-way intersection, and as
such, access and turning movements are more limited
than the four-way intersections at Stockton Boulevard/
Broadway and Alhambra and Broadway.
The SmithGroup team also requested Mr. Clark Sept,
Vice President, Economic and Market Analysis to review
the Martin Luther King, Jr. and Broadway site. The conclusions of the Smith Group economic team review was
that the Broadway property would be limited for successful commercial ventures due to several limitations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited frontage on Broadway (parcels range from
80 to 100 feet maximum)
Isolated location relative to other commercial uses,
and located in a predominantly residential corridor.
Limited parcel depth ranging from 100-110 feet.
Limited structure size and visibility
High construction costs per square foot
Poor access and circulation
Potential negative impact on adjacent residential uses.
Competition from other more successful commercial area.

Given these constraints, it is recommended that the
commercially zoned residential properties along Broadway concentrate on mixed use development, with a
primary residential emphasis and smaller "cottage"
businesses appropriate for re-use of the existing commercially zoned residential buildings. Smaller
professional offices (insurance, accounting, etc.) would
also be appropriate uses in this area. These uses would
generally have less parking demand, and would also
be appropriate for adaptive reuse of existing buildings
along Broadway. Additionally, it is estimated that there
is an unmet demand for small office space in the Oak
Park area. Mixed office and housing may also be appropriate in this area if adequate lot space is available.
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Regarding height and intensity, it is recommended that
any future development in the Broadway corridor be
sensitive to the small-scale residential fabric of the adjoining Renaissance neighborhood. While mixed-use
is strongly encouraged along the Broadway frontage,
every attempt should be made to attract projects that
can support the village-like character intended for this
area. This, in turn means that buildings should be no
taller than 2 to 3 stories or 35 feet, and lot coverage
should be 70% or less.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Master Plan Recommendations

Purpose
The Master Recommendations summarized in this section are the corner stone of the Renaissance Strategic
Plan prepared by the Renaissance Work Group. The
objectives of the Strategic Plan call for the creation of
an affordable, livable neighborhood with an emphasis
on housing improvements, housing infill, public improvements and neighborhood engagement.
Neighborhood engagement is a key strategy for revitalizing the neighborhood. The Strategic Plan calls for
the development of a resident leadership training program or Renaissance Academy. Although not fully
established at the time of the writing of this Master
Plan a resident leadership training will be an important vehicle for implementation of many of the Plan's
recommendations. In places, and where appropriate,
the Master Plan proposes actions which residents or
residents, in partnership with the government, can
support to implement the Master Plan.
The Oak Park Renaissance area has numerous strong,
promising attributes that will contribute to the rapid
transformation of the neighborhood. Labeled "a diamond in the rough" by Sacramento Magazine in 2001,
the Renaissance area has unparalleled advantages as
a "Buy a Starter Home" neighborhood. It combines a
number of strong physical attributes. It is the proximity to Downtown that makes the Renaissance area
attractive. It is other major job centers like the UC Davis
Medical Center, Shriner's Hospital and McGeorge
School of Law who are pouring millions of dollars in
investment into the area. It is close to schools, and a
well-appointed community center and within short distance to public transportation. Most importantly, it is
the intrinsic qualities of an older, established neighborhood itself, its diversity of homes, its smaller scale
and its identity as a place that make it attractive.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.1: Oak Park Renaissance - Well-Maintained Homes.

Housing infill and rehabilitation is the single largest
opportunity for the neighborhood. While there are a
number of vacant lots and abandoned buildings in the
neighborhood, it is also the largest deterrent for investment and the reason why there are still only a few
developers and homebuilders who have built and rehabilitated homes in the Renaissance area.
>

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.2: Opportunity Sites.

In recent months there is an increased interest for infill
development on vacant lots as seen by recent lot acquisition. The recommendations summarized below are
formulated to assist homebuyers, homeowners, homebuilders, developers, and architects with the design
and building of new homes and the upgrading of existing homes in the area.
The text and illustrations in this chapter of the Master
Plan address general building principles. They draw on
a number of documents for reference, such as the Design Guidelines for Oak Park, Sacramento 1996. They
also support and affirm the Single Family Residential
Design Principles, approved by the City of Sacramento City Council in September 2000. Housing design of
the Renaissance area will utilize these guidelines and
follow the City's establishes approval processes.
The recommendations summarized in this Master Plan are
generic in intent; they do not address individual issues associated with specific sites or structures. They are specific
to the extent that they are formulated for the Oak Park
Renaissance. They generally reaffirm the already existing
guidelines, and augment them by specific recommendations applicable to the Renaissance neighborhood.
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Figure 5.1: Oak Park Renaissance - Well-Maintained Homes
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Housing Infill

accommodate people to sit and become the "eyes
on the street".

Vacant lots and parcels with abandoned buildings form
the single largest opportunity for the Renaissance area.

•
•

•

•

Encourage consolidation of multiple lots to create
larger parcels for building of larger single-story
homes.
Encourage coordinated infill development on adjacent lots, with shared driveways and garages in
the rear of the lot.

•

Encourage development of two-story, four-bedroom homes on standard lots to bring larger homes
to the neighborhood.

•

On single-loaded narrow streets, like on Santa Cruz
and San Carlos Way, encourage garage additions
with added living space in the rear of the lot.
Encourage the continued variation in design expression and diversity, which lends visual interest,
distinctive design character, and supports the identity of the neighborhood.

•

•

•

•

For construction of garages avoid garage doors
that dominate the main fa4ade.
Encourage detached garages located to rear of
property, tied to residences with trellis or breezeway structures.

•

Encourage, wherever possible, alley access to garages to help reduce the impact of garages on the
front elevation and to the street.

•

On adjacent lots, encourage coordinated development of shared driveways to access paired
garages.

>

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.8: Fa4ade Improvements and Building Additions, which illustrates the above
listed recommendations.

House Additions
Enlarge homes through innovative additions/expansions.

Encourage the variation of building massing and
height to create variety in house plans and unit
sizes.

•

Encourage second-story living space above garag-

Encourage the consistent level of detailing and
building finishes that compliments the existing
homes in the neighborhood.

•

es with features such as balconies and windows
for direct visual access.
On deep lots allow additions that can be connected to the main residence by enclosed corridors or
covered porches.

Encourage the use of colors and materials that reflect neighborhood context.

•

In new construction, place active living areas atthe
front of the house with windows onto the street.
Limit garage projections.

•

In new construction, encourage houses that employ gable roofs and a variety of fa4ade treatments
along the street. Encourage windows to the street
to be large, indicating openness and bringing light
to the interior.

•

In new construction and in remodeling encourage
use of a range of cladding materials including stucco, board siding, and, in special conditions, brick.
Encourage housing colors that avoid shrill strongtinted tones. Promote colors that are varied yet
muted in tone and that harmonize in the context
with adjacent homes.

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.3: Infill Strategies,
which illustrates the above listed recommendations; Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6: Infill Housing Prototypes, show 3-,
and 4-bedroom housing prototypes on different lots, both
single-, and two-story. Figure 5.7: Infill and Rehab Homes,
shows photos of new infill and rehabilitated homes, both in
the Oak Park Renaissance area and other Sacramento neighborhoods, as good examples of what can be done.

Housing Rehab

•

Residences in the Oak Park Renaissance are built on
narrow lots, with minimum side and front yard setbacks
and often, simple building facades.

•

•

For upgrading of facades and front elevations,
encourage the extension of standard entryways to
create a modest front porch.

•

For new construction and major remodels, encourage the design of front porches large enough to

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Discourage the use of flat roofs; for roofing material encourage the use of asphalt shingles, tiles and
other materials allowed by the City.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.9: Fa4ade Improvements and Building Additions, which illustrates the above
listed recommendations.
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There are many small things that can enhance the overall appearance and perception of quality of the Oak
Park Renaissance neighborhood. While a good number of them lie within the realm of private initiatives,
others may require larger community support and education: Upgrading fences and residential lighting
including how residences are numbered are three recommendations for upgrading the neighborhood.

House Lighting
Street lighting levels in the Renaissance area, while in
conformance with City of Sacramento standards, are
perceived as low.

•

Encourage the use of light fixtures on the front
fa4ade, at the porch, or in the front yard area to
augment street lighting adding to the neighborhood
ambiance and increasing the perception of safety.

•

Encourage the use of fixtures that are compatible
with the architectural style of a building and are of
good quality.
Encourage the use of low-wattage fixtures with
incandescent, warm, yellow bulbs. Discourage the
use of flood or decorative spotlights.
For motion detectors as security lighting encourage
the use of decorative rather than utilitarian fixtures.

•

•

Lo.c-Arched Wrought Iron Fence

House Numbering
Address identification and house numbers can contribute to a consistent quality image for the neighborhood.

R'mughr !mn Fence Wirh Pilasters

•

•

•

•

Encourage the consistent use of house numbers
throughout the neighborhood.
Encourage house numbers to be of sufficient size
and in a location on the front fa4ade where they
are readable from the street. Discourage illuminated house numbers.
Encourage the typeface, material and color of
house numbers to be consistent with the architectural style of the house.

House Fence Replacement

•

•

For fence replacement encourage the creative use
of wrought iron as a fence material.
Encourage the combination of wrought iron as a
fence material with various pilaster designs and
landscaping.
Encourage well-constructed fences in other materials such as wooden fences. Encourage the use of
hedges and other planting materials like creeping
ivy with appropriate maintenance.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.10: Alternative
Fence Treatment, which illustrates the above listed recom-

Fences are a key element in defining property and
delineating the public/private realm in the Oak Park
Renaissance neighborhood.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

mendations.
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Figure 5.2: Opportunity Sites
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Figure 5.3: Infill Strategies
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Figure 5.4: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.5: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.6: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.7: Infill and Rehab
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Figure 5.8: Facade Improvements and Building Additions
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Figure 5.9: Facade Improvements and Building Additions
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Figure 5.10: Alternative Fence Treatment
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Recommendations for Implementation
of Housing Development and
Improvement -Programs
The Renaissance area is eligible for a variety of housing improvement and assistance programs. In particular,
there are a number of housing programs promoting
homebuyers, an essential strategy for implementing
the Renaissance Master Plan. By promoting homeownership, the goal is to minimize displacement and
gentrification. This in turn stabilizes the neighborhood,
allowing new stakeholders to invest pride and energy
into the community. In addition to homebuyer assistance programs, home rehabilitation programs are
offered by both the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency and a variety of non-profit housing
organizations including Neighborhood Housing Services, Why-Not Community Housing, and Nehemiah
Corporation.

For example, the median sales price for a home in the
Renaissance area is 575,500 and the average family
size in the area is approximately 4 persons. For lowincome families, those earning 80°0 of median income
or less, a family may earn up to 545,850 and still qualify for all of the SHRA homeownership and
down-payment assistance programs. Assuming a family of 4 is earning 540,000 and is accessing all available
SHRA programs to create a down-payment of S5,000
dollars, the family could afford a home priced up to
$94,607. The monthly payment in this example, including principal, interest, taxes and insurance, would be
approximately $780 , less than, or equivalent to, average rental rates in the area.
Thus, homeownership may in fact be in reach for many
renters and prospective owners in the Renaissance
area. However, greater public education about the
homeownership program and more intensive marketing of available programs is needed.

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.1: Home Buyer
Assistance Programs.

Recommendations for Home Ownership
Despite the availability of excellent home ownership
assistance programs, homeownership in the Renaissance area remains low. Based on the community
meetings held for this plan, it appears that there are
four major barriers to promoting home ownership in
the Renaissance area. They are vacant and abandoned
homes, illegal drug use and prostitution and a sense
of a less stable neighborhood. Recommended strategies to address them are:

2. Marketing Strategies
The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Housing
Services and SHRA should develop an intensive marketing and outreach campaign for Homebuyer and
Homeowner Improvement programs forthe Renaissance
area. The marketing effort should be promoted every 6
months, for at least a year. The targeted marketing should
focus on realtors active in the area, property owners, residents and tenants; it may also include workshops for
prospective buyers. The Renaissance Work Group and
SHRA need to lead the effort in a number of ways:
a.

1. Public Education
In 2001, the Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services ( NHS) and the Renaissance Group conducted a
door-to-door survey of residents in the Renaissance
area. The survey results indicated that 71 % of the renters surveyed in the area had not purchased homes
because of insufficient income or funds for down-payment. Given the fact that rents in the Renaissance area
are generally higher than S650/month for a 2-bedroom
home, and can be as high as 51,200/ month, it appears
that there are few people who are aware that, by using
available homeownership assistance programs, combined with their monthly rent for mortgage payments,
that homeownership is possible.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Maintain a list of all properties for sale, including
the names of realtors who are listing them. Provide information packages with SHRA First Time
Homebuyer Fact Sheets and a cover letter to all
realtors/owners, listing properties for sale, to increase their awareness and use of the First-Time
Homebuyer Program. This will assist realtors in
marketing a property to a potential homebuyer.
b. Provide a list of for-sale properties to developers
and contractors of the SHRA "Vacant and Boarded Rehabilitation List." Developers are licensed
contractors to whom SHRA will pay a developer
fee if the developer acquires and rehabilitates a
vacant property with needed repairs of at least
S15,000. Improved properties are then offered to
first-time homebuyers.
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c.

Continue, in partnership with SHRA, the Renais-

borhood clean-up. By connecting the residents
with existing community organizations such as
Cops and Coffee, and providing leadership skills,
acceptance for neighborhood image improvement
can be nurtured.

sance Academy, the Home Loan Counseling
Center, Neighborhood Housing Services and other co-sponsors, to provide home loan counseling
information and outreach to the community.
d.

Develop a marketing brochure with information
about housing prices, schools, and employment
centers including transportation linkages for the
Renaissance area. Include positive press articles
about the area and other information, which highlights the area as an excellent "starter" home area.

3. Improve Image Perception

b.

c.

In the March 2001 Renaissance area survey, residents
were asked: " what is the main reason why you would
not buy a home here?" The most frequent response
(31 %) was that the area "seems unsafe". Similarly, 59%
of respondents rated the condition of homes in the
area as negative, and 43% stated the overall cleanliness of the area was negative. The overall image and
the perception of the area are significant barriers to
marketing the area for homeownership. On the positive side, image improvements must be undertaken in
concert with the community through yard maintenance,
street clean-ups, and neighborhood-oriented policing.
In the same survey, 62% of respondents reported that
a positive feature of the neighborhood was "the friendliness of neighbors" and 79% reported that they would
be interested in participating in a neighborhood association.
Given this, there seems to be interest in improving the
area although resident leadership is sparse. For this
reason, the Renaissance Academy Leadership Training
Programs are an essential and pivotal strategy for image improvement and other community development
activities. The West Columbia Terrace Neighborhood
Association is one exception. This group was formed
representing the San Diego and 44th Street area. In
addition, an informal group of residents has met representing the Santa Cruz and 40th Street Area. To more
strongly support image improvement, the Renaissance
Academy once fully established may want to focus on
crime prevention, and community clean-up strategies.
a.

The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Services and SHRA should develop an initial
Leadership Training Program focusing on resident
leadership training in crime prevention, and neigh-
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d.

The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood services and SHRA should support the development
of a Neighborhood Association(s) to represent the
area, provide leadership and work with local government and other agencies in enforcement actions
related to code enforcement and policing, including block-by-block street clean-ups.
Through the Renaissance Academy, or similar resident leadership groups, residents should be
encouraged to participate in and coordinate,with.
the Neighborhood Response Team to report weed
abatement cases and cases where significant
amounts of junk and debris has collected in front,
side and visible rear yard setbacks. The Renaissance
area could also develop a form letter, seeking voluntary compliance of clear code violations and
maintain a log of properties reported, the time and
date of violation, and follow-up action.
The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Services and SHRA should support neighborhood
initiated efforts related to neighborhood clean-ups
which might include:
•

A neighborhood Tool/Equipment Lending Library for persons to borrow lawn mowers,
trimmers and other equipment to assist yard
maintenance and clean-up.

•

Support a local volunteer or non-profit group,
which would do basic yard maintenance for a
reasonable fee. Consideration could be given
to developing a youth employment program to
form a yard crew.
• Use the City sponsored curb-side clean-ups as
a catalyst for lawn maintenance and clean-up
brigades. Some areas arrange for volunteer
groups such as the Boy Scouts, or other fraternal organizations to help carry junk and debris
to the curbside.
e.

Promote the NHS Fence Replacement Program
throughout the Renaissance area and seek voluntary compliance for demolition of dilapidated or
unsightly fences using the "neighbor to neighbor
letter". Encourage homeowners to fence side yards
and back yards up to the front of the house. Dis-
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f.

courage continuous fencing from building fa4ade
through the front yard.
Encourage oManizing Neighborhood Watch programs and encourage Renaissance area residents
to attend the Neighborhood Response Team (NRT)
and Cops and Coffee to link with other image and
crime resistance community activities in Oak Park.

4. Strategies for Financing
As previously noted, most of the existing housing stock
is 2- bedroom, 1-bathroom. Today's primary market
demand is largely for 3- bedroom or even larger homes.
In addition, since the average family size in the Renaissance area is 4 persons, renter families who decide to
purchase a home, may move out of the area to purchase
a home more suited to their family size. Two strategies
should be considered to address this problem.
One strategy is to expand housing development programs to support infill with sensitively designed, larger
homes on vacant lots. SHRA has recently developed a
Single Family Lot Development program to support
production of affordable new housing on infill lots. It
offers variable levels of subsidy based on the number
of bedrooms planned for a new home. The small lot
configuration of the Renaissance area makes it difficult
to build 4-bedroom homes in a single-story configuration. What is feasible however is to build 3 or 4bedroom homes on two levels. For the Renaissance
area, consideration should be given to adding enhanced subsidy levels for second- story units. In
addition, expanded acquisition and rehabilitation programs should be considered for this area that allow for
room additions and would more strongly encourage
the purchase and expansion of existing homes. The
Flexible Property Improvement Loan, which allows
both, acquisition and rehabilitation in a single loan,
should be marketed to support purchase and rehabilitation, with the built-in possibility for home expansion.
a.

Support SHRA in implementing the Infill Housing
Construction Subsidy Program. For the Renaissance area, ensure that the subsidy supports
building of larger homes. Allow appropriate subsidyfor development of two-level homes and support
sensitively designed 3 to 4-bedroom homes on the
long narrow lots in the Renaissance area.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

b.

Consider incentives to assist developers or owner/builders with acquiring adjacent lots to support
lot consolidation for building of larger homes. This
might require a waiver of lot merger fees from City
Planning and other forms of assistance.

c.

Review the Flexible Rehabilitation Program to ensure that subsidy levels are adequate to support
acquisition and rehabilitation including room additions. This program is important for existing
homeowners in the Renaissance area who may
want to add a room or to realtors and other outreach parties for Homebuyer Assistance Programs
since this Rehab Program is designed to be used
in conjunction with the acquisition of an owneroccupied residence. The program has a deferred
payment option and offers additional incentives for
properties located in redevelopment areas. Assuming that at least 535,000 may be required to pay
for the addition of one bedroom and one full bath,
deferred financing may be required by coupling
the Flexible Rehabilitation Program with the Sacramento Works Program.

In addition to homebuyer programs, SHRA, Neighborhood Housing Services and other not- for-profit
corporations offer a variety of affordable rehabilitation
loan and grant programs in the Renaissance area.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.2: Home Improvement Programs. This table summarizes the current programs
offered by SHRA. SHRA offers a variety of rehabilitation
programs including programs that assist with acquisition
and rehabilitation, as well as special loan and grant programs for seniors and disabled homeowners.

As noted above, a major barrier to reinvestment in the
Renaissance area is that few owners take advantage of
the available programs. This is in part related to the
low percentage of homeowners in the area (most of
the single family rehabilitation programs require owner occupancy for eligibility) and in part due to low public
awareness of the programs.
For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.3: First-Time
Homebuyer Participating Lender List, which summarizes
names and contact persons at banks and lending institutions. This list was updated in June 2002 by SHRA, which
also maintains a website for updated information.
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5. Recommendations for Implementation of
Property Improvement Programs
Since the Renaissance area includes a high percentage of renter-occupied, single-family homes, and since
a primary goal of the Renaissance Program is to stabi-lize the area through promotion of homeownership,
the Flexible Rehabilitation Program and the Sacramento Home Works Program may be particularly useful in
assisting prospective homebuyers in purchasing homes
that also need rehabilitation. Also, as noted above, it
may also be necessary to ensure .that subsidy levels
are appropriate to allow for room additions that meet
current housing demand for larger units.
The Boarded and Vacant Unit Program has been used
with some success in the Renaissance area. Recently,
with the recommendation of the Renaissance Work
Group, the developer fee associated with this program
has been raised to serve as an additional incentive.
Periodic review of the developer incentive program
should continue to be conducted by SHRA to ensure
that the program is an adequate incentive to fix up
vacant and Boarded properties. Where appropriate,
SHRA might also consider a pilot "room expansion"
component to the Boarded and Vacant Program to
encourage well-designed bedroom additions as part
of the comprehensive rehabilitation of a property.

For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.4: Multi-Family
Property Assistance Programs.

7. Recommendations for Rental Property
Improvement Programs
SHRA also offers financing for improvement of rental
properties through the Multi-Family Housing Development Assistance Program. This program is generally
applicable to multi-family developments. However,
since rental units in the Renaissance area are largely
single-family, tenant- occupied homes, this program
may not be as applicable to the Renaissance area.
Nonetheless, review and marketing of this program to
property owners in the Renaissance area might be.considered along with expansion of the Home
Beautification Grant or NHS Paint Program as an additional incentive to encourage small investors to
participate in improvement of their units.
For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.4: Multi-Family
Property Assistance Programs.

6. Recommendations for Education and Outreach
for Homeowner Improvement Programs

In addition, the Renaissance Work Group has been proactive in promoting property owner education and
accountability by sponsoring a special Property Management Workshop in the Renaissance area. Education
and incentives coupled with code enforcement should
be undertaken in a persistent and systematic fashion
in the Renaissance area in order to promote a changed
image.

a.

1.

b.

c.

The Renaissance Work Group, NHS and SHRA
should develop an intensive education and outreach
effort regarding Renaissance area Homeowner Improvement Programs. This effort should be
repeated every 6 months, for at least a year.
As part of the home improvement financing marketing program, highlight the Exterior
Beautification Grant program that is offered with
eligible property rehabilitation loans.
Consider a pilot "room expansion" subsidy component for the Renaissance area, which provides
incentives for well-designed room additions as part
of the Flexible Rehabilitation Program, Sacramento Home Works and the Boarded and Vacant
Housing Program.

There are a large number of programs available, which
are applicable to a wide variety of circumstances.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

2.

3.

4.

Develop and maintain an updated inventory of
rental properties and problem properties and identify owners, management contacts, addresses and
phone number (of property, owner and manager)
for use in marketing programs for property owners.
In conjunction with SHRA, develop a targeted rental rehabilitation marketing program for the
property owners of the Renaissance area.
Consider expanding the Home Beautification Grant
and/or NHS Paint Program to rental property owners
in the Renaissance area as an incentive for participation in more substantial rehabilitation programs.
Continue to sponsor, or co-sponsor, the Property
Management Workshop for landlords and managers, which should include 1- to 4-unit landlords to
keep them up-to-date on landlord tenant laws,
property management accountability, and availability of property improvement financing programs.
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5.

Support actions by the City Council and City Attorney's office to place fees and fines for
non-compliance on the owner personally, rather
than on the property. When fees and fines are levied only against the property, it inadvertently will
drive up redevelopment costs and discourage buyers from purchase and rehabilitation of a unit.

actions to reduce the costs and time associated
with these actions
•

8. Recommendations for Encouraging Infill
Development
In May 2002, the City of Sacramento City Council
adopted the City's Infill Strategy. This strategy sets the
policy framework for providing incentives and removing barriers for development of housing on existing
lots in developed areas. The Infill Strategy created a
set of implementation programs such as ordinance
amendments and other incentives. The Infill Strategy
proposes a number of actions that will be of benefit to
builders and developers working in areas like the Renaissance area.
Of interest to the Renaissance area are the following
adopted programs of the Infill Strategy:
•

City-Wide Infill Coordinator In the City's budget is
a funded infill coordinator. This coordinator should
assist with promotion and marketing of infill opportunities in the Renaissance area, assist projects
through the development process, identify infill
project issues and coordinate issue resolution, including implementation of various infill incentive
programs.
Multi-departmental issues will be resolved through
an infill development cabinet, which will be made
up of representatives within each developmentrelated department assigned to specialize in infill
development issues. This Cabinet is intended to
address technical issues and identify solutions in a
timely fashion, and initiate any process changes
identified through the Cabinet under the direction
of the Infill Coordinator.

•

Streamlining for Small Development Protects Infill
projects are frequently small projects that require
higher levels of review than appear warranted given the size and scale of the project. The city's
Development Oversight Commission has developed a series of recommended streamlining

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

•

Development of Pre-Approved House Plans for
Single-Family Infill Development In this program,
the City will commission up to 10 house plans for
standard lot sizes found in infill areas throuqhout
the City which meet the City's design standards.
These plans would be pre-approved through the
design review and plan check processes and purchased at a discounted rate for property owners
who wish to use them. This program also includes
plans by infill developers that already have been
through the design review and plan check process
and wish to use the same house plan more than
once. Under this program proposed house plans
will be reviewed through a public process.
Fees and Fee Reductions In the targeted residential areas, including Oak Park, where goals are to
build on individual lots, research indicates that, in
order to be profitable, total fees need to be in the
range of approximately S5000 to $6000 per unit,
while the current going rate is about $14,000 per
unit. The City has several fee reduction programs:
a. Water Develoament Fee Waiver Since 1987, the
City of Sacramento has a program for waiving
water development fees, which are approximately $2,000 for a single-family unit or
equivalent, for small residential projects in redevelopment areas, and for small residential
projects in areas where the median age of housing was built prior to 1965. This requires a
project to be consistent with the community
plan and zoning, and to be surrounded by development on three sides which makes lots in
the Renaissance area eligible for this program.
b. Sewer Facility Fee Reduction The City also participates in the Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District (SRCSD)'s Sewer Fee Credit
Program to reduce sewer facility fees. Regional
sewer facility fees in most infill areas are currently S2300 per equivalent single- family
dwelling. The Treatment Capacity Bank allows
for the allocation of reduced fees to a limited
number of residential and non-residential development projects infill areas, including
Oak Park.

5. Master Plan Recommendations

c. Reduced Planninci Entitlement Fees The Planning Division offers a 25% reduction in planning
entitlement- fees for small infill projects.
d. Targeted Single-Familv Fee Reduction Program
The City funded a new program ($150,000) to
support write-down of development fees in targeted residential neighborhoods to the $5000
level to leverage development. This funding is
estimated to support approximately 30 units
annually for projects of four or fewer units.
•

Exploration of Methods for Allowino Release of
Liens on Properties when Donated to Non-Profit
Developers Many infill lots are constrained because
of liens on the property, including unpaid taxes or
other fines. When these liens approach, or exceed,
the property value, it ensures that the property will
not be sold or donated and remains vacant. Properties with unpaid City fines are forwarded to the
County for collection, where they can remain unauctioned for up to seven years, remaining vacant,
blighted. These properties are referred to as nuisance lots. This program would entail working with
the County and City Code Enforcement to address
legal and accounting issues associated with the
forgiveness or reduction of liens when property is
donated to a non-profit developer for the purpose
of developing infill housing or other communityenhancing facility.

•

Other Opportunities To be effective, SHRA should
offer additional development incentives beyond
the City's infill funding contribution. Given the
unique constraints of lot sizes in the Oak Park Renaissance area, SHRA should explore funding
pre-approved plans (two or three) for the Renaissance area that fit on small lots and capture the
historic character of the neighborhood.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Open Space, Landscape and Signage
Except for the Community Center with its indoor and
outdoor recreational opportunities and play areas the
Oak Park Renaissance area has no major park or open

standard 5 acre park. Again, available funding sources
would need to be identified including mechanisms to
tap these resources. In the course of creating the Master Pan no particular location or funding sources could
be identified for such a purpose. West Columbia Ter-

spaces that are centrally located in the neighborhood.
Many residents have expressed the need for some
open space in the northeast portion of the neighborhood.

race neighbors had expressed a keen interest in an
empty lot mid block on the west side of San Diego
Way. While this lot could be an ideal location for a pocket park, it was recently purchased for development.

The Master Plan team has carefully studied the neighborhood layout including potential funding sources for
the acquisition and maintenance of a park or open
space. Near-term, funding for new parks and open
spaces in the City is limited. While there is funding available for acquisition of parkland, there is no money for
budgeting upkeep and maintenance of neighborhood
parks. For that reason the City of Sacramento Parks
and Recreation Department has developed a policy
that parks have to be 5.0 acres in size in order to serve
a larger number of park users and to become economically more viable from a maintenance point of view.

The long-term vision for the Renaissance area needs
to include a vision that looks at the possibility of focusing the neighborhood inward, awayfrom Broadway and
8th Avenue. These streets are, and will remain, major
movement corridors. In a design exercise that looked
at the "what if," the team explored the creation of an
east/west linear open space connection through the
neighborhood which could be realized by incrementally adding mid-block connections through vacant or
abandoned lots and re-orienting parcels bordering the
green zone. In its incremental nature this may, or may
not, include a narrow alley or movement lane wide
enough to accommodate access by emergency vehicles. Creating a new orientation for parcels (suitable
for larger homes) and creating the possibility for homes
to front on this green space will increase the value of
all properties tying the entire neighborhood together
into a cohesive whole.

The City has a number of undeveloped sites planned
for parks throughout the community. However, there
is no funding identified for building and maintaining
these parks. No future park sites are currently designated in the Renaissance area. Like most infill areas
opportunities are for smaller park/ open spaces sites
that are challenging to develop and maintain. It also
may be premature to recommend a larger open space,
at a time when the neighborhood is in transition and
residents have also expressed concerns about park
security.

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.11: Opportunities
for the Future, which illustrates this vision. Figure 5.12: Opportunities for the Future, takes a more detailed look at the
incremental steps by which such strategy could be achieved.

Recommendations for Public Landscape
Long-term there may be other opportunities available
for a park. Consideration should be given to alternative sources like Federal and State grants, State Bond
Funds, or Endowment Funds. One such opportunity
may be in the West Columbia Terrace neighborhood
on the east side of the Renaissance area where neighbors are organized in a neighborhood association with
a strong voice. Residents and neighbors have expressed a strong interest in the creation of a pocket
park or tot lot, which could be realized on a single vacant lot. With active community stewardship and an
organized neighborhood structure already in place, this
type of smaller park may be more achievable than a

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Narrow streets and small sidewalks allow for limited
landscaping in the public right-of-way. There are a
handful of streets with sidewalks that have a green
planting strip between the sidewalk and the street.
These planting strips are a great resource for "greening " the neighborhood.
Oak Park Renaissance streets are narrow streets with
narrow sidewalks and no formal street trees.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.13: Existing Public
Tree Landscape, showing a random pattern of public trees.
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Figure 5.11: Opportunities for the Future
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For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.9: Existina Sidewalks with Landscape Strip, which identifies those streets

TriJCn1 41a.pir

where small street trees can be reintroduced. See this chapter, Figure 5.14: Proposed Public Tree Landscape, which
illustrates how the neighborhood can be transformed
through a consistent planting of trees on sidewalks with
planting strips.

The City of Sacramento, Department of Parks and Recreation Tree Services Section's Tree Planting Guide has
a tree index which identifies a number of trees suitable for planting in this landscape strip. Both, evergreen
and deciduous trees with an average height of no more
than 30 feet would be suitable for planting in the landscape strip in the Renaissance area. Out of the larger
list the Master Plan recommends three species:
Crape Myrtle ( Lagerstroemia indica) ................ 10-30'
Trident Maple ( Acer bueraeranumi .................. 20-40'
Golden Raintree ( Koelreuteria paniculata; ....... 30-40'

Oak ?ark Renaiss=nce Community Master Pian

... . ...........
The Tree Services Section provides these trees free.
The standard for planting these trees is one tree per lot.
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Figure 5.14: Proposed Public Tree Landscape
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It is recommended that the neighbors on each street,
.^^
either together or individually, choose one..tre;^e type
so that uniform tree planting will give each street a
more coordinated look. Planting different colored trees
in an alternating pattern t would add visual interest
and variety.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.5: Tree Source
List, which indicates which species are generally available

they are suitable for the local climate and require relatively low maintenance. From this list the small and
medium sized species are most suitable for the Renaissance area. Trees most suitable are highlighted. For
free trees, there are two programs available: the City
of Sacramento Tree Services Division Shade Tree Program and the Sacramento Shade Tree Program, offered
in collaboration by Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) and the Sacramento Tree Foundation.

through each of these respective programs
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.5: Tree Source List.

Recommendations for Private Landscape
Front, side and rear yards offer a wonderful opportunity for landscaping and trees.
It is recommended that a planting program on private
property coupled with an establishment and maintenance period be created. There is a wide variety of
evergreen and deciduous trees available that are suitable for planting in front yards that meet the City of
Sacramento Department of Parks and Recreation Tree
Services Section requirements. There is a recommended list of trees that offer a number of choices, consistent
with the variety and diversity of landscape expression
that make the Renaissance area unique.

The City of Sacramento Shade Tree Program will provide and plant one shade tree for each 40 feet of street
frontage within city limits, space permitting. The SMUD
Shade Tree Program will provide a free tree if the home
has an un-shaded eastern, western or southern exposure. This program provides expert advice on tree
selection and planting techniques, healthy trees from
4' to 7' tall, stakes, ties, fertilizer, and tree delivery at
no cost to the owner. Residents promise to plant and
pledge to care for the trees.

Recommendations for Oak Park Renaissance
Gateway Signage
Gateway signage creates identity.
The Broadway+Stockton Boulevard Beautification Master Plan recommends new Oak Park community
monumentation in the median of Broadway at the intersection of Martin Luther King Boulevard and
Broadway. This signage is proposed to be consistent
with community signage at the west end of Oak Park,
at Alhambra, and will form an identity for the Renaissance area as part of the larger Oak Park community.

F-r: lu„^ Lu,.rcrri,ui."

For residential areas with small lots and overhead utility wires, like in the Renaissance area, it is reouired that
tree species are carefully selected to thrive in small
growing spaces and still offer beauty and shade. The
City, SMUD and the Tree Foundation both offer programs for free front-yard shade trees from a list of
selected species. These species were chosen because
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Additional directional signage to points of interest
south on Martin Luther King Boulevard is also proposed. It is recommended that this signage identify
the Renaissance neighborhood in addition to destinations within it, like the Oak Park Community Center, and
other like resources. Currently the directional sign is only
proposed in one location. The Master Plan recommends
that the sign be either two-sided for people traveling
in the opposite direction or that an additional directional sign be added at the opposite side of the street.
Recommendations for Oak Park. Renaissance
Street Sign Enhancements
Neighborhood identity supports and enhances a feeling of community.
As part of the larger Oak Park area, the Oak Park Renaissance area needs to define its own identity as a
neighborhood. A tool which has been successfully used
by other neighborhoods in Sacramento is the enhancement of existing street signs. Through the addition of
a wrought iron frame with a logo placed on top of the
standard street sign, the neighborhood can create its
own identity symbol or image that best represents its
character.

Special Street Sieri - Bnud<varJ Park

Circulation and Infrastructure
Improvements
Purpose
For the Renaissance area, there are two common
streets: Broadway a community thoroughfare, and 8th
Avenue, which is the only "neighborhood" street. 8th
Avenue forms the geographic boundary to the neighborhood to the south where the majority of community
facilities available to the neighborhood are locatecd: ''
8th Avenue is the only "common" neighborhood street
that connects with all other streets. It is also the only
continuous east-west neighborhood street. The,street?
is 34' wide; it is primarily fronted by single-family homes
on small lots, and as such, is an integral part, of the
neighborhood. At the west end the Oak Park Community Center and the Fire Station form a gateway. At
the east end the old Donner School, newly renovatesd'
for the Sacramento County Child Abuse Services forms
a gateway. Chapter 2: Existing Conditions describes in
detail how 8th Avenue has become a street for cutthrough traffic and speeding and a major impediment
for the overall health of the neighborhood. For the
overall revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area,
8th Avenue is the most important street to facilitate
transformation. The Master Plan recommends a number of changes as described below.
For a residential street, 8th Avenue experiences higher than normal vehicular traffic volumes. The majority
of traffic on 8th Avenue is bypassing Broadway between
MLK and Stockton Boulevard. In addition, 8th Avenue
has the highest number of accidents among local
streets in the Renaissance area with 44% of all accidents being speed-related. To enhance 8th Avenue as
a residential street and make it more like a community
main street, traffic calming measures are recommended. These will help deter cut-through traffic and
speeding.
Recommendations for 8th Avenue Speed Humps
There are three existing speed humps on 8th Avenue.
They are spaced too far apart to be effective. Drivers
speed up in between the speed humps, which are installed more than 1000 feet apart, rather than in the
recommended range of 250 to 600 feet as per the City
of Sacramento Speed Hump Program Guidelines. It is

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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recommend re-spacing three existing and installing two
additional speed humps. New speed humps will be
placed between.:-•
•

San Carlos Way and 40th Street
42nd Street and 43rd Street

Curb bulb-outs will be designed to city standard, which
will accommodate emergency vehicles turning movement and have wheelchair ramps to comply with ADA
requirements. The curb bulb-outs could also be landscaped to enhance the streetscape. To enhance the
pedestrian experience textured crosswalks are recommended in three locations: at 8th Avenue and MLK and
at 8th Avenue and la Soledad Way, in locations that
would emphasize pedestrian crossing points to the
Community Center. A third textured crosswalk would
be at 8th Avenue and San Diego Way, near the Donner School Complex.
Recommendations against Signalized
Intersection at 8th Avenue/Stockton Boulevard

Speed Humps

Recommendations for 8th Avenue Bulb-outs
A second measure for traffic calming is the installation
of corner bulb-outs at selected intersections on 8th
Avenue. Recommended locations include 8th Avenue
and MLK; 8th Avenue and La Solidad Way; 8th Avenue
and Santa Cruz Way; 8th Avenue and 42nd Street, and
8th Avenue and San Diego Way. The City has a number of standards for bulb-outs. The bulb-outs
recommended for 8th Avenue should be pedestrianfriendly, with trees as landscape features. They will
transform 8th Avenue into a neighborhood street. The
advantages of the corner bulb-outs are:
•
•
•
•

Reduce pedestrian crossing distances;
Make pedestrian crossing points more visible;
Prevent vehicles from passing that are turning;
Do not slow down emergency vehicles.

The existing intersection at 8th Avenue and Stockton
Boulevard is unsignalized. Vehicles on 8th Avenue waiting to turn onto Stockton are experiencing delays and
poor level of service in the PM peak hour. Although
the signal warrant is met in the PM peak hour, there is
concern that the improvement in traffic operations
would attract more vehicles on 8th Avenue. It is recommended that the City should continue to monitor
the intersection after the implementation of the traffic
calming measures such as speed humps and curb bulb
outs on 8th Avenue. The goal is to reduce shortcutting
traffic on 8th Avenue. If these measures are successful,
traffic volumes and cut through traffic should be reduced and the signal requirement at the intersection
of 8th/Stockton may not be necessary.
Since the number of pedestrians crossing at this intersection is low, it does not warrant a pedestrian signal.
However, at the corner of 8th and Stockton Boulevard,
the "No Parking Red Zone" on 8th Ave should be extended in length to approximately 50 feet to improve
sight distances and pedestrian safety.
Recommendations for Speed Lumps on 40th
Street, South of 8th Avenue
To remedy speeding and cut-through traffic in the
neighborhood, the Master Plan team has worked closely with Public Works and recommends additional

cll^: (J

- Cu,!' [",'',i•_O1,:
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improvements for traffic calming on 40th Street, south
of 8th Avenue. 40th Street South is an emergency response route for the Fire Department. Speed humps
are prohibited; instead speed lumps are recommended which have a similar traffic-calming effect. Costs for
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the installation of speed lumps are not included in the
Renaissance area improvements cost estimate.
Recommendations for Pedestrian Crosswalk at
Broadway/44th Street
Pedestrian counts on Broadway indicate that approximately 66 pedestrians/hour jay-walk at 44th Street, in
front of the Food Source. People jay-walk instead of
using the existing marked crosswalk at 43rd Street, which
shows 22 pedestrians crossing during the PM peak hour.
It is recommended that a new crosswalk be installed at
44th Street to facilitate pedestrian access to the Food
Source. The crosswalk marking will be implemented
according to the city standard for a triple-four crosswalk.

Figure 5.17: Long-term Improvements, which summarizes
all recommended changes.

Recommendations for Sidewalks Improvements
As described in Chapter 2: Existing Conditions, there
are portions of sidewalks that are missing or incomplete sections that may have been "annexed" by
adjoining property owners. These conditions contribute to a bad neighborhood image. They exist at:
•
•
•
•

The corner of San Jose/7th Ave - retaining wall of
property disrupts continuity of sidewalk.
Along La Solidad Way - east sidewalk is missing, with
a potential property intrusion into the public ROW.
At the corner of San Jose Way/Santa Rosa Ave no sidewalk.
8th Avenue/San Jose - property fence line creates
an inconsistent and narrow sidewalk path.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.10: Sidewalk Issues.

It is recommended that the Department of Public Works
pursue constructing these sidewalks to provide continuity for pedestrian movement.

CrussvcuiA lmprrnemerrrc

Recommendations for Refuge Island at
Broadway/44th Street
A pedestrian refuge island could be installed at the
existing two-way-left turn lane location. Pedestrian refuges or slow points are small islands in the middle of
the street which serve to narrow vehicle travel lanes.
They can be installed either at intersections or at midblock. Slow points are used to enhance pedestrian
crossing points and provide a visual narrowing along
the roadway. Depending on their location, they may
also result in small to moderate traffic speed reductions. This particular recommendation needs to be
coordinated with the Broadway + Stockton Boulevard
Master Plan Street Beautification measures. The feasibility of constructing the island will be examined in
detail during the design stage.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.15: Pedestrian Circulation Improvements. See also Figure 5.16: 8th Ave.
Improvements, which illustrates the proposed changes, and

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian

In addition, the streetlight pole located in the middle
of the sidewalk on Santa Rosa Avenue should be relocated by the City Public Works Department to meet
ADA requirements and not impede pedestrian flow.
Sidewalks damaged by tree roots intrusion should be
remedied to improve pedestrian flow; for example on
43rd Street.
Recommendations for Drainage Improvements
Existing surface drainage throughout the Renaissance
area appears adequate in the majority of locations.
Pavement surfaces are generally in good condition, with
minimal areas of ponding at the roadway surface. Areas of root intrusion from curbside trees have deformed
gutter slopes in select locations. Many drainage inlets
at curb returns are substandard drop inlets with grates
that collect leaves and other debris that could become
blocked and create drainage problems. This, however,
can be remedied by implementing a regular street
sweeping program and/or curbside recycling of leaves
and yard waste. Installation of traffic calming devices
such as 'bulb-outs', cul-de-sacs, and traffic islands may
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Figure 5.15: Pedestrian Circulation Improvements
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5. Master Plan Recommendations

affect surface, drainage and may require the relocation
and/or addition of drainage inlets. This needs to be
studied further in the detailed design stage.
Recommendations for Electrical/Telephone/
Cable Improvements
Under-grounding of electrical utilities would result in
lower maintenance costs for the various utility companies and create a more visually pleasing environment.
Major issues to undergrounding are that construction
costs are high; streets may have to be rehabilitated
and repaved, and it would require major coordination
between three different utility providers. Construction
costs could be offset by creation of an assessment district which would fund community improvements that
are beneficial to the entire neighborhood. However,
given the composition of houses in the Oak Park Renaissance Area, this would prove difficult at this time.
Recommendations for Street Light
Improvements

The long-term Master Plan recommendation suggests
replacing the existing post top cobra overhead lights
with pedestrian street lights like the Oak Park-style,
acorn City standard street lighting. Painted mint green
to match the street lights in other Oak Park neighborhoods, 8th Avenue could be the first street for such
change in light fixtures. Fixture replacement costs, at
today's costs, are S 6,500 per fixture. There are other
appropriate fixtures and the City has a number of allowable standards available that would enhance the
neighborhood streetscape. They should also be considered when choosing new light fixtures.
Recommendations for Pavement improvements
on 6th Avenue at 42nd Street

The unpaved status of 6th Avenue at 42nd Street creates an unsightly condition. The Master Plan
recommendation is to resurvey and define the 40 ft
right-of-way of the street, which meets the City's standards for a residential street, with a rolled curb and
sidewalks on both sides.

The City's Department of Public Works has acknowledged the neighborhood's concern over low light levels
from existing street lights. While there are periodically
burnt-out lenses in existing fixtures which require replacement and maintenance, light levels in the Oak Park
Renaissance meet the City's Illumination Standards for
residential streets. The City's Public Works Street Maintenance Division is responsible for maintaining fixtures.

61h Arenue at 42m! Street

Recommendations for Signage Improvements

:1r1117i-Sn1r Street bvhr

Oak Park Rena ssance Community Master Plan

A number of signs in the Renaissance area have been
identified as needing correction. The Master Plan recommendation is to re-install the existing two-direction
warning sign at the T-intersection of 6th Ave and San
Diego Way and raise it to a height where it can be
seen above a parked car. Alternatively, a no-parking
red curb could be installed to prohibit parking in front
of the sign.
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Recommendations for the Future Removal of
Billboards
Billboards in or at the edge of a residential neighborhood are a huge image issue. There are three locations
with billboards on private properties at the edge of
the Renaissance area, on Broadway, between MLK and
Stockton Boulevard.

Flrn-Drrectinn liQrnine Sten Blocked in Parked Car

On 6th Avenue at La Soledad a red diamond sign has
been utilized to indicate a two-direction warning sign.
The Master Plan recommendation is to remove the sign
and replace it with a standard warning sign.

Biii[+uan'' u: 17LK r;n.t Bma.ixai

qtx
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There are Bike Lane signs on Broadway that need to
be replaced, identifying Broadway as a designated bike
route.
Bii!bnaru at Broaj,-,
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The challenges for removal of billboards are significant.
Removing privately owned or leased billboards, which
produce significant revenue for the property owner, is
difficult, as there exists substantial protection under
Federal and State law. Typically it requires negotiations
with property owners or leasers and finding appropriated new locations for billboard signage. The long-term
Master Plan recommendation is to monitor billboard
leases and the properties on which they occur. All three
sites are important candidate infill sites for housing with
ground floor office/commercial which should be developed as such.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Figure 2.1: Existing Buildings
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Figure 2.2: Building Conditions
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Figure 2.3: Vacant Lots/Abandoned Buildings
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Figure 2.4: Owner/Renter Occupied
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Figure 2.5: Fence Treatment
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Figure 2.6: Building Style
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Figure 2.9: Existing Sidewalks with Landscape Strip
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Figure 2.10: Sidewalk Issues
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Figure 2.11: Parking and Access Issues
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Figure 2.12: Pedestrian Circulation Issues
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Figure 2.13: Miscellaneous Traffic and Circulation Issues
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Table 1.1: Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District Overlay Standards
LOCATION

MAXIMUM
HEIGHT

MIN/MAX YARD
REQUIREMENTS
FRONT

SIDE

MAXIMUM
LOT
COVERAGE

MINIMUM LOT AREA
DU/NA

REAR

Broadway ( includes properties located off Broadway within SPD)
Alhambra to 33rd

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

(e)

70%

1.200 SF
(f)

33r° to 35"

35'

0' Min
(c)

0' Max

(e)

(e)

1,200 SF
(f)

36`" to MLK

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

tet

70%

1.200 SF
M

MLK to Stockton

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20'/10'
Min (a)

70%

1.200 SF
(fl

e
()

500 SF
f
()

I

Stockton Boulevard (includes properties located off Stockton within SPD)
2n° to Broadway

75'

0' Min
(c 1)

(e)

35,

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

70%

1.200 SF
(f)

9`" to 12`" Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

16'
Max

20' Min

70%

1.200 SF
(f)

121" to 15" Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

16'
Max

20' Min

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

16"to 22°` Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

70%

1.200 SF
(f)

22"tl Avenue to
Lemon Hill

35,

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

(e)

(e)

45' (d)

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

(e)

(e)

Broadway
Avenue

to

9'"

Lemon Hill to 65th
Street

20'/35'
Min (b)

I

(a)

20' minimum rear setback for commercial uses. 10' minimum for residential

(b)

20' rear 'setback at for buildings up to 45' in height and 35' rear setback for buildings over 45' in height

(c)

Front yard setbacks should be consistent with those of adjacent or nearby properties. The front yard
setback will be reviewed as a part of the Design Review Process.

(d)

The Planning Commission may approve a Special Permit for additional height.

(e)
(f)

Refer to Section 17.60.020 of this Title.
These densities only apply to C=1 and C-2 zoned properties. refer to Section 17.60.020 of this Title for all
other zones.

General Notes

The Zoning Ordinance must be used for all other development standards and procedural requirements.
du/na = dwelling units per net acre
SF = square feet

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 1.2: 2000 Census Data - Age Breakdown and Race
:2000 Census - Age Breakdown

Census Tract
28

iCT 28
Total population

; City of Sacramento '

#

Under 5 years
5 to 9 years
110 to 14 years

!

115 to 19 years
!20 to 24 years

3.5101

1001

407.018'

100 !

303 1
4491
3731

8.6i
12.81
10.6i

29.066,
32.864'
31.465i

Ti
81

333!
223i

9.5!
6.4!

29.863;
30.195

7.7:
7.3;
7.4;

25 to 34 vears

475`

13.5;

63.321!

35 to 44 years

15.61

472.

13.41

61.4831

15.11

45 to 54 years

348!

9.9;

:55 to 59 years

52.118!

12.8

81!

:60 to 64 years

2.3i

16.7831

4.1

100;

2.81

65 to 74 years

13.4171

3.3

184i

75 to 84 vears
85 years and over

5.2i

23.052!

5.7,

123!
46!

3-5:
1.3;

17.3121;
6.079,

43
1.5!

IUvaG- ^..e r...,.,...^

.

12000 Census Data
Race alone or in combination with one or more othe

iraces
White

Census Tract
28
%

536

!Native Hawaiiar•. and Other Pacific isianoer

I
.0!

885

Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native

Asian

_

....!

6.6.

1.320
153,

I

City of
Sacramento
#

I

%

25 ''!

214 1401

52 6

37.61

70.2181
11.303!

17.31

15.31

77.0081

18.9
1.7
13.7

Some other race
HisDanc or Latino of any race)

27'

0.81

6.8331

651
1.234

24.21
35.21

55.8571
87.974!

:Total Dooulation

3.510

(a)

407.018;

2.8

21.6
fa1

(a) Percentages co not add to 100°,° s i nce a person may oe of any race
and aiso of Hispan i c

aescent.

DETAILED RACE - 2000

One race
:White

^30
Black or African American

American Inoian anc Alaska Native
Asian
499
Asian Inaiar•.•
Chinese
Filipino

Census Tract
City of
28
Sacramento
# ! %
#
I % I
3.264:
931380.9401
93.6'
i
20.81196.5491
48.3
1.207;
34.4! 62.9681
15:51
87'
2.51 5.300;
1.31
^

Jaoanese
Korean

V et^amese
Other Asian

33

Native Hawaiian an c Other Pac!f c Islander
Native Hawaiian

Guaman i an or Chamorro
5
Samoan
Other Pacific Isiancer 2
Some otner race
Two or more races

14.2i 67.635!
16.61
01
4•944!
1.21
0.2i 19.4251
4.81
0.91
8.5151
2.1
0.3:
6.642!
1.6
0.1
815!0

0.9:

6.171

1.51

409.
18
1:

11.7;

21,123j

0.5'
0!

3.861!

5.21
0.91

312;

0.1!

3:
'
9;
723'
2461

0.11
276;
0. 1 I
7711
0.3
2.502','
20.6' 44.6271
7" 26.078i

0.11
0.2
0.6
11'
6.4

Oak Park Rena i ssance Community Master Plan
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Table 1.3: 2000 Census Data - Households by Type

2000 Census Data
Households * Type

Census Tract
28

Total households

1,021

City of
Sacramento

1001154.581 1

100

Family households ( families)
With own children under 18 years
Married-couple family
With own children under 18 years
Female householder, no husband present

721
424
341
205
305

70.6 1
41.51
33.4
20.1
29.9

91,137 1
46.652
59.302 1
28,093
23,790

59
30.2
38.4
18.2
15.4

With own children under 18 years

185

18.1

14,536

9.4

Nonfamily households
Householder living alone
Householder 65 years and over

300
233
110

29.4 63,444
22.8 49,542
10.8 14,192

41
-32
9:2

Households with individuals under 18 years
Households with individuals 65 years and over

510
283

50
27.7

34.2
22.1

3.41
4.07

(X)
(X)

jAverage household size
Average family size

I

52,798
34,169

4

2.57
3.35

Table 1.4: 2000 Census Data - Households by Type

2000 Census Data
Housing Occupancy

Census Tract
28

Total housing units

#
1,159

Occupied housing units

City of
Sacramento

%
#
100 163.957

%
100

1.021

88.1

154,581

94.3

Vacant housing units
For seasonal. recreational, or occasional use
Rental vacancy rate (percent)

138
7
7.4

1.1.9
0.6
(X)

9,376
629
5.4

5.7
0.4
(X)

Homeowner vacancy rate (percent)

6.1

(X)

2

(X)

2000 Census Data
Housing Tenure
Occupied housing units
Owner-occupied housing units
Renter-occupied housing units
Average household size of owner-occupied unit
Averaoe household size of renter-occuoied unit

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Census Tract
28
1.021
458
563
2.88
3.83 1

City of
Sacramento

100 154.581
44.9 77,514
55.1
77,067
(X)
(X)

2.65
2.5

100
50.1
49.9
(X)
(X)
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Table 4.1: Population Projections

Population Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments
2000

2010

SACOG Region

1,634,800

2,008.835

22.9%

2.295.953

14.3°ro

Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento and
Broadwa y

1.203.900
404.700
77,336

1.431.500
469.900
78.224

18.9%
16.1%
1.1%

1.620.933
511.000
78974

13.2%
8.7%
1.0%

%
chan g e

2020

% change

Table 4.2: Housing Projections

Housing Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

SACOG Region
Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento and
Broadwa y

Oak Park Rena i ssance Community Master Pian

2000

2010

635,718
472.322
162.530
32.208

790.365
566.270
188.715
32.412

%
change
24.3%
19.9%
16.1%
0.6%

2020
907,417
643.942
205.221
32,628

% change
14.8%
13.7%
8.7%
0.7%

21
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Table 4.3: Employment Projections - 2000 to 2020

Employment Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

SACOG Region
Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento

2000

2010

735,574
531,589
258.140
55.665

939.506
653,401
310.363
62.839

%
change.
27.7%
22.9%
20.2%
12.9%

2020
1.112.560
754.925
357.085
69,203

% change
18.4%
15.5%
15.1%10.1%

Table 4.4: Employment Projections by Major Category

Employment Projections by Major Category 2000 to 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

East Region
Total
% by

Retail Retail

Office

2000

2000

2020

Office Med.

Med
2020 I 2000 I 2020

Educ. Educ. Man=f. Man=f Other, Other
2000

2020

20002020 2000 2020

4,721 5,143

11.9071 18,1321 17,085 17,250 5,610 5,635 3,388 3,867 12,954:19,176

8.5%j 7.4%

21.4% 26.2% i 30.7°io 24.9% 10.1 % 8.1%

Category

6.1% 5.6% 23.3%! 27.7%

Table 4.5: Jobs Housing Balance

Jobs Housing Balance 2000 to 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments
2000
Ratio
SACOG Region
1.21
1635,718i735,574 !
,Sacramento County 1 472.322' 531.589;
1.1!
!City of Sacramento
162.5301258.1401
1.6;
East Sacramento andl 32.2081 55.66511
Broadway
^
;
I

20001 2000
Unitsl Jobs

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

2010 1 2010 1 2010
2020
2020
2020
Units
Jobs
Ratio Units
Jobs
Ratio
790.3651 939,506 1
1.2 907,417 1.112.560
1.2
566.2701 653,4011
1.2 643,942
754,925
1.2
188.7151 310,3631
1.6 205,221
357,085
1.7
32.4121 62.839
1.9 32,628
69.203
2.1
i

22
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Table 4.6: Real Estate Analytics

Real Estate _Analytics- Housing Information Services for the Renaissance Area
1995-2001Month

Median Numbe r Square l
Price of Sales Footage

Number o
Bedrooms

Baths

Market
Days

Price/ Square
Foot

2001
9

$93.000

5

900

2.4

1

78.2

8

585.000

91

967

2.56

1.22

585.23

560.000

31

933

2

1
11

62.8

7

77

566.67

61

587.475

41

900

2

1

17.3

592.34

51

589.000

51

840

2

1.2!

53.8

41

583.26

$63.750

61

900

2.67

1.171

67.3

$81.64

3

544.5001

41

950

2.25

1.51

9.3

560.73

2

$31,6201

11

1,000

2

$31.62

555.000

71

9861

2.57

11
1.29

105

1

116.9

$65.00

575.256

441

930

2.36

1.18

65.7

$80.24

12I

S35.500

3

7671

2.33

1.331

43.7

S64.58

11 j

S67.7501

21

9501

3

1.5I

79.5

570.56

2000

5111.68

1

Oak Paric Renaissance Communitv Master P!an
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Table 4.6 - Continued

Real Estate Analytics- Housing Information Services for the Renaissance Area
1995-2001 Month

Median Numbe r Square
Price of Sales Footage

Number o
Bedrooms

Baths

Market
Days

Price/ Square
Foot

10

$49,980

1

1.000

3

21

2141

549.98

9

$31.250

2

950

2

1

82 1

$33.95

81

$40,950

4

900

2.75

1.25 i

85.3 1

547.85

71

$55.000

1

1.100

3

21

145

550.00

6

$53.000

3

867

2

51

$53.500

2

1.250

3.5

4

$48.000

21

800

2

31

$32.000

5

940

21

$48.900

1

11

$60.000

1

27

$74 . 84

1.5

112.5

$42.18

1

88.5

$58.89

2.4 1

1.2

72.4

540.67

900

21

11

109

$54.33

3

1.200

3

$49.794

29

955

2.55

12 1

528.000

1

1.300

3

1

S21.54

11

S69.950

5

1.340

2.41

1.41

172

S73.40

101

575.000

3

1.2671

2.671

1.67

244

556.98

91

530.7001

»I

950

2.251

1

201

S56.37

11

900

2

1

151

S23.89

1.078

2.56

1.33

58.9

$40.99

700

21

1

---71 -

1
1.24 1

455.7

$47.83

119.8

$52.48

1999

81

S21.500

7

S41.500

61

531.500

91
1

41

520.750

6

617

1.831

1

1I

17

$45.00

127.8

5151.57

31

518.500

1I

1,1001

21

11

11

$16.82

21

524.250

3

1.167

2.671

1.331

49.3

523.31

1i

S50.0001

11

8001

2!

109

$62.50

I

551.078

35

1.029

2.34

1.231

118

$65.18

1

19981
111

S47.250

1.250

3.25

2

211.3

$40.92

10

S39.500

2

1.050

2

1

43.5

$38.59

9

S20.000

31

867

2.67

1

144.7

$26.51

81

S18.0001

3

9331

2.331

1.33

43.3

$38.75

71

S19.9001

1

8001

21

1

55

$24.88

51

S27.500

11

6001

21

1

11

$45.83

4I

S16.5001

2

800

2

1 L 100

$20.63

21

S19.5001

3

900

2.67

117

$22.01

1;

S21.2501

21

8501

21

1

157.5

$24.83

i

529.734

21I

9»8

2.481

1.29

115.61

$31.63

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian
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Table 4.6 - Continued

^^Lo« 1111ialy«^a- n uuwrig inrormarron ziervices tor the Renaissance
Area
1995-2001
Month

Media n Numbe
Squar e
Pric e of Sale s Footag e

Number o
Bedrooms

Bath s

1997

Market Price/ Square
Daysl
Foot

I

I

i

275.6 1

12

$19,000

11

864

2.7 3

1.36

il l

$41.750

4

1.17 5

3

1.25

144

538.69

10 1

559.000

1

1.000

3

1

136

$59.00

81

540.000

1

900

2

1

$44.44

585.950

2

1.900

4

1
1.51

84

71

12 8

$45.24

61

515.000

3

700

1.67

1

18. 3

5

524.23

S80.000

1

2.100

3

21

582

$38.10

1.048

2.74

1.3 1

205.3

537.52

S41.583

1

23

536.66

19961
+12

$33.750

2

950

2

1.5I

111

$35.00

$42.000

1

1.200

3

2

119

101

527.000

5

1.000

2.6 1

1.21

1
217.6 1

535.00
533.02

91

S22.000

11

900

3

2

107 I

52-3.44

81

533.5001

2

1.000

1.5

61

S53.25011

2

950

3

5j

S23.900

1

800

S 18.500

3

933

31

528000

1^

2j

S31.500I

21

1

518.000

1

41

-

B
I,

136

533.50

208 I

555.97

2

205

$29.88

2.33

342.3

$18.57

1.C00

3

816

528.00

900I

2.5

376.5

$33.75

1.100i

3

21

26

$16.36

2.48

1.29I

240.5

$31.95

$13.59
$32 . 56
$36.60

11

I

531.186^

19951

I

121

522.5001

2

950

101

530.1501

41

450

7548.OOOI

2

1.350

SI

47.5
3 EHHfE-318.3
3
1
76.5

31

1.100

3

1.331

21

971

I

531.000

I
1.5

166.3

$22.50

1

527.250

1)

8.10C

2

1j

11

546.000

65

$3.36

1

1.100

2

1I

94

$41.82

2.62

1.23

167.6

I

535.2731

'3

1.45.1I

I

549.663I

SO

1 G. + i I

I

$24.57
I

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian
2012)
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Table 4.7: Comparative Market Demographic Data for Selected Intersections

cUMrAKA I Ivt MArttctc I utMUGFZAPHIC DATA FOR SELECTED INTERSECTIONS I
( 0.5 and I mile radii from intersection )
Center. Martin Luther King
Jr. and Broadwa y
0.5
1

Distance (Miles):

Total

Center: Alhambra and
Broadwa y
0.5
1

% i Total

°ro

Total

1POPULATION

Center: Stockton and
Broadwa y
0.5
1

Total

f Total

Total

23.899
25.066;
23.9211

17.9171
19.139
18.945

24.165{
28.15a
27.77

^

11990 Population
11999 Population
2004 Population

8.621;
10.053
9.860

25.215
28,7811
28.265

16.131;
6.326
6.015,

AGE

I

Ages 0-17

350134.80°/d

iAges18-34
Ages 34-54

221522.101/6,

922234.809/

252775.10°/q
I

Population over 54

1810117.90°/a

t

186M9.600/a'
616622.110%; 165276.00°0
752T25.10°/ .1780f28.10°^

602829.6011/a 271929.70°o1

906

0.29

6483+26.00°/d, 186120.30°/d
7589Q8.10°^a 239076.20°^

58761
719

0.20
0.26

5866117.900/

496616.201/' 216923.600/01

6019j

0.23

RACE

102916.20°ia

(

(

hite

3.13231.20°/a 11.766,31.20%^ 2.95546.709/q 13.987146.709/a 3.92242.90°6111.792

42.900/

Black

3.16331.50°61 6,730131.50°/ 1.24619.70°/a 4,17519.70°'oi 2.1762-3.800/o! 6.313j
141; 1.404-'a;
36T. 1.40°i
76 1.20%!
326; 1.20°a
99! 1.10°of
391I

23.80

2.35'23.40°0,

20.70°%

3.23602.201/0! 10.41532.2001d 2.122,33.5001o- 6.86933.50°0i 2.62728.70%0l 9.97T

11.50°i
28.70°i

American Indian
Asian
Other
Hispanic

I

5.60123.4001d 1.21919.300,0: 3.957'119.30010'i 1.89470.70°'u1 5.565
;.260112.500/a^ 4.31712.50Sq 82&13.10°a 2.621!13.10°611.04a11.50%: 4.089j

1.10°'

HOUSEHOLDS
1999 Households

3.112

9.727 ^

2.483;

10.712

13.236

9.331

11999 Families
2004 Housenoids

1.915
3.078

5.756
9.605

1.301?
2.37a

5.080
10.309

1.767,
3.198^

5.6641
9.263I

2004 Families

1.889

5.684

1 1.243

4.880

1.745

5.61

152349.00°0

4332:49.00°b 1120,45. 100/'i

4266L45.10°0l 14151<33.80°0l

INCOME
!Income 0-25K
Income 25-40 K

601,19.30°0,

1883;19.30%

53421.50°6

2220121.50%1

665120.60%1

4091
I
187

!Income 40-75K

67321.600i0

227021.600/01

529121.40°oi

273021.40°oj

80925.000/611

229

0.2

llncome 75-100 K

238 7.70010,

866 7.70°0'1

200. 8.10°0:

1055 8.10°0^

2671 8.30%

82

0.08

77 2.50°-0

376 2.50"0;

10G 4.10°,0

441 4.10016,

80; 2.40%i

2341

0.02

Over 100 K

0.438
0.20

!LABOR FORCE!
iPopuiation Age 16-

6.870

20.399

!Labor Force

3.625

1

Emoiovment Status:
Unemoioved

341 9.40'^°

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

14.623

19.605

2.752

12.778

197
955 9.4 0'^0!

235 88.50°°,

16.6871

19.91

13.485
10.905
799 8.50°0^ 198; 5.70°bl
95

5.70%
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Table 4.7 - Continued

!COMPARATIVE MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR SELECTED INTERSECTIONS
IN OAK-PARK ( 0.5 and 1 mile radii from intersection)
Center: Martin Luther King
Jr. and Broadway
Distance (Miles):

0.5
Total

;Employment Status: !
In Armed Forces
Employment Status:
Not In Labor Force

1

Center: Alhambra and
Broadway

1
%

0.5

Total

0.30°/

3.245

I Total

0.30°/ i

1

9.207

I
9o

4. 0.10°

11,871i

Center: Stockton and
Broadway

1

0.5

Total

Total i

26 0.10°

1
°ro

Total

0.10°,a

6.827'

3.20

16

0.10°a

9,00

EMPLOYMENTI
IOccupation: Exec

3241

IOccupation:
IP rofessional

47^ 14.40°1 1.534II 14.40°/ql 41 I16.40%{
I
131 4.200/1
341 4.20
89 3.50°/

Occupation:
-technicians

i

9.90°^

919 9.90% 23& 9.50°^

I

I

1,18$

9.50°q

2.41Fa 16.40°q

331i10.10°,d

94 ^ 10.10°/d

415I12.60° 1.30

44

3.50°^d

171 5.30°a,

8.90°d

270I 8.20°^q
I

1

5.30°1

813 I

8.200/'i

iOccupation. Sales

278i
I

8.50°id
^

224 8.90°^

1.0011

Occupation: Clerical

63q 19.300," 2.069 19.30°0

58323.20°q

2.533 23.20°i

58 0.300"0-

a 0.30%'

54 0.3004

0 0.00°!

4

i2?^ 1.50°a
I

23 1.20°'

160 1.20°a,

21 0.90°'

14

Occupation: Services ,

6471 19.800,61 1.822 19.801,0:

39915.90°^j

2.023 15.90°q

iOccuDation: Primary

103,i

3.10°q

OCCUDaiion:

251'
^

7.70°ci

Occupation: Priv Hnd

8.50

79

0.30°0

Occ
:Occupauon:
Protective Services

Production

49

1.50°i^{

.4a 3.10°0
865i

7.70°0,

i

72 2.90°dl

301;

2.90°iq

12.600,'J

1
381 1

609 18.3091q 1,901 18.30°
1I

0.000,
0.90°q

58 17.70°'I 1,7881 17.70°i^
9

2.80°

475!I
I

2.80°/

209 8.30°q

778 8.30°ra^

300^ 9.10%!

788

9.10°

9t7 3.60°,d

340 3.60°0!

123,' 3.70°0

382

3.70°/

;

!

!

Occuoation:
ODerators
Occupation: Materiais

1131

3.50°^

303'

12 I

3.90°,^!

391 3

81j 3.20°d

32& 3.20°bi

176^ 5.40%1

41

5.40°i

Occuoation: Laborers

131;

4.00°oI

503 1 4.00°a

7& 3.10°,1

389 3.10°bi

19

55

5.90°/

3.50;b,

5.90°o

!HOUSING
IUNITS
Total Dweilings
1(1999)

3.501

Owner-OccuD ed

1.231; 35.201°i 4.366 35.200'0

10.78"

i2.843

11,8321

^
794 27.90°^a

'Dwellings (1999)

I

IRenter-Occupied

1.8811 53.70°0! 5.361; 53.70°-b1. 689.59.40°q

Dwellings (1999)

!

3.50

q

1 10,21 ^

4•055 27.90°0! 1.462 41.80%j 4 , 50

41 . 80%

6.657 59.40°:bi 1.77 50.70°.0 4 , 82

50 . 70%

:SOUrce: AJDneG CieoQTaD.^7C Sol;(7o17s, Tro.,sa,-,c 02ii5 ^^

Values are ca!cuwatee ov se ecr,nc al: try o!o-ci< crouos V;ncse center ;s v: tn n try given radii. values
'Sacramento county.

Induce only data for

All information con,a nec in
aemooraon : re[)ort nas been pro, aec bv a scurce otner tnan the SacSites team and
:aitnoucn reo ese^•_ec uv [s sou-ce to oe reiiaoie. sucn oemocrao7,c information is not guaranteed and should oe
anceoenoent v %er Ir e^.

Oak Park Renaissance Corn-unity Master Pian
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Table 5.1: Home Buyer Assistance Programs

Home Buyer_Assistance Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible
Properties

Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

First-Time Homebuyer Program
The First-Time
Homebuyer Program
(FTHB) is designed to
provide low-income
homebuyers with down
payment and closing
cost assistance on
home purchases within
the City and County of
Sacramento.

Property must
meet
minimum
housing
quality
standards
Appraised
value may not
exceed the
HUD 203(b)
mortgage limit
for the area,
currently
S253.650.
Properties
that are
tenantoccupied as
of the date of
the purchase
offer are not
eligible

Deferred payment
loan secured by a
deed of trust
No interest is
charged on this
loan

Thirty (30) year
loan term, or due
upon sale or
transfer of the
property
Assistance is
calculated at four
percent (4%) of the
lesser of the sales
price or appraised
value of the
property maximum
assistance is
$5,000
Funds may be
used to pay up to
50% of the buyer's
down payment and
the remainder may
be used to pay the
buyer's customary
closing costs

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

First-time
homebuyers
(have not owned
and occupied a
home as a
principal

residence within
the preceding
three years) who
are:
are able to
qualify for a loan
to purchase the
home
attend
homebuyer
training classes
will live in the
home being
purchased

Low-income
households with
income less than
or equal to
eighty percent
(80%) of the
area median
income adjusted
for household
size. Current
income limits
are:
1-person
S32,100
2-person
S36.650
3-person
541,250
4-person
S45.850
5-person
S49.500
6-person
S53,150

To apply for the
program, please
contact any of
our participating
lenders. For
additional
information
please call (916)
264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Division

1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento. CA
95814
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Table 5.1 - Continued

Home Buyer Assistance Programs

offered bygacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible

Terms

Properties

Eligible

Income Limits

Contact

Same as Above

Same as Above

Applicants

Homebuyer Assistance Program (HAP)
The Homebuyer
Assistance
Program (HAP)is
designed to
provide lowincome
homebuyers with
down payment
and closing cost
assistance on
home purchases
within the City
limits of
Sacramento.

Single family
homes Appraised
value may not
exceed the HUD
203(b) mortgage
limit for the area,
currently
S253.650.
Properties that
are tenantoccupied as of
the date of the
purchase offer
are not eligible

A grant which
does not need to
be repaid with a
maximum
assistance is
$2.500 which may
be used to pay up
to 50% of the
buyer's down
payment and the
remainder may be
used to pay the
buyer's customary
closing costs

Oak Park Renaissance Comrnunity Master Pian

Homebuyers who
are able to qualify
for a loan to
purchase the
home
attend homebuyer
training classes if
they are a firsttime homebuyer
will live in the
home being
purchased
are defined as
low-income households with
income less than
or equal to eighty
percent (80%) of
the area median
income adjusted
for household
size.

29
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Table 5.2: Home Improvement Programs

Home Improvement Programs

offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible
Properties

Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Home buyers
whose income
exceeds 80% of
median income,
and who are not
first time home
buyers

Up to 115°0 of
median income
as adjusted by
household size.

Contact

Target Area Home Buyer Program
Expanded
program benefits
to encourage
home ownership
in target areas
including Oak
Park.

Single family
homes in
Oak Park
Del Paso Heights
Franklin
Boulevard
North
Sacramento
Southside Park

assistance is 5%
of the sales price
up to 55.000
30-year deferred
payment loan,
due upon sale or
refinance
5% interest rate
higher income
limits - 115% of
area median
buyers do not
need to be firsttime homebuyers
(income tax
returns not
required)
45-year regulatory
agreement.
removed if
recapture
(principal and

To apply for the
program. please
contact any of our
Participating
lenders. For
additional
information
please call (916)
264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Division
1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento. CA
95814

accrued interest)

is paid upon sale.

Oak Park Renaissance Commun;tv Master Pian
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Table 5.2 - Continued

Home Improvement Programs

offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Housing Choice Voucher (Section 8) Homeownership Program
Qualified
Sacramento
Housing Authority
Housing Choice
Voucher Program
participants and
Public Housing
Residents are
now able to use
the Housing
Choice Voucher
to assist them in
paying their own
mortgage.

N/A

Selected and
approved
applicants must:
Attend a Housing
Choice Voucher
Homeownership
Orientation.
Successfully
complete a
homeownership
counseling
program
approved by
SHRA and pay a
deposit of $200.
Purchase a home
within 6 months of
the time your
homeownership
voucher is issued.
Submit a sales
agreement to
SHRA for
approval.
Allow SHRA to
inspect the home
you choose to buy
to assure that it
meets Housing
Quality Standards
and pay for an
independent
inspection
covering major
building systems
of the unit.
Enter into a
written aareement
with SHRA to
comply with all of
its obliaations
under the
Housing Choice
Voucher program.
including
Homeownership
Program.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

You must be a
first time
homeowner or
have not have an
ownership interest
in any home
within the past 3
years.

You must meet
income and
employment
requirements.
Annual earned
(not TANF or
unemployment)
income of 510,
300 is required
and you must
have been
continuously
employed for at
least 12 months.
Elderly or
disabled families
can have Social
Security or SSI
income counted
toward the
earned income
requirement and
there is no
continuous
income

To apply for the
program, please
contact any of our
participating
lenders. For
additional
information please
call (916) 2641500.

SHRA Loan
Processing
Division
1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento. CA
95814

requirement.
You must pay off
all debts you owe
to any housing
authority. SHRA
will not enter into
any repayment
agreements for
amounts owed.
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Home Improvement Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Maximum Annual
Gross Income
Household
Income $45,850

Same as above
You apply for the
mortgage credit
certificate at the
same time you

Mortgage Credit Certificate (MCC)
The Mortgage
Credit Certificate
(MCC) Program is
offered to help
home buyers

(Note: The
Renaissance
Area is within
Census Tract 28,
a federally

Tax credit for
(15%) fifteen
percent of the
annual interest
you pay on the

Be a first-time
homebuyer. You
cannot have had
an ownership in a
principal

purchase homes.
The MCC reduces

designated target
area which allows

mortgage loan.
The amount of the

residence at any
time in the last

the amount of the
Federal income
tax you pay. thus
giving you more
available income
to qualify for a
mortgage loan
and to make your
monthly mortgage
payments.

expanded
benefits under
the MMC
program)
The MCC can
only be used for
owner-occupied
single family
residences
(including

credit will not be
more than your
annual federal
income tax liability
after all other
credits and
deductions have
been taken into
account. Your
ability to take full

three years. In
federally
designated
target areas, you
do not have to
be a first-time
home buyer.
Occupy the home
Not exceed the
Income and

condominiums

advantage of the

Purchase Price

and half-plexes)
Maximum
Purchase Price:
Existing Homes:
S207,112

tax credit will
depend on your
individual tax
liability.

Limitations.

make a formal-

New Homes

S277.824

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 5.3: First-Time Homebuyer Participating Lender List

Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment A gency
First-Time Homebuyer Participating Lnder List
(Current as of June 2002 - visit SHRA's website for updates www•.shra.org)

NAME
1 Sierra Mortgage Co.
Ameristar Financial Sen-ices
Ameritek Mortgage Inc.
ATM Mortaa2e
Bank of America Mortgage
Bear River Mortgage
Bio Valley Mortgage
Big Vallev Mortgage
California Bank & Trust
California Central Financial Group
Capital City Home Loans
Central Pacific Mortgage
Choice One Funding
Comstock Mortgage
Countrywide Home Loans
Countrywide Home Loans
Debbie %VoolevMortQace
Empire Mortgage

I
PHONE
((916) 974-2700
I(916) 648-2200
(916) 961-2901
( 916) 338-9400
(704) 386-6662
(916) 429-1722
(916) 561-6030
(916) 791-3760
(5 10) 419-1809
(916) 569-1800
1(916) 489-8728
(916) 677-1370
(916) 481-5700
^
(916) 974-_900
(916)35 5-1245
(916) 965-1813
(916) 536-1911
(916) 783-1 100

Expanded Mortgage Credit
Family FundinQ. Inc.
First Horizon Mortgage
First Nationwide NtortRage:CalFed Lending
G Lapena Realry &N1ort<TaQe Services
GNIL Mortgage
Gold Valley Loans

CONTACT
Paul Smith
Donna Fox
Brad or Karen Brubaker
Bob Rante
Karen Cates
Grace Lee
Suzi Bertino
Carlos Cortes
Lance Tavernier
Donald Hall
Rich Moore
La^rannna Katz
Frank Woo
Tern Moore
Dennis Calmes
Patti Nlikulin
Debbie %Voolev
Teresa Place,'It-larcie
Lanthier
Nora Robinson
Karl Clouse
Mona Movie
Christine Saucedo
Gilbert Lapena
Orrin Murdoch
Tisha Shaffer

Golden Horizon Mortgage

Jean Robinson

Guild Mortgage

(916) 442-5235

Sean Safholm

HeritaRe Nloncaae Corp.

(916) 276-7400

Norma Dougherty

Heritaue Oak NtortRa_Te
Homes & Loans. Inc.
Investors Trust -N•1ortLaLe

(916) 780-1015

Bob Bussev
Linda Price
Bob Paulsen

(916) 972-9226
(916) 481-9700
(916) 863-6210

Oak Park Renarssance Communitv Master Plan

(916) -966-5626
(707) 747-7100
(916) 965-6868
(818) 260-3014
(916) 421-7703
(916) 448-5550
(916) 483-1894
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NAINIE_
Investors Trust Mortgage
Irwin Mortgage
Kaufman & Broad Mortgage
Ke
Mortgage
KLS & Associates
Landmark Mortgage
Landmark Pacific Mortgage
National City Mortgage
Neighborhood Assist. Corp. of America
Neighbors Financial Corp.
North State Mortgage
-Optimum Financial Services
Pacesetter Financial
Paradise Financial Group
Platinum Mortgage
Sacramento Home Loan Counseling Ctr.
Sacramento Mortgage Inc.
Sacramento Residential Mortgage
Sacramento Vallev Financial
Santa Clara Partners Mortgage
Sierra Gold
Sierra Viev,- Financial Corp.

CONTACT

PHONE

Ellen Herrle:Ron Herrle
(916) 780-5911
Jeff Johnson
(916) -I41-1598
Rebecca Martello
( 800) 664-4302
Jan Moriarty
1(9 16 ) 641-1100
Kavlon Stolz-HazleNvood 1 (916) 962-1100
Dave Baruatchv
(916) 920-5626
Donna Knutson
(916) 537-2930
Debbie Mallett
(916)_564-9-500
John Mancano
(916) 427-8000
Ken Clark
(916) 732-2340
Lvnn Cole
(916) 727-1300'
Vanessa Logan
(916) 983-5176
Michael Faust
(916) 386-5690
VVendv Barnes
(916) 967-7700 .
Don Stocker
1 (916) 737-7040'
Javna Boxver
(916) 646-2005
Pvlarcv Bovd
(916) 456-2299
Krist-v QuiRlev
(916) 638-5-I91
Jillian Sorenson
(916) 773-0600
Chriss Scott
(916) 923-5900
Theresa Martin
(916) 526-5626
%Valt Dobbs'1like
(916) 989-6222
Ho^vlett

SNHS Homeownership Center
Stanford 1\'lort2a2e
Synergy Home Loans
Union Bank of California

Dianna Hillver
Michelle Poirier
Gabbv Carter/Javier
Sanchez
Karen Weil

(916) 978-4786

Union Capitol Loans
United Financial Mortgage Corp.

Valerie Hutton
Bob Bonnano

(916) 485-6709
(916) 961-8362

US Bank Home N1ort2aLe

Brent Macintosh

(916) 737-3972

Vantage Point Mortgage

Darryl Newell

(916) 564-9200

Vitek Mortgage Group
Washington Mutual
^Vells Farao Home Mortgage
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
Wells FarLo Home %-lortLaRe

Joanne laconis
Sherri Radovich
John.ARan
Nick Smith
Eric Engstrom

(916 787-0300
(916) 567-5345
(916) 638-1620
(916) 782-2221
(916) 923-0322

Zino Mortgage Group

Jeff Carzino

(925) 363-5400

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

(916) 452-5361
(916) 536-4109
(916) 648-9011
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Table 5.4: Multi-Family Property Assistance Programs

Multi-Family Property Assistance Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
P rogram
I E ligible PropertiesTerms
I Contact
Multi-Family Housing Development Assistance Program
The Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency offers
financing for the development
and rehabilitation of multifamily rental housing in the City
and unincorporated area of the
County of Sacramento through
the Multi-Family Housing
Development Assistance
Program.

As the housing authority and redevelopment
agency for the City and County of Sacramento,
the Agency utilizes funding derived from
several federal and local sources. These
sources include the federal Home Investment
Partnership (HOME) and Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Programs,
and local Housing Trust Fund and
redevelopment area tax increment funds.
These funds are used to make direct loans as
gap financing to supplement private equity and
debt for multi-family housing development.
Under the name of the Housing Authority of the
County of Sacramento, the Agency also issues
tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds, the
proceeds from which are loaned to developers
for construction/rehabilitation and permanent
financing for multi-family rental projects at rates
approximately 1.5 to 2 percentage points below
conventional commercial loan rates. In
considering the issuance of bonds. the Agency
also looks for ways that the bond financing can
be supplemented with the funding described
above to further achieve the goals of the
Program. The Agency also is the administrator
of the County of Sacramento Fee Waiver and
Deferral Program for Affordable Housing.

Oak Park Renaissance Communitv Master Pian

For further information. call our
office at (916) 440-1328 or email us: development@shra.org
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Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Flexible Property Improvement Loan
The Flexible Property
Improvement Loan is a
program designed to
provide financing for
home improvements to
low-income
homeowners in the City
and County of
Sacramento. The
program may also be
used in conjunction with
the acquisition of an
owner-occupied
residence. The program
has a deferred payment
option and offers
additional incentives for
properties located in
certain redevelopment
and target areas.

First mortgage
financing provided by
California Bank &
Trust (the
participating lender)
Fully amortizing
loan, 30 year term
Maximum loan
amount - based on
current FHLMC limits
Market interest
rate
Agency
assistance in
determining the scope
of rehabilitation work,
bidding the work, and
monitoring

Owner occupants of
single family homes in
the City and County of
Sacramento who:
meet Agency
underwriting guidelines
for credit and debt ratio
are defined as lowincome - households
with income less than or
equal to 120% of the
area median income
adjusted for household
size.

Income
Limits

In the Renaissance
Area (CT 28)
income limits are
less than or equal to
120% of area
median:
1-person 548,150
2-person 555,000
3-person $61.900
4-person S68.750
5-person 574.250
6-person 579,750

construction

Contact

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start tne
application
procedure. For
additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.

SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
1013 7" Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814

Sacramento Home Works!
The Sacramento Home
Works! program is
designed to provide
financing for acauisition
and rehabilitation. or
refi nance and
renabi!itat.on in one
transaction.
Sacramento Home
Works! utilizes a
FHLMC ( Freddie Mac)
first mortgage available
through a participating
lender. and which may
be combined with the
Agency Flexible
Property Improvement
Loan. ( See Flexible
Improvement Loan
Program above)

550.000 maximum
assistance in City
Redevelopment Areas
(maximum assistance
includes an exterior
beautification grant)
4% simple interest
20 year loan term.
fully amortized
Loan is due upon sale
or transfer of property
Deferred payment
ootion for the first five
years if housing
exoense ratio is 35%'
of income
Funds may be used to
finance real property
improvements that
substantially protect
or improve tne Das:c
livability or utility of
tne property
Improvements must
meet iocal housing
quality standards and
code requirements.

Oak Park Rena i ssance Community Master Plan

Single family nomes in
the city and County of
Sacramento. If the
Agency provides
secondary financing,
tne after-rehabilitation
value of the property
cannot exceed
5253.650
Owner occupants of
single family homes in
the City and County
meet FHLMC
underwriting guidelines
for credit and debt ratio
Have total household
income wnich does not
exceed 140% of area
median if using only
California Bank & Trust
financing.

For California Bank
& Trust financing
(140% of median
income):
1-person S56,140
2-person 564,120
3-person 572.240
4-person S80.220
5-person 586.660
6-person 593,100

To apply for this
program, please
contact the
participating lender,
California Bank and
Trust. Lance
Tavernier or Gina
Walden. at (916)
341-4815

For secondary
financing (80% of
median income):
1-person 532.100
2-person $36,650
3-person $41.250
4-person S45.850
5-person 549,500
6-person 553,150

Have total housenold
income wh cn does not
exceed 80% of area
median if the Agency is
providing secondary
financing
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

CalHome Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Loan
The CalHome OwnerOccupied
Rehabilitation Loan is
a deferred payment
loan program

designed to provide
financing for home
improvements to lowincome homeowners
in eligible areas of the
City and County of
Sacramento.

$5.000 minimum loan
to $30.000 maximum
loan
3% simple interest principal and interest
are deferred for the
term of the loan
15 year loan term, or
not less than the
longest term of
existing senior lien
position financing,
whichever is longer
Loan is due upon sale
or transfer of property,
or upon repayment or
refinancing of an
existing first mortgage
existing senior lien
financing may not
have financing terms
such as variable
interest rates. balloon
payment or negatively
amortizing loans,
shared appreciation
terms or resale
restrictions

Oak Park Renaissance Community Nlaster Plan

Real property
improvements that
substantially protect
or improve the basic
livability or utility of
the property.
Owner occupants
of single family
homes in the City and
County of
Sacramento who:
Meet CalHome
underwriting
guidelines for credit

Households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.
Current income limits
are:

1-person S32.100
2-person S36.650
3-person S41.250
4-person S45.850
5-person 549.500
6-person 553,150

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our office
to start the application
procedure. For
additional information
or for an application,
please call ( 916) 2641500.

SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
1013 7" Street, Suite
200
Sacramento. CA
95814

Are defined as
low-income households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

_

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Boarded and Vacant Homes Program
The Boarded and
$20,000 Oak Park
Vacant Homes
Redevelopment Area
Program is designed
Payment of Developer
to promote the
fee is provided upon
acquisition and
approved completion
rehabilitation of
and sale of home to
single-family boarded
owner-occupant per
and vacant homes in
executed Owner
the targeted areas of
Participation
the City and County of Agreement.
Sacramento for sale
to owner-occupants.
Participating
developers receive a
Developer Fee for
resale of qualified
homes.

Boarded and vacant
single-family homes
in the program's
eligible areas listed
on the Sacramento
City's Dangerous
Building Inspector
Cases Report or
those properties
which need a
minimum of $15.000
rehabilitation work.
Properties are
subjected to Agency
inspections and
regulatory
agreements.

Income Limits

None - but this
program may be used
in conjunction with
first time homebuyer
programs.

Contact

Special first-time
homebuyer financing
may also be
available. Application
periods are held twice
a year in the springand fall. The fall
application period has
been postponed
pending a program,
review. Information is
available at
www.shra.org or by
calling Development
Services at (916) 4401399 extension 1279.

Applicants include
parties who:
have experience
in rehabilitating at
least two single-family
homes
can provide
sources of financing
to cover the project
costs.
are a licensed
general contractor or
are working with a
licensed general
contractor in good
standing with the
Contractor State
Licensing Board.
if a property
owner, have no code

enforcement
violations.

can demonstrate
that work meets
Agency construction
standards.
can provide at
least two

clients/supplierisubcontractor references
approved by
Agency

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Exterior Beautification Grant
A grant for exterior
beautification available in
conjunction with a
rehabilitation loan meeting
propem rehabilitation
standards.

S 10.000 grant in
redevelopment areas in
the City of Sacramento
(the Renaissance Area is
in the Oak Park
redeN elopment area).
This erant is available
only in coniunction with
a rehabilitation loan
meeting property
rehabilitation standards

Single famil}• homes in the
Citn' and Countv of
Sacramento whose afterrehabilitation value does
not exceed 5-25:.650.

Refer to avoiicabie
income limits of
associated loan
program.

Applicants applying for a
Rehabilitation Loan may
also apply for this grant.

SHR-k Loan
Processing
Department
101
Street, Suite
200
Sacramento. CA
9^C1-1

HARP/S
HARP:-S is a public.
nonprofit organization
designed to assist senior
homeov.-ners residing in
the Cin and Count of
Sacramento in making
their homes safe and
comfonable.

a sen-ice, provided free
of charge
skilled voiunteers
perform minor home
repairs such as fixing
leakini! faucets.
tnstallin; erab bars.
handrails and telephone
Jacks. caulkin,. etc.
assisted repair cannot
exceed S300
assisted homeov.,ners
are required to prox ide
the necessan' parts or
materials needed by the
volunteer

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application procedure.
For additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.

Homeowners who:
occupy the dwelling
unit
are seniors age 60 or
older
are defined as % en- lo%% income households %N ith
income less than or equal
to fifn percent (^0" o) of
the area median income
adjusted for household
size.

Current income iimits
are:
1-person S=0.050
= person S22.900
_ -person S2;.S00
.4-person S_'S.6SO
;-person S ',0.9i0
6-person S:=.2^0

Call (916) 26-1-1i 1^.
A program monitor
will promptly arrange
for a skilled volunteer
to perform minor
home repairs. or will
help to arrange for
more extensive
repairs through a
licensed contractor or
repair service.

Oak Park Rena issance Community Master Pian
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Handicapped/Disabled (Retrofit) Grant
The
Handicapped/Disable
d (Retrofit) Grant
program is designed
to offer home
accessibility
improvements to
handicapped or
disabled homeowners
or renters in the City
-and County of
Sacramento.

a grant which does
not require repayment
55.000ximumassis
tance
funds may only be
used to finance
accessibility
improvements such as
wheelchair ramps.
bathroom and kitchen
modifications.

Homeowners or
renters who:
have a verifiable
disability
occupy the
dwelling unit
are defined as
low-income households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.

Income Limits

Contact

Current income limits
are:
1-person $32.100
2-person 536.650
3-person 541.250
4-person 545.850
5-person 549.500
6-person 553,150

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application
procedure. For
additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.

SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
1013 7`" Street. Suite
200
Sacramento. CA
95814

Emergency Repair Grant
ERP is a program
designed to provide
grants for
emergency/health and
safety repairs to owners
of single family homes
or mobile homes in the
City and County of
Sacramento.

a grant which
does not require
repayment
53.500 maximum
assistance
funds may only
be used to finance
repairs such as
unsafe electrical
systems.- broken
windows. doors. or
locks: water heaters:
leaking roofs: nonworking heating
systems. etc.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Owners of single family
homes or mobile homes
in the City and County
of Sacramento who:
have not received
more than 53.500 of
previous ERP
assistance (there is a
lifetime limit of S3.500
per grantee)
are defined as very lowincome - households
with income less than or
equal to fifty percent
(50%) of the area
median income
adjusted for household
size

Current income
limits are:
1-person S20.050
2-person $22.900
3-person S25.800
4-person $28.650
5-person $30.950
6-person S33.250

Call SHRA at (916)
264-1500. After
determining
qualifications for the
program. a
construction
technician will call
you to schedule an
appointment to
inspect the property
and schedule the
work.
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

_

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Home Improvement Loan for Seniors
The Home Improvement $35,000 maximum
Loan for Seniors is a
loan
program designed to
provide low-interest,
4% simple interest (no
deferred payment
interest is charged for
financing for home
the first five years)
improvements to elderly
homeowners in the City
15 year term
and County of
Sacramento.
payments are
deferred, or due upon
sale or transfer of the
property
funds may only
be used to finance
real property
improvements that
substantially protect

Owner occupants of
single family homes
whose afterrehabilitation value does
not exceed 5253.650.
and who:
Are 62 years old or
older
Meet Agency
underwriting guidelines
for credit and debt ratio

low-income
households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of
the area median
income adjusted for
household size.
Current income
limits are:
1-person S32.100
2-person 536.650
3-person 541.250
4-person 545.850
5-person 549.500

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application
procedure. For
additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
10137 1h Street.
Suite 200
Sacramento. CA
95814

or improve the basic

livability or utility of
the property
improvements

must meet local
housing quality
standards and code
requirements

Oak ?ark Renaissance Communitv Master Pian
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Table 5.5: Tree Source List
Tree

SMUD List City List

Growing Size

Comments

Red Maple

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Holly Oak

Large 46 feet plus

Broadleaf Evergreen

Saw Leaf Zelkova

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

European Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Common Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Chinese Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Ginko

X

46 feet plus

Deciduous

London Plane

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

California Sycamore

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Scarlet Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Blue Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Valley Oak

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Bur Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Willow Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Red Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

American Linden

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

X

Medium 30-40 feet

Deciduous

Golden Raintree
Trident Maple

X

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Hedge Maple

X

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

X

Kentucky Coffee Tree

Medium 35-40

Deciduous

Chinese Pistache

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Japanese White Birch

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 15 to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Saucer Magnolia
Tupelo (Sour Gum)

X

Capital Pear
Bradford Pear

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Chanticleer Pear

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Redspire Pear

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Little Leaf Linden

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Broadleaf Evergreen

St. Mary's Magnolia
Eastern Redbud

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Washington Hawthorn

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Crape Myrtle

X

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Winter King Hawthorne

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

California Buckeye

X

Small Trees up to 20 feet in height

Deciduous

P.nurui^:ric r,.r U,;^ Pr:
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KORVE conducted a Resident Traffic Survey, which
confirmed issues already noted in other resident interviews. There were, however, a number of specific issues
that required verification of traffic data to determine if
problems identified by residents are perceived or factual problems.

crosswalk located one block west at 43'° Street, residents have observed that, instead of using the marked
crosswalk on 43'° Street there is a high incident of pedestrians 'J' walking at 44" Street.
Intersection traffic counts and pedestrian counts were
conducted to verify residents' concerns.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes
^ For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.2: Intersection

The City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department (NTMP) provided
existing available Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT)
in the Renaissance area. To update and verify some of
the older counts, some dating back to 1990 and 1993,
selective recounts were conducted in March 2002.

•

As expected, arterial roadways such as Stockton
Boulevard, Broadway and MLK carry the highest
traffic volumes. The respective ADT volumes are
23,000 veh/day, 17,000 veh/day and 9,600 veh/
day.

•

Among the local residential streets, 401^, 42", and
44'^ Streets, San Diego Way, and 8'^ Ave. have the
highest ADT (from 1,000 to 2,800 vehicles per day).
8t Avenue has the highest ADT among the local
streets with 2,800 veh/day.

•

For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.1: Average
Traffic Volumes.

Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian
Counts
From the Resident Traffic Survey and from Community
Workshops, three intersections were identified as problematic intersections.
•
•
•

Stockton Boulevard and 8'- Avenue
Broadway and 43'' Street
Broadway and 44'- Street

At the unsignalized intersection of Stockton Boulevard
and 87' Avenue, residents expressed safety concerns
when crossing Stockton Boulevard, which carries
23,000 vehicles per day.

Traffic Counts, and Fiaure 3.3: Pedestrian Counts, summarizing these traffic data.

CrosStlrp df Br,w,nrat' and 44'• Street

The three unsignalized intersections in the study area
were assessed through the evaluation of Peak Hour
Levels of Service (LOS). The LOS concept qualitatively
characterizes traffic conditions associated with varying
levels of traffic. A LOS determination is a measure of
congestion, which is the principal measure of roadway
service. Definitions of Levels of Service for unsignalized intersections are provided in Table 3.1, based on
average total vehicle delay. These range from LOS A
which indicates a free-flow condition to LOS F which
indicates a jammed condition. The City of Sacramento
aenerally considers LOS A, B and C to be satisfactory
levels of service while LOS D is marginally acceptable,
LOS E is undesirable, and LOS F conditions are unacceptable.

The Broadway and 44'' Street intersection is located
directly across from the Food Source, on Broadway. In
addition, an eastbound bus stop is also located at this
intersection. Although there is an existing marked

Oak Park Renaissance Ccmmun ty Master Pian
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Figure 3.1: Average Daily Traffic Volumes
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Table 3. 1: Unsignalized Intersection Level of Service
Definitions
Level of

Average Total Delay

Description

(seconds/vehicle)

Service

Unsignalized Intersections
A

Little or no delay

< 10.0

B

Short traffic delay

> 10.0 and < 15.0

C

Average traffic delay

> 15.0 and < 25.0

D

Long traffic delay

> 25.0 and < 35.0

E

Very Iona traffic delay

> 35.0 and < 50.0

F

Extreme traffic deiav

> 50.0

Source: Nienwac Capacity Manual. Special Repon?09. Transnor,aron Researrn Board.
2000.

Traffic conditions at the above mentioned intersections
were evaluated for morning and evening peak hours
using the methodology of the Transportation Research
Board's 2000 Highway Capacity Manual. With this
methodology, a level of service is assigned based on
average total vehicle delay. As presented in Table 3.2,
all the intersections are operating at a satisfactory level of service B to C in the morning. In the evening peak
hour, the intersection of Stockton Boulevard/8" Avenue is currently operating at LOS F, with over 100
seconds/vehicle of delay.
Table 3.2: Summary of Intersection LOS - Existing
Conditions

As shown in Figure 4.3, the number of pedestrians
crossing Stockton Boulevard is relatively low, probably
less than 10 people crossing during peak hours. On
Broadway, the pedestrian counts reveal that about 66
peds/hr 'J' walk at 44t^, in front of the Food Source,
instead of using the existing marked crosswalk at 43rd
(22 peds/hr) during the PM peak hour. The existing
crosswalk is not well used.
Travel Speed
The neighborhood residents expressed concern with
vehicles speeding through the neighborhood. Travel
Speed surveys were conducted by the City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program
Department (NTMP) in 2002 to examine and document
the existing conditions.
A typical speed limit on a particular roadway is normally set at an 85t" percentile speed, by which
reasonable drivers travel. The 85" percentile speed was
determined as it represents 85 percent of drivers traveling at or'below this speed. The existing posted speed
is in the area is 25 miles per hour (mph). Table 3.3 summarizes the 85`" percentile speed on 6" Ave, 71" Ave,
8" Ave, 40", 42^°, 43`°, and 44- Streets, and San Diego
Way.

Table 3.3: Travel Speed
Street Secment

85th Percentile Speed (mph)

intersection

Peak Hour

LOS (Sec'Veh)

1. Stockton Blvd i 8" Ave

AM

B (13.7)

401 - Street

29

PM

F (103.9)

42-= Street

28

AM

C i22.0)

43- Street

28

PM

E (37.1)

44" Street

23

AM

C (15.8)

San Diego Way '

23

PM

D (3C.2)

6" Avenue

27

7- Avenue

22

8'" Avenue

28

2. Broadway / 43- Street

3. Broadway / 44" Street

A peak hour signal warrant analysis was conducted for
the intersection of 8th and Stockton Boulevard based
on the peak hour signal warrant (Caltrans Traffic Manual Figure 9-8) and the March 20, 2002 study of
intersection turning movement. Based on Caltrans
methodology, the PM peak hour signal warrant was
satisfied. Although the signal warrant was met, it may
not be a solution to install a traffic signal at this intersection since the public is also concerned with the
potential increase in cut-through traffic which would
travel using 8th Avenue to access the new traffic signal.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Pian

North of 8" Avenue (Study Area)

South of 8" Avenue (Outside of Study Area)
40"' Street

37

San Jose Way

27

Santa Cr:
uWay

22

41 ° Street '

22

'2- Street

25

43 Street

27
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For reference, also see this Appendix, Figure 3.4: 85th

Accident Data

Percentile Travel Speed.

Within the Oak..Pirk Renaissance area, travel speeds
range from 22 to 29 mph. Some streets, such as 6th
Ave, 8th Ave, 40th, 42nd and 43rd Streets have speeds
higher than the posted speed limit but the speeds recorded on these streets do not appear excessive.
According to the City's Speed Hump Program Guidelines, the measured speeds must have 15% or more of
the vehicles traveling at 5, or more, miles per hour over
the speed limit before a speed hump is considered.
Based on the survey results, none of,the streets in question would meet the speed criteria for speed humps.
On 81h Avenue and 40th Street, approximately 8 percent and 13 percent of the vehicles are traveling 5 mph
above the posted speed limit.
Outside of the study area, south of 8" Avenue, all the
streets surveyed have existing speed humps except
for 40t" Street. As a result, vehicles may be using 40'^
Street to avoid other north-south parallel streets with
speed humps. 40t" Street also has the highest 85i" percentile speed at 37 mph. Since 40t" Street is an
emergency response route, speed humps are prohibited on this street.

The existing condition analysis also included the review of the history of accidents in the area, the exact
number of accidents, the type of accidents, and
primary collision factors.
The NTMP provided accident data of the past years,
covering the Renaissance area from January 1995 to
December 2000. As data shown no fatalities were recorded in the Renaissance area.

For the record, Table 3.4 summarizes the number of
accidents .
Table 3.4: Accident Data Summary (Jan. 1995 to Dec.
2000)
Street Segment

AADT

La Solidad Way

N/A

San Carios Way

N/A

1

10=' Street

540

1

San Jose Way

615

2

Number of
Accidents
2

42- Street

1110

1

43'° Street

690

3

44" Street

710

1

San Diego Way

980

1

23,000

5

Stockton Bivd
8'' Avenue
Broadway

2.800

16

17,000

43

' Jlrre': c ^, nit YIt.R,nV ^wPC,1 in(n4'.•

For reference, see this Appendix , Figure 3.5: Collision
Locations, which illustrates the accident locations.

Broadway has the highest number of accidents among
arterial roadways in the study area, with a total number of 43 incidents. 8'^ Avenue has the highest number
of accidents among the residential streets, with a total
number of 16 accidents. The study examined these two
roadways further. Tables 3.5 to 3.8 summarize the types
of collision and primary collision factors for 811 Avenue
and Broadway.
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Figure 3.4: 85th Percentile Travel Speed
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Table 3.5: Summary of Type of Collision - 8th Avenue
Type of Collision

No. of Accidents

Table 3.8: Summary of Primary Collision Factor - Broadway

%

Rear End

5

31%

Primary Collision Factor

Hit Object

2

13%

Unsafe Speed

16

37%

Broadside

2

13%

Improper Turning

6

140V

Vehicle - Pedestrian

2

13%

Drivinq Under Influence

4

9°t

Sideswipe

1

6%

Unsafe Lane Change

4

9%

Other

1

6%

Wrong Side of Road

3

7%

No Data

3

19%

Unknown

3

70,

16

100%

Other fmorooer Driving

2

S°o

Other Hazardous Mvmt

1

2%

Following Too Close

1

2%

Auto Ri1N Violation

1

2%

No Data

2

5%

43

100%

TOTAL

Table 3.6: Summary of Primary Collision Factor - 8th
Avenue
Primary Collision Factor

No. of Accidents

90

Unsafe Speed

7

440'0

Driving Under Influence

2

13%

Traffic Signals and Signs

1

6%

Other than Driver & Ped

1

6°b

2

13°0

Unknown
No Data
TOTAL

-

3

19°0

16

1001a

On 8' - Avenue, the primary type of accidents is rear
end type (31 %), while the next three type of accidents
are described as: hit object, broadside, and pedestrian related. All are at 13 %. The two primary collision
factors for the accidents are identified as traveling at unsafe speeds (44 °o) and driving under the influence ( 13 °o).
Table 3.7: Summary or" Type of Collision - Broadway
Type of Collision
Hit Obiect

No. of Accidents

TOTAL

No. of Accidents

On Broadway, the two primary types of accidents are
hit object (33%), and rear-end types of accidents (21 %).
The four primary collision factors for the accidents are
unsafe speed (37 %), improper turning movements
(14%), driving under the influence (9 %), and unsafe
lane changes (950).
: For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.5, which
illustrates that there is a cluster of accidents near the
intersection of Broadway and Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard.

Of the 43 accidents on Broadway, 19 accidents (33%)
occur between MLK and 39'" Street. Tables 3.9 and
3.10 summarize the types of collisions and the primary
collision factors for this portion of Broadway. The two
primary collision factors are unsafe speed (37%) and
improper turn (21 %). The major type of collision is hitting an object (42%).

14

33°0

9

21°-0

Sideswipe

5

12°0

Broadside

4

9°,

Other

4

0°0

Vehicle - Peoes<.nan

3

71,0

Head-On

2

5°0

Type of Collision

No Data

2

5°.

Hit Ooiect

8

43

1001,0

B-oads;de

3

16%

Rear End

2

1150

Sioesw.oe

2

11°b

Otner

2

11'/0

Head-On

2

11%

Vehicle - Pedestrian

0

0%

19

100%

Rear End

TOTAL

Table 3.9: Summary of Type of Collision - Broadway
Between MLK and 39th

TOTAL

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

No. of Accidents

%
42%
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Table 3.10: Summary of Primary Collision Factor Broadway Between MLK and 39th
Primary Collision Factor

No. of Accidents

%

Unsafe Speed

7

37%

Improper Turning

4

21%

Driving Under Influence

2

11%

Unsafe Lane Change

2

11%
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Appendix Four - Cost Estimate

Cost estimates were prepared for the following improvement items:

•

Speed Humps - approximately 510,100 per speed
hump, which includes signing, pavement marking
and bollards for rolled curbs.

•

Curb Bulb-Out - approximately $35,200 per corner, which includes new curb ramp, sidewalk

•

extension, curb and gutter, removal of existing
curb, landscaping/irrigation, and 24" box trees on
both sides of the corner. This price assumes removal/construction of one (1) catch basin.
Sidewalk Rehabilitation - assuming a 5-foot wide
sidewalk with curb and gutter, the approximate
cost is S78 per linear foot.

•

6th Avenue at 42nd Street - Paving 6th Avenue
with sidewalk and curb and gutter would cost about
$11,500.

•

Textured Crosswalk on 8th Avenue - Assuming a
12-foot wide crosswalk, with a 30' street crossing
on 8th Avenue, would cost about 519,800.
Triple-four Crosswalk on Broadway and 44th Street
- Pavement marking and signing would cost approximately S4,200. Price assumes City of
Sacramento Triple 4 Crosswalk with a 65' street
width.

•

•

Potential Pedestrian Refuge Island on Broadway
and 44th Street - Assuming that there is enough
width to accommodate the median island, the cost
is about 526,300. The island would be located in
the dual turn lane at the east side of the Food
Source driveway on Broadway. This would be a
minimal island with a 4' or less pedestrian refuge
area. It is preferred to have a 6' minimum pedestrian refuge, however this requires an island that
would impact turning movements at either the
Food Source driveway or turning movements at
44th Street to the west.

Detailed cost estimates are found on following pages.
All costs include City administration, construction management and design fees. Costs are based upon single
installations where applicable. Multiple installations
may affect unit pricing.
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Statement of Probable Costs
Traffic Calming Measure - Curb Bulbout
Item No.

Description

1 Remove Concrete Sidewalk
2 Remove Curb & Gutter
3 Remove Asphalt Concrete
4 Construct Curb & Gutter
5 Construct Handicap Curb Ramp
6 Construct 5' Sidewalk
7 Remove Catch Basin'
8 Construct Catch Basin*
9 Landscape & Irrigation
10 24" Box Tree
11 Adjust Utility Covers to Grade
12 AC Patching Allowance
13 Construction Traffic Control
Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (25%)
Design (20%)
Construction Management (20%)

Quantity

Unit

100
80
360
100
2
100
1
1
360
2
1
1
1

FT`
LF

Unit Price

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Total Cost

4.00
5.00
4.00
25.00
3.000.00
6.00
500.00
2.000.00
8.00
400.00
500.00
300.00
1.000.00

S
400.00
S
400.00
FT
S
1,440.00
LF
S 2.500.00
EA
S 6.000.00
FT
S
600.00
EA
S
500.00
EA
S 2,000.00
SF
S 2.880.00
EA
S
800.00
EA
S
500.00
LS
S
300.00
LS
S
1.000.00
Subtotal S 19.320.00
S
966.00
S 4,830.00
Subtotal of construction cost S 25.120.00
S 5.024.00
S 5,024.00
Total Cost per each Bulbout $ 35,168.00

Total Bulbouts at Corners = 16
' If reauired. oer each catch basin

Total $ 562,688.00

Traffic Calmin g Measure - Speed Hump / Speed Lump

Item No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
Asphalt Concrete
Striping
Pavement Markers
Roadside Sign -'Speed Hump Ahead'
Bollards @ Rolled Curb'
Construction Traffic Control

Quantity Unit
Unit Price
6
TON S
500.00
96
FT S
2.50
3
EA S
5.00
2
EA $
275.00
2
EA S
500.00
1
LS S
750.00
Subtotal

Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (25%)
Subtotal of co nstruction cost

Design (20%)
Construction Management (2090)

Total Cost
S 3,000.00
S
240.00
S
15.00
S
550.00
S
1,000.00
S
750.00
S 5,555.00
S
277.75
S
1,388.75
S

7.230.00

$

1,446.00

S

1,446.00

Total Cost per each Speed Hump / Lump $ 10,122.00
Total Speed Humps - 8th Ave.

2

Total $ 20,244.00

Total Speed Lumps - 40th St.

2

Total $ 20,244.00

'Reauired at rolled curb - omit if at vertical curb
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued
*Textured Crosswalks on 8th Street - Price Per Each 30' Crossin
Item No. Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
1 Roadway Excavation
20 YD' S
25.00
2 Sawcut Existing Pavement
60 LF S
3.50
3 Class 2 Aggregate Base
5 YD' SS
45.00
4 Reinforcing Steel
135 LB
1.20
5 Concrete Crosswalk
12 YD' S
375.00
6 Concrete Surface Texture at Border
120 FTZ S
25.50
7 Asphalt Patching
1 LS S
700.00
8 Adjust Utility Covers to Grade
1 EA S
500.00
9 Construction Traffic Control
1 LS S
1.000.00

Total Cost
S
500.00
S
210 . 00
S
225 . 00
S
162.00
S 4.500.00
S _ 3.060.00
S
700.00
S
500.00
S
1.000.00
Subtotal S 10,857.00
Mobilization (5%)
S
542.85
Contingency (25%)
S 2,714.25
Subtotal of construction cost S 14.120.00
Design (20%)
S 2,824.00
Construction Management (20%)
S 2.824.00
Total Cost per 12'x30 ' Textured Concrete Crosswalk $ 19,768.00

Total of 3 Crosswalk Locations =
3 Total Cost
*Recommended at 8th Avenue and MLK. La Soledad Way and San Diego Way
Pedestrian Crosswalk - Broadwa y
Item No.

1
2
3
4

Description

Thermoplastic Pavement Marking
Reflective Pavement Markers
Roadside Sign - Ped Xing
Construction Traffic Control
Mobilization (5%)

Quantity

$ 59,304.00

44th Street
Unit

256 FT32 EA
2 EA
1 LS

Unit Price

S
S
S
S

Total Cost

3.75 S
5.00 S
275.00 S
500.00 S
Subtotal S

960.00
160.00
550.00
500.00
2,170.00

S

108.50

S
Subtotal of construction cost S
Design (20°0)
S
Construction Management (20%)
S
Total Cost of Crosswalk on Broadway @ 44th $

542.50
2.830.00
566.50
566.50
3,962.00

Contingency (25%)

I * Assumes usino Triole 4 Crosswalk - 65' street width
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued

Item No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pedestrian Refu g e Island - Broadwa y
Food Source Entrance
Description
Quantitv Unit
Unit Price
Doweled/Epoxied Curb
145 LF S
20.00
River Rock Median Surface
400 FT' 5
15.00
Concrete Pad @ Refuge Area'
50 FT 2 S
12.00
Triple 4 Crosswalk"
1 EA S
1.670.00
Striping Allowance
1 EA S
500.00
Asphalt Patching Allowance
1 EA S
750.00
Adjust Utility Covers to Grade"'
1 EA S
500.00
Construction Traffic Control
1 EA S
1.500.00
Subtotal
Mobilization (5%)

S
S
S
S
S
$
S
S

Total Cost
2.900.00
6.000.00
600.00
1.670.00
500.00
750.00
500.00
1.500.00

$
S

14,420.00
721.00

Contingency (25%)

$ 3,605.00
Subtotal of construction cost S 18.750.00
Design (20%)
S 3.750.00
Construction Management (20%)
S 3,750.00
Total Cost of Pedestrian Refuge Island $ 26,250.00
*Price includes roadway excavation and sawcutting of existing pavement
**See previous item for breakdown of crosswalk estimate
"'Estimated Quantity
200 LF Roadwa y Construction - 6th Avenue at 42nd Street
Item No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description

Clearing & Grubbing
Roadway Excavation
Construct Pavement Section*
Construct Curb/Gutter & 5' Sidewalk
Drainage Inlets"
Driveway Cuts"
Backvard Restoration & Fence RepairMobilization (5%)
Contingency (40%)
Design (20%)

Quantitv

Unit

8200
300
5200
400
2
2
4

FT`
YD3

Unit Price

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

0.25
25.00
4.00
55.00
1.500.00
750.00
500.00
Subtotal

Total Cost

S
S
FT'
S
LF
S
EA
S
EA
S
EA
S
S
S
S
Subtotal of construction cost S
$

Construction Management (20%)
Total Cost of Roadway Construction
'Assumes pavement section of 6" AC over 12" AB

2.050.00
7.500.00
20,800.00
22,000.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
2.000.00
58,850.00
2.942.50
23,540.00
85,340.00
17,068.00

$ 17,068.00
$ 119,476.00

"Estimated Quantity
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued
Totals by Project Area
..
^
Curb Bulbouts
Textured Crosswalks
Speed Humps
Speed Lumps on 40th Street
Total 8th Avenue Improvements
...

I

, .

S 562.688.00
S 59.304.00
S 20.244.00
S 20.244.00
$ 662,480.00

,

Crosswalk @ 44th Street
Pedestrian Refuae Island
Total Broadway Avenue Improvements

$ 3,962.00
S 26.250.00
$ 30,212.00

..
.
Roadwav Construction
42nd Street
Total 6th Avenue Im p rovements

S 119.476.00
$ 119,476.00

Grand Total All Improvements

S 812,168.00
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RESOLUTION NO. kA aooa- U ^3
ADOPTED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SAC

e^rn,.^.^TO
Fy REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
VtENT ^^TY OF SACRAhiE;;iO

ON DATE OF

ACCEPTANCE WITHOUT ACTION OF OAK PARK RENAISSANCE COMMUNITY
MASTERPLAN

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO:

Section 1: The Oak Park Renaissance Community Masterplan for the Oak Park
Redevelopment Area, a copy of which is attached the staff report that accompanies this
resolution, is accepted, without action.
Section 2. No action in implementation of said Masterplan shall be taken without
due environmental review and subsequent action of this body.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:
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November 20, 2002

Sacramento
Housing &
Redevelopment
Agency

Redevelopment Agency of the
City of Sacramento
Sacramento, California

CONTINUED
a_
FROM
TO

a--

Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

OAK PARK RENAISSANCE COMMUNITY MASTERPLAN

LOCATION & COUNCIL DISTRICT
Oak Park Renaissance neighborhood bound by Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Stockton Blvd.,
Broadway and 8t" Avenue - District 5
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends adoption of the attached resolution, which accepts the Oak Park Renaissance.
Community Masterplan.
CONTACT PERSONS
Lisa Bates, Director, City Community Development, 440-1337
Sarah Hansen, Redevelopment Program Manager, 440-1399, x1415
FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF - December 10, 2002
SUMMARY
The Oak Park Renaissance Community Masterplan (Attachment 1) was produced by the
SmithGroup for the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento (Redevelopment Agency)
with input from residents from the Oak Park Renaissance community. This community-based
Masterplan provides an overall set of strategic recommendations for housing, infrastructure, and
community-driven improvements to be undertaken by various entities in the Renaissance
neighborhood. The Masterplan addresses many aspects of the neighborhood including incentives
for new infill residential development, beautification of City streets, and overall neighborhood
revitalization. The Masterplan lays the groundwork for public and private investment should
they be desired by the community and supported by the City.
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PAC/RAC/TAC ACTION
At its meeting of November 6, 2002, the Oak Park Project Area Committee adopted a motion
recommending approval of the attached resolution. The votes were as follows:
AYES: Davis, Hearne, Johnson, Marion, Moore, Sumpter, White, Williams
NOES: None
ABSENT: Geraghty, Parker
ABSTAIN: Hoorazar
COMMISSION ACTION
At its meeting of November 20, 2002, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Commission
adopted a motion recommending approval of the attached resolutions. The votes were as
follows:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Amundson, Bums, Burruss, Castello, Cespedes, Faust, Harland, Hoag,
McCarty, Piatkowski, Simon
None
None

BACKGROUND
The Oak Park Renaissance neighborhood bound by Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd., Stockton
Blvd., Broadway and 8th Avenue, is strategically located close to downtown Sacramento and
near the UC Davis Medical Center. Although there has been substantial private and public
investment near the Renaissance neighborhood, reinvestment in the residential neighborhood has
been minimal.
In 2000, Councilmember Lauren Hammond convened a Work Group comprised of government,
private industry, not for-profit housing developers, and community members to revitalize the
neighborhood. The Work Group promptly engaged in a visioning and strategic planning exercise
to set the basis for continued involvement in the neighborhood. The Renaissance Strategic Plan
recommended that a Community Masterplan (Masterplan) be created to compile physical
conditions of the neighborhood.
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The Masterplan outlines viable options and implementation strategies to revitalize the
neighborhood. From the beginning of the planning process, the guiding principle of this master
planning effort was the commitment to a thoughtfully structured community process that would
bring forward community hopes and aspirations as an integral part of the final plan and its
implementation strategies. In order to achieve this goal, a significant amount of time was spent
intensely working with the Renaissance community to incorporate the community's thoughts on
the Masterplan. The recommendations identified in this report and the entire Masterplan is
attached as Attachment I.
Community Outreach
The Oak Park Masterplan was developed in consultation with the community. Community
perceptions and ideas were solicited in a variety of ways, including
• Formal Group Input
Renaissance Work Group
Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee
Oak Park Project Area Committee
• Informal Interviews
City Council Representative Lauren Hammond
Long-term Residents and Property Owners of the Renaissance Area
Developers building in the Renaissance Area
SHRA and City Staff actively working in the Renaissance Area
• Citizen Workshops
Master Plan Workshop 1
Spanish-Language Master Plan Follow-up Workshop
Master Plan Workshop 2
• Door-to-Door Survey conducted by NHS and the Renaissance Work Group prior to
initiation of the Master Plan.
Housing
The Oak Park Renaissance area has many strong and promising attributes that will contribute to
the rapid transformation of the neighborhood. Its close proximity to Downtown and public
transportation, as well as major job centers like the UC Davis Medical Center and Shriner's
Hospital makes the Renaissance an attractive area. Most prominent however, are the intrinsic
qualities of the neighborhood itself. Its diversity of homes, smaller scale neighborhood and
community identity makes the Renaissance a promising area for rehabilitation efforts.
Housing recommendations have been identified in the Masterplan include the following:
• Provide incentives to developers for quality infill housing;
• Encourage housing rehabilitation through projects and loan/grant programs;
• Encourage property owners to make room additions to their buildings;
• Encourage property owners to provide lighting on their homes;
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•
•

Assist property owners to remove dilapidated fences and create a uniform fence program;
and,
Modify SHRA's existing housing development and rehabilitation programs to support the
masterplan recommendations.

Infrastructure
Within the Renaissance area, 8'" Avenue is the only "neighborhood-serving" street that runs
continuously east-west through the neighborhood. 81h Avenue is primarily fronted by singlefamily homes on small lots, and as such, is an integral thoroughfare for the neighborhood.
Consequently, 81h Avenue has become a street for cut-through traffic and speeding and a major
impediment for the overall health of the neighborhood.
For the overall revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area, 8`" Avenue is the most important
street to facilitate transformation.
The master plan includes the following infrastructure
enhancement recommendations for 8t" Avenue:
• Installation of additional speed humps and re-space existing speed humps, which have been
installed too far apart to be effective, and
• Installation of pedestrian-friendly landscaped bulb-outs.
Additionally, the following street improvements and other various infrastructure improvements
were identified in the Masterplan:
• Speed lumps, which are different than speed humps because all motorists must slowdown to
pass over. Speed humps allow emergency vehicles to pass over unobstructed. The speed
lumps are proposed to be installed on 40`h Street, South of 8`}' Avenue;
• Pedestrian Crosswalk at Broadway/44th Street;
• Refuge island at Broadway/441h Street;
• Sidewalk improvements throughout the Renaissance area;
• Drainage improvements;
• Streetlight improvements;
• Signage improvements and removal of billboards on Broadway and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Blvd.; and
• Creation of additional open space opportunities.
Community Initiatives
Resident involvement in the Renaissance area is sparse, however through the outreach activities
carried out for this Masterplan community members have voiced that they are interested in
working together to improve the image of the neighborhood. The Renaissance Leadership
Training Academy Program has been proposed as an essential strategy to empower the residents
to be involved in community development activities. The program will focus on educating
residents and guide them in the following areas:
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Crime prevention;
Community clean-up strategies;
Creation of neighborhood associations;
Community leadership;
Collaboration with local government and other agencies related to code enforcement and
policing; and,
Participation on the Neighborhood Response Team to report abatement cases where
significant amounts of junk and debris exist.

Implementation
The process of implementing the various projects identified in the Masterplan will take place
over the next few years. However, a first phase of projects has been identified and staff intends
to request funding approval for the following projects during the first quarter of 2003:
• Oak Park Renaissance Resident Academy
• 8`h Avenue infrastructure improvements
• Housing Rehabilitation
Additionally, staff will work with the Renaissance leadership and the Oak Park Project Area
Committee to identify key implementation tasks for the remaining projects to determine future
phases of implementation.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Acceptance of the Masterplan does not have a financial impact at this time, however staff intends
to bring forward an implementation package to the Redevelopment Agency during the first
quarter of 2003.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The Oak Park Renaissance Community Masterplan is consistent with community development
goals for the Oak Park Redevelopment Area Implementation Plan.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This action is a planning study exempt from CEQA per Guidelines Section 15262.
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M/WBE CONSIDERATIONS
The items discussed in this report have no M/WBE impact; therefore, M/WBE considerations do
not apply.

Executive Director

Transmittal approved,
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Executive Summary

Oak Park Renaissance Master Plan
Synopsis
"A partnership of residents, government, and the private sector to promote actions that will make the
Renaissance area a safe and vibrant neighborhood of
choice. The renaissance of the neighborhood is accomplished through engagement of residents and property
owners in a manner that benefits all residents. "
- Renaissance Vision Statement

Master Plan Process
The Oak Park Renaissance Master Plan process began
with the goal of developing viable options and implementation strategies to revitalize the neighborhood.

0 Guiding Principles
From the beginning, the guiding principle of this master planning effort was the commitment to a
thoughtfully structured community process that would
bring forward community hopes and aspirations as an
integral part of the final plan and its implementation
strategies. Empowering the community has been and
ultimately will be the key to the transformation of this
neighborhood.
As the reader begins his or herjourney into the Master
Plan and its strategies within, it should be noted that
the contents of this "Plan" were developed not as a
static document with a mandatory roadmap that must
be followed. Instead, it is a flexible guide, a compass
for charting a course, which draws its direction and its
power from an integration of the community based
planning process.

tion as part of the larger Oak Park Redevelopment
Area. Related planning activities in and around the
Renaissance area have created a fertile ground for successful implementation of the recommendations
contained in this report.

Existing Conditions
Next, a thorough documentation and analysis of existing conditions has recorded the current state of
buildings, public landscape, traffic, circulation and infrastructure to a level of detail that provides insight
into where opportunities and strategies for change
should be focused.

Community Outreach
Since 1999, the Renaissance Work Group has been a
major player in community outreach in the Renaissance
neighborhood, and played a pivotal role during creation of the Master Plan. The Vision and Objectives
created by the Renaissance Work Group for the area
became guiding precepts for creation of this Master
Plan. Renaissance Objectives include:
•
•
•
•

•

Create New Standards for Neighborhood Livability - Develop common maintenance standards

•

Optimize Renewal Opportunities of Vacant Lots Utilize lots for infill housing or green space

•

Create a Village Environment - Strive to be a walkto-work community

•

Create a Distinct Place of Choice for Owners and
Tenants - Beautify the neighborhood to create an
identity

Community Background
The "Master Plan" begins with an in-depth summary
of the community's background, its history and loca-

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Create Social and Economic Change for all Residents - Avoid displacement and gentrification
Encourage Collaboration and Partnership - Involve
multiple partnerships
Engage Neighborhood Leadership and Partners Increase community organization
Promote a Safe and Clean Neighborhood - Enhance community policing, enforcement

1
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Marketing Analysis and Feasibility

is

As part of a larger whole, changing demographics and
market conditions will continue to have an influence
on the economic viability of the area as a starter-home
neighborhood.

Priorities for Public Infrastructure Improvements are:
1. Neighborhood Park
2. 8th Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape
3.

Broadway/ 44th Pedestrian Crossing and Refuge
Island

4.
5.

Improved Street Lighting - Preliminary Design Work
8th Avenue Speed Humps

Master Plan Recommendations
The Oak Park Renaissance area has numerous strong,
promising attributes that will contribute to its revitalization, and the Master Plan's recommendations
build-off of these inherent strengths. Generally, the
Master Plan recommendations fall into three categories: Public Infrastructure Improvements, Single Family
Lot Improvements with their corresponding housing
strategies and Neighborhood Empowerment. In each
of the three categories there are short-term, high priority recommendations. Of highest priority in the Public
Infrastructure Improvement category are those recommendations which focus on 8th Avenue. These include
the installation of 1) speed humps, 2) bulb-outs, 3) bulbout landscaping, 4) pedestrian crosswalk
improvements, and 5) speed lumps. Of equal importance are pedestrian circulation improvements at
Broadway and 44th Street, near the Food Source.

•

Of high priority under the category of Single Family
Lot Improvements is housing infill and re-habitation of
existing homes, which are the largest challenge for the
Oak Park Renaissance. The Plan has identified numerous programs and strategies for infill housing and
rehabilitation. In the category of Neighborhood Empowerment landscape improvements are another early
implementation item that will have immediate positive
visual impacts. This includes public tree landscape improvements together with private (front yard)
landscaping which require less public funding but more
neighborhood organization.

Priorities for Housing Improvement are:
1. Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
2. New Homes on Vacant Lots
3. Home Buyer Programs
4. Property Owner-Landlord Accountability Programs
5. Reconfiguration of Lots
Priorities for Neighborhood Initiated Improvement are:
1. Community Oriented Policing Programs
2. Clean-Up Campaigns
3. Fence Replacement Projects
4. Joint Tree Planting Projects

5.

Alley Clean-Up and Alley SMUD Lights

Strategies for Success
The ultimate success of this Master Plan's implementation and the transformation of the Renaissance area
lay in the empowerment of its residents and their ongoing encouragement to communicate, mobilize and
organize.

Other Master Plan recommendations include upgrading street lighting, street signage, front yard fence
replacement, sidewalk improvements, neighborhood
cleanup programs and the formation of homeowner
associations. The community is supporting all recommendations, even though it has expressed its own
preferences as follows:

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Resumen Ejecutivo
0

Plan Maestro de Oak Park Renaissance

Condiciones Actuales

"Una colaboracion de residentes, gobierno y el sector
privado para promovar acciones que hara del area de
Renaissance un vecindario attractivo, seguro y vital. El
renacimiento del vecindariose se logra por medio del
involucramiento y participacion de los residentes y
duenos de propiedad de manera que beneficie todos
los residentes. "

Un analisis y documentacion de las condiciones actuales de los edificios, paisajes publicas, trafico,
circulacion y infraestructura hasta un nivel de detalle
que permite el entendimiento

- Declaracion de la Vision del Renaissance

El punto de partida para el proceso de elaboracion
del Plan Maestro de Oak Park Renaissance era la meta
de desarrollar estrategias de implementacion y opciones viables para la revitalizacion del vecindario.

Desde 1999, el Renaissanse Work Group (Grupo de
Trabajo de Renaissance) ha sido un actor principal en
la promotoria comunitaria en el vecindario de la Renaissance y tenia un papel importante en la elaboracion
del Plan Maestro. La vision y objetivos del Renaissanse
Work Group se convertio en los preceptos que conducia la creacion de este Plan Maestro. Los objetivos
del Renaissance incluye:

Principios Fundamentales

•

Desde el inicio, el hilo conductor de este esfuerzo ha
sido el compromiso hacia un proceso comunitario que
revelara las esperanzas y aspiraciones de la comunidad
como un componente integral del plan final y sus estrategias de implementacion. El clave para la
transformacion de este vecindario sera el empoderamiento (empowerment) de la comunidad.

•
•

Proceso del Plan Maestro

•

Promotoria Comunitaria

Los contenidos de este "Plan" fueron desarrollados
no como un documento rigido sino como una guia flexible. Su direccion y poder proviene desde la integracion
del proceso de planificacion comunitaria,.

Antecedentes sobre la Comunidad
El "Plan Maestro" comienza con un resumen profundo de los antecedentes de la comunidad, su historia y
ubicacion como parte del Oak Park Redevelopment
Area (Area de Reurbanizacion). Actividades de planificacion relacionadas ha creado un ambiente fertil para
la ejecucion exitosa de las recomendaciones contenido en este documento.

Crear un cambio social y economico para todos
los residentes - evitar el desplazamiento
Fomentar la colaboracion y la sociedad
Involucrar a los lideres del vecindario - Aumentar
la organizacion comunitaria.

•
•

Promover un vecindario seguro y limpio
Crear nuevas estandares de calidad de vida para
el vecindario.

•

Optimizar oportunidades para la renovacion de
lotes vacios - utilizar lotes para la construccion de
viviendas o para areas verdes.
Crear un ambiente de villa - Anhelar un comunidad
donde camina a los lugares de empleo

•
•

Crear un lugar distinto y atractivo para inquilinos y
duenos - Embellecer el vecindario para crear una
identidad.

Analisis de Comercializacion y Factibilidad
Como un parte de un entorno mayor, los cambios en
(a demografia y condiciones del mercado cuntinuara
influir la viablilidad economico del area como vecindariao para personas entrando al mercado de
viviendas.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Recomendaciones del Plan Maestro
•

•

El area de Oak Park Renaissance posea cualidades fuertes y numerosos con mucha potencial que
contribuiran a su revitilizacion, las recomendaciones del
Plan Maestro se cunstruye sobre estas fortalezas. Por
lo general, las recomendaciones del Plan Maestro cae
en tres categorias: Mejoramiento de Infraestructura
Publica, Mejoraminto de Lotes para Viviendas Particulares con la estrategia de vivienda correspondiente y
Empoderamiento del Vecindario. En cada uno de las
tres categorias hay recomendaciones de alta prioridad
y corto plazo. Las recomendaciones que enfoque en
el 8th Avenue son de las prioridades maximas de la
categoria de Mejoramiento de Infraestructura Publica. Estas incluye la instalacion de 1) topes para el
control de velocidad, 2) ampliaciones de esquinas, 3)
siembra de las esquinas ampliadas, 4) mejoramientos
para peatones. Las mejoramientos para la circulacion
de peatones en Broadway y 44th Street, cerca del Food
Source.
Da alta prioridad en la categoria de Mejoraminto de
Lotes para Viviendas Particulares son el desarrollo de
nuevas viviendas en lotea vacios ("infill") y la rehabliltacion de casasexistentes, los cuales son el reto mas
grande para el Oak Park Renaissance. El Plan ha idendificado numerosos programas y estrategias para el
infill y la rehabliltacion. En la categoria del Empoderamiento del Vecindario el mejoaramiento del paisaje es
otro area que se puede implementar temprano que
tendra impactos visuales positivos y inmediatos. Este
incluye la arbolizacion publica junto con paisajismo
(landscaping) privado (frente la calle) que require
menos fondos publicos pero a la vez require mas organizacion vecindario.

Prioridades para los mejoramientos de infraestructura
en orden de importancia son:
1.

Parque del Vecindario

2.
3.
4.

8th Avenue peatones y calle
Broadway/44th Cruce de peatones y isla de refugio
Alumbrado mejorado - diseno preliminar

5.

8th Avenue - Topes para el control de velocidad

Prioridades para los mejoramientos de viviendas en
orden de importancia son:
1.
2.
3.

Rehabilitacion de casas existentes
Nuevas casas en lotes vacios
Programas para compradores de casas

4.

Programas de responsabilizar a los duenos de
propiedad
Reconfiguracion de lotes

5.

Prioridades para mejoramientos iniciados pr el vecindario en orden de importancia son:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Programas de Policia orientada a la comunidad
Campanas de limpieza
Proyectos de reponer cercas
Proyectos de arbolizacion
Limpieza de callejones y alumbrado de callejones
(SMUD)

Estrategias para el Exito
El exito final de la implementacion de este Plan Maestro y la transformacion del area de la Renaissance
queda en el empoderamiento (empowerment) de sus
residentes y sus esfuerzos continuos de comunicar,
movilizar y organizar.

Otras recomendaciones del Master Plan incluye mejorando el alumbrado publico, letreros de calles,
repuestos de cercas del patios frente la calle, mejoramientos de la acera, programas de limpieza
vecindario y la formacion de una asociacion de duenos
de viviendas. La comunidad esta apoyando todas as
recomendaciones, aunque articulo su propio preferencias como:

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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1. Community Background

Community Background
0

Location and History
The Oak Park Renaissance area is an older, established
residential neighborhood located in Oak Park. Specifically, the Renaissance area is bounded by Broadway
on the north, Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard on the
west, 8th Avenue on the south and Stockton Boulevard on the east.

•

Both Stockton Boulevard and Broadway on the east
and north perimeter of the Renaissance area are commercially zoned corridors. With the strong influence of
the UC Davis Medical Center, Stockton Boulevard is
commercially more actively developed than Broadway,
and includes a mixture of medical uses, medical related offices, and a mix of retail and service uses such as
restaurants, beauty salons, print shops and others. On
the other hand, the Broadway corridor, while also zoned
commercial, is largely developed with single family
homes, and relatively few commercial uses.

are scattered examples of more recent "infill" housing
developed within the last 20 years.
The City of Sacramento Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, through an amendment, adopted the
Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District, which has
designated parcels fronting on Stockton Boulevard,
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and Broadway as
"Community/Neighborhood Commercial and Offices."
The interior of the Renaissance area is designated "Low
Density Residential, with a density range of 4-15 dwelling units per acre.

The interior of the Renaissance area is primarily zoned
R-1, Residential and includes 317 units of housing and
a total of 409 parcels including 17 parcels with commercial frontage. Of the residentially zoned parcels,
most are developed as modest single-family homes,
many of which were constructed post WWII. Most of
the homes are two-bedroom homes, on small lots,
which average 3,000 to 3,500 square feet. There are
approximately 53 vacant residential lots and approximately 7 boarded up homes. Of the 317 developed
homes, 114 are owner-occupied. Using this data, owner occupancy rate is estimated at 34%.
... .,,
The initial subdivision of the Oak Park area occurred
during the 1920's and 1930's and during the post war
era, in an effort to create new starter family homes for
the growing Sacramento area. Most of the homes are
smaller homes, built between 1920 and 1950, although
there are still a few older (pre 1920) homes that represent earlier farmhouses or estates. Additionally, there

®
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•

There is currently no Community Plan for the East
Broadway Community Planning Area that includes Oak
Park. As such, the General Plan serves as the long-range
land use guide.
Oak Park was officially established as a separate community and the first "suburb" of Sacramento in 1892.
The "downtown" of this older predominantly singlefamily residential area included a lively retail and theater
district along Broadway and 35th Streets. The area was
connected to the Central City by a trolley system that
terminated in Oak Park (now McClatchy Park) at 5th
Avenue and 35th Street. When the Renaissance area
was initially subdivided and developed, Stockton Boulevard was an important transportation corridor
connecting downtown Sacramento and the State Capitol with the City of Stockton. With the development
of Highway 99, Stockton Boulevard became less important as a transportation and commercial corridor.
The ensuing economic changes started effecting the
general Oak Park area. By the 1960's, Oak Park was a
designated Neighborhood Development Area Program under the early federal "War on Poverty"
programs.

•

Many factors contributed to the decline of the Oak
Park area including sub-urbanization trends and the
construction of Highway 99, and Highway 50 that separated the area from other older areas in the City. In
the post-War area, substantial sub urbanization attracted many middle and upper class families away from
Oak Park. By the 1960's, many of the residents were
working class or the working poor and the area also
became increasingly occupied by minority families. During the late 1960's, national and local issues related to
civil rights and community relations were reflected in
the riots of Oak Park. The central retail core of Oak
Park along 35th Street was subjected to fires. Subsequently, federal urban renewal funding and
redevelopment funds were used to clear the blighted
buildings.
Oak Park has been an active redevelopment project
area since 1973. During this time, the community and
SHRA have sponsored a variety of improvement programs to restore commercial activity and improve
housing in Oak Park. Since inception, more than $27.1
million dollars of tax increment funds have been expended in the larger Oak Park project area.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Improvements in the Vicinity
Directly adjacent to the Oak Park Renaissance area a
number of improvements have been undertaken that
serve as assets for the community to build on and will
continue to be of major importance in the ongoing effort to revitalize the area. Generally, the area has
benefited from significant improvements at the perimeter of the Renaissance area. There are five major
improvement projects that help anchor the four corners of the Renaissance area.

Oak Park Community Center and Service Complex
(Southwest corner of the Renaissance area)
Just outside the Oak Park Renaissance, at the southwest corner of 8th Avenue and MLK, the Oak Park
Community Center and Multi-Purpose Center was developed in the late 1970's and early 1980's. Located at
8th Avenue and Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, this
complex serves as a civic center for the Oak Park area
and includes: County services including a Health Clinic, probation services, and other human services. The
Community Center, which provides a variety of recreational programs, is also a central meeting place for
the community. Other resources include a Head Start
Child Development Center, and a Fire Station. Just
south of the Community Center Complex the Father
Keith B. Kinney Elementary School is located.
:-

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 1.1: Renaissance Area.

Donner School Complex ( Southeast corner of
the Renaissance area)
At the southeast corner of the Renaissance area, is the
Old Donner School. This older elementary school building was closed in the 1960's due to the Field Act and
seismic safety requirements. For nearly a decade the
school remained vacant and blighted. In the mid1980's, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment
Agency (SHRA) assisted in the renovation of the building. A consortium of child abuse services, provided
jointly by the County of Sacramento and UC Davis
Medical Center, currently occupies the main school
building. Restoration and occupancy of this site were
important steps in encouraging other forms of reinvestment along Stockton Boulevard adjacent to the
Renaissance area. Other reinvestments that followed
include Fruitridge Printing and the expansion to

5
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•

•

Figure 1.1: Renaissance Area
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1. Community Background

Fruitridge Printing facilities and several facade improvements and commercial loans.

•
Food Source and Related Retail Development
(Northeast Corner of the Renaissance area)

•

The most significant retail development of the Renaissance neighborhood is located at the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway. This retail center is
the most significant new development that has occurred in Oak Park for the last several decades. It
includes an array of new stores including a Food Source,
Hollywood Video and Walgreen's. Since the inception
of Oak Park as a redevelopment area nearly 25 years
ago, the Oak Park PAC and SHRA had worked to secure a major grocery store to serve the area. The
original site for the store was located at Broadway and
MLK Boulevard, however, according to industry representatives this site did not have a strong market or
access. In the mid-1980's, the Project Area Committee
(PAC) and SHRA initiated site assembly at the corner
of Stockton Boulevard and Broadway. This strategy for
site acquisition served to eliminate a problem property as well as create space for re-use at this prominent
intersection. SHRA provided substantial assistance and
support for this project including assembly of 30 individual lots and developer assistance subsidy of
$2,250,000. In addition, SHRA assisted with frontage
improvements including curb, gutter, sidewalk and
landscaping at the cost of approximately $1.4 million.
Mixed Use Site - Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard and Broadway (Northwest corner of
the Renaissance area)
At the corner of Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and
Broadway is a fairly large under-utilized mixed-use site.
The site includes several properties, of which 5 properties are owned by Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) and 5 properties are
privately held. The total site (including both private and
public properties) is nearly 2 acres in size. Currently,
there is one business on the site (Taco Rico) and the
balance of the sites are vacant. The site is zoned C-1
(Limited Commercial) which allows housing with special permit. The Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan
and associated Special Planning District, designate the
site for "Residential Mixed Use," which allows housing
with special permit.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Medical Center Related Developments
In addition to the above developments, which directly
affect the Renaissance area, reinvestment activity in the
Oak Park area overall has an influence on the Renaissance area. In the northern portion of Stockton
Boulevard the UC Davis Medical Center (UCDMC) is
located which is a trauma center for the region and
serves multiple roles in the medical community including teaching hospital, specialty medical treatments,
HMO services, and indigent care services. In the mid1990's, Shriner's Hospital relocated from San Francisco
and chose a site at Stockton Boulevard and X Streets
(adjacent to UCDMC) as their new location. Related
medical office developments have also been located
on Stockton Boulevard (such as the Glassrock Building), and the County of Sacramento will be relocating
the County's Primary Care Clinic to the southwest corner of Stockton and Broadway in 2003. Because of the
expansion of medical related services in the area over
the last several decades, it is estimated that employment generated for medical-related jobs approaches
8,000 to 9,000 employees in the Stockton/Broadway
area.
Current Planning Efforts Related to the Oak
Park Renaissance Project
During the last five years, the Renaissance area has
captivated the attention of many elected officials. Close
to Downtown, the area is strategically located near the
UC Davis Medical Center, and the new Food Source
Complex as well as the Oak Park Community Center.
Nonetheless, reinvestment in the residential portions
of the Renaissance area has been minimal. Thus, in
1999, City Council Member Lauren Hammond requested the Sacramento Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) to
assist in the development of reinvestment strategies
for the Renaissance area. Additionally, SHRA and the
City were also, at that time, developing new plans for
the adjacent commercial areas of Broadway and Stockton Boulevard. Thus, the Renaissance Master Plan is
the nexus to integrate multiple, related planning efforts, and to develop new strategies for residential
reinvestment and increasing the livability of the area.
Related planning efforts that have been studied and
referenced in the formulation of this Master Plan are
summarized below:
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Related Planning Activities
.

Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan
As part of a participatory strategic planning effort,
SHRA and the Oak Park community completed the
Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan that sets forth
the framework for commercial revitalization along these
two corridors. The Plan was facilitated by Bruce Race
of RACE STUDIO and won the Statewide American
Planning Association Award. Completed in 1998, the
Plan represents a broad community consensus of priorities for public expenditures. Relative to the
Renaissance area, the Urban Design Plan designates
the northern perimeter of the Renaissance area, the
Broadway Commercial Corridor between Martin Luther King, Jr., and Stockton Boulevards as "Storefront
Residential Mixed Use." This designation has a residential emphasis but allows ground floor retail
development. The intent of this designation is to allow
re-use of commercially zoned, residentially developed
properties fronting on Broadway and to encourage new
mixed uses. An example of re-use of a commerciallyzoned, single family home on Broadway is Seeds for
Sprouts, a private day care center operating out of a
converted single family home.

•
The Urban Design Plan summarizes issues for this section of Broadway as follows:
"Broadway-36th Street to Stockton Boulevard; Comprehensive Overhaul"
The stretch of Broadway between 36th Street and Stockton
Boulevard has been widened. The road widening reduced the
depth of lots, left narrow sidewalks along the edge of a fast
street, and removed major trees. The resulting street edge
has an uncomfortable relationship between the remaining
housing and commercial buildings. Also, vacant lots are too
narrow to develop. This area needs a larger, more comprehensive effort beyond the scope of the Urban Design Plan. It
needs a comprehensive housing, roadway, commercial and social strategy that includes the neighborhoods facing Broadway. "

Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District

•

of the Broadway/Stockton Urban Design Plan (UDP)
and to provide greater guidance for allowable uses and
design standards. As noted above, both the UDP and
the SPD designate the Broadway corridor at the northern perimeter of the Renaissance area as 'Residential
Mixed Use." Development standards set for the areas
along Broadway and Stockton include considerations
for height, minimum/maximum yard requirements, lot
coverage and minimum lot area.

In 2001, the Sacramento City Council adopted the
Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District (SPD M01-095), an amendment to the City's Comprehensive
Zoning Ordinance. The purpose of the Special Planning District SPD is to implement the land use concepts

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

^ For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.1 BroadwayStockton Special Planning District Overlay Standards.

Broadway+Stockton Boulevard Beautification
Master Plan
In January 2002, the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency published the Broadway + Stockton
Boulevard Beautification Master Plan prepared by the
HLA Group, landscape architects. The Plan addresses
beautification recommendations for the commercial
corridors of Stockton and Broadway. In the Plan the
corridors are divided into districts. For the Renaissance
area two districts of the Beautification Master Plan are
of direct impact. They include the section of Broadway
between Martin Luther King, Jr. and Stockton Boulevard, identified as District A, and the section of Stockton
Boulevard south of Broadway to 10th Avenue, identified
as District B.
District A: Broadway between Martin Luther King, Jr,
and Stockton Boulevard - Design Recommendations
(Northern Perimeter of the Renaissance area)
In this area the Beautification Master Plan acknowledges that street widening has reduced available unused
right-of-way and has left limited front yard setbacks
for residential and commercial uses for properties fronting on Broadway. As such, the Plan recommends
streetscape features that reinforce pedestrian safety
and buffer the effects of high traffic volumes on Broadway. Among the recommendations are:

•

•
•

Improve and reconstruct sidewalks along Broadway and incorporate handicapped ramps, vertical
curbs and gutters.
Provide enhanced "safe havens" for pedestrians
through pavement treatments, and plantings.
Construct a new median on Broadway (west of
Martin Luther King Jr., Boulevard) and install Mex-
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ican Fan Palms to match the street design in the
^ historic core of Broadway.

•
•

•

•
•

•

Enhance the existing bus stops with seating, shelter and landscaping whenever possible.
Promote consistent use of wrought iron fencing
(to replace chain link fencing) in the adjoining residential areas.
Designate bike lanes (minimum 5") along the
length of Broadway from 36th Street to Stockton
Boulevard.
Convert street light fixtures in the area to the
Acorn-style historic type streetlights.
With limited public right-of-way available for tree
planting, encourage tree planting on private property fronting Broadway, emphasizing the use of Red
Oak (Quercus rubra), London Plane Tree (Plantus
Acerifolia) and Mexican Fan Palm (Washingtonia
robusta).
Develop gateway treatments for the intersection
of Broadway and Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard.

District B: Stockton Boulevard from Broadway to 10th
Avenue - Design Recommendations (Eastern Perimeter of the Renaissance area)

•

Identified as the gateway to the UC Davis Medical Center District, this section of Stockton Boulevard currently
supports a variety of uses including retail and services,
restaurants, institutional and residential uses. Stockton Boulevard is a thoroughfare and a heavily traveled
corridor, with four travel lanes and a center left turn
lane. Significant design recommendations for this portion of Stockton Boulevard include:
•

•

•
•

Improve pedestrian environment by reconstructing, and infilling sidewalks on both sides of the
streets, to achieve a 5-foot minimum walkway, with
accessibility ramps and cross walks at corners.
Consistently install vertical curb and gutter to better define pedestrian space from traffic space.

Utilize special pavement treatment to create "safe
havens" for pedestrians at the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway.
Install a pedestrian-activated signal on Stockton
Boulevard between 9th and 10th Avenues.
Utilize palm trees as accent trees at the intersection of Stockton and Broadway.

•

Infill street tree canopy where deficient with Sawtooth Zelkova (Zelkova serrata) and Mexican Fan
• Palms. Plant trees on public and private property.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

•

Promote consistent use of wrought iron fencing
(to replace chain link fencing) in the adjoining residential areas.

•

Designate bike lanes (minimum 5 feet) along the
length of this section of Stockton Boulevard in both
north and south bound direction.
Adapt street light fixtures to the Acorn-style City
standard in medians and sidewalks.

•
•
•

Paint and install post-base enhancers on all traffic
signal poles.
Develop gateway signage for the intersection of
Stockton and Broadway.

Beautification measures for both, District A and District B, are identified as Phase II improvements.
Prospective funding will include Oak Park Tax Increment funds, State Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP) funds, TEA-21 funds, and possibly City
or County Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds. Total estimated improvement costs for
District A are estimated at $2.8 million. Total estimated costs for District B are estimated at $1.3 million.
For improvements, specifically at the intersection of
Stockton and Broadway, the Beautification Plan estimates an additional $337,000.
The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group
The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group is a consortium of government, private industry, not- for-profit
housing developers, and community persons dedicated to guiding the revitalization of the Oak Park
Renaissance area. The group was convened in 2000 by
City Council Member Lauren Hammond, and includes
a broad mixture of stakeholders.
In 2000, the Oak Park Renaissance Work Group developed a statement summarizing Visions and Objectives
to guide planning and development in the Renaissance
area. The Oak Park Renaissance Community Master
Plan reaffirms and supports this Vision statement as
guiding principles in every aspect of the Plan.
Vision
The Oak Park Renaissance Work Group envisions that
the Renaissance is a safe and vibrant neighborhood of
choice, with common community standards regarding
home and yard maintenance and neighborhood
behavior. "The renaissance of the neighborhood is accomplished through engagement of residents and
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•

property owners in a manner that reduces displacement and avoids gentrification."

home maintenance, applicable to homeowners,
landlords and tenants alike.

The Work Group plans to realize this vision through
the improvement of the existing housing stock, and
through selective infill and lot consolidation for development of new homes. The Renaissance project
encompasses an area that demonstrates that existing
developed urban neighborhoods can be " recreated"
and "renewed" by building on the assets of the neighborhood, by reviving pride and neighborhood spirit
and coordinating the many skills and talents of multiple collaborative partners. Because Oak Park
Renaissance is a existing densely developed neighborhood, strategies must respect the existing assets of
the area while introducing new features that create a
distinct sense of place.

A Distinct Place of Choice for Homeowners and
Responsible Tenants

Basic Objectives

To do this, the following broad objectives are the foundation of the Vision:
•

Encourage social and economic change for the
benefit of the residents of the area.

•

Promote positive social and economic change in
• the community while avoiding displacement, relocation and gentrification.

Collaboration and Partnership
• Involve multiple partnerships in a concerted and
comprehensive approach to revitalization and renewal of the area.
Engage Neighborhood Leadership and Partners
•
Increase community organization through supporting the formation of neighborhood associations. The
community organization should include interested
and responsible homeowners, tenants and property owners within the area. In turn government and
the Work Group partners will help work with and
support the development of community capacity.

Safe and Clean Neighborhood
•

Increase the safety and basic livability of the neighborhood through enhanced comprehensive
community policing, and code enforcement programs.

New Community Standards for Neighborhood LivabilLty
• In coordination with neighborhood groups, develop clear community standards regarding yard and
•
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•

Beautify the area so that it becomes a place of
choice for homeowners and a stable residential
neighborhood with homeowner, property owner
and tenant pride and commitment.

•

Create a sense of identity and place through development of entrances, green spaces, and other
identifying features selected and supported bythe
neighborhood.

Optimize Renewal Opportunities Presented by Vacant
Lots
•
Utilize undeveloped lots for infill of new affordable
housing, or for the introduction of more green
space in the form of new parks or green pathways.

Create a Village Environment
• Wherever possible consider how the neighborhood
can be linked with places of employment and commercial services in the area to support a "walk to
work/services" community.
Oak Park Renaissance Strategic Plan
The Renaissance Work Group has developed a strategic plan framework for the process of revitalization in
the Renaissance area. Since physical improvements
alone will not address the breadth of issues in the Renaissance area, the Strategic Plan seeks to integrate
social, physical and economic revitalization objectives,
To accomplish this, there are three strategic areas identified in the Plan:

Community Involvement
Community involvement is a driving force in the revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area. The
community will be the source of invaluable information on its culture, priorities, challenges and desires
for their neighborhood. With input from residents,
property owners and renters, the Strategy will address
their needs and outline results, which are meant to encourage community members to invest time in energy
into the neighborhood. There are tangible results coming from this effort. Neighborhood Housing Services
and the Renaissance Work Group, together with community volunteers, have conducted and tallied a
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•

door-to-door Resident survey. Community organization
and mobilization is showing strong results with the West
Columbia Terrace Neighborhood Association, which
represents the 45th Street area. The Santa Cruz Way is
staring to organize as an association. Master Plan outreach meetings and a neighborhood clean-up have
shown first organizational results.
Resident Leadership Training Programs are provided
by the Renaissance Academy. With support from members of the Renaissance Work Group, these programs
are being successfully implemented.

•

Sacramento there is the City's Infill Housing Program,
which includes the deep lot infill program proposed
for other neighborhoods like the Gardenland Area, and
one that would most likely be applicable for the Renaissance area. There is also an Infill Incentives Program
currently under consideration by SHRA. Property Management Strategies are strongly supported by the
Renaissance Work Group. Together with the Sacramento Rental Housing Task Force comprehensive training
programs are being offered to property owners and
landlords, including owners of up to 4 units dwellings.

Community Master Plan
In October 2001 SmithGroup Team of San Francisco
was selected to prepare a master plan for the Renaissance area. With input from the community the
Community Master Plan addresses physical conditions
of the Oak Park Renaissance area, type and condition
of housing, parcel status and size, access and circulation, landscape and open space, pedestrian circulation,
street lighting and signage and all other physical attributes that effect the quality of life in the
neighborhood. Based on the findings gathered in the
initial phase of the master plan, the consultant together with the community will prioritize community
concerns and issues so that the implementation plan
can closely track community concerns and needs. Part
of the Master Plan will be a Market Assessment and
Feasibility report addressing housing and retail opportunities in the neighborhood, including the Broadway
frontage near MLK. In close coordination with SHRA,
and all other City Agencies the Master Plan will also
contain an implementation section.
Implementation Plan
Part of the Master Plan is an Implementation Plan, which
will contain information generated from the community outreach effort and the Master Plan. It is an action
plan that will outline near-, mid-term and long-term
implementation goals for various plan recommendations. It will define various programs and resources,
including time frames and costing parameters, needed to accomplish the revitalization goals. There is a
wide array of other implementation efforts which are
directed towards participation and continuation of revitalization efforts by residents, business and property
owners. For homeowners and potential homebuyers
there is a large menu of financing resources and opportunities. In progress with SHRA and the City of

•
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Demographics

homeowners in the Renaissance, based on properties
filing for homeowners exemption.

The People
i For reference see Appendix Two, Table 1.4: 2000 Census

The Oak Park Renaissance is an older neighborhood,
its residents however have the makeup of a young community. Recent 2000 Census Tract Data show Oak Park
Renaissance residents with a median age of 26.6 years,
compared to a median age of 32.8 for the city overall.
The Renaissance area has a rich mix of ethnicity and
culture. In addition to African American and Black and
Hispanic or Latino, there is a strong presence of Other
Race, which includes Other Asian. There is a presence
of Native Hawaiian and Alaska Native in addition of
Asian and White.

Data - Housing Occupancy and Housing Tenure.

Housing units in the Renaissance area are small. The
majority of homes are two-bedroom/ one-bath homes.
With large families these homes have lead to overcrowded conditions as identified in the 1990 Census
Data. Overcrowding is defined as a condition with more
than one person per room. The 1990 Census Data identified 23.5% of all units in the Renaissance area as
overcrowded, a figure that is currently not available in
the 2000 Census Data but is three times higher than
comparable figures of 8.5% for the City overall.

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.2: 2000 Census
Data - Age Breakdown and Race.

Household Characteristics

•

Renaissance area families are typically larger than families in the City overall. The average family size is 4.07
persons compared to 3.35 persons per family citywide.
In addition, the Renaissance area has a higher percentage of family households, which equates to 70% of all
households being family households. There is a large
number of children in the Renaissance area; the 2000
Census Tract 28 identifies 50% of all households having children under 18 years of age. The rate of female
headed households is almost double the citywide rate.
i For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 1.3: 2000 Census
Data - Households by Type.

Housing Values
Despite their age, housing values in the Renaissance
area have increased during the recent real estate boom
that has affected the greater Sacramento region. 2001
data show sales prices for the Renaissance area ranging from $ 55,000 for a two-bedroom fixer-upper to
$140,000 for a larger, well conditioned home. Median
sales prices for the area increased from $ 49,784 in
2000 to $ 75,256 in 2001, a substantial increase overall. There are a number of factors contributing to this
increase. There is the migration from the Bay Area ,
bringing more residents to Sacramento. There is also
an increased demand for affordable starter homes,
particularly in the price range found in the Renaissance
area. This coupled with the convenient, close-to-downtown location the Renaissance area offers attractive
options.

Housing Occupancy and Tenure
Vacant housing units in the Renaissance area have increased. According to 2000 Census Data 12% of all
housing units in Census Tract 28 are vacant. This is
nearly double the comparable figure for the rest of the
City. Homeownership in the Renaissance area is relatively low, including the number of owner occupied
dwellings.
2000 Census Data identifies 44.8% of all units as owner-occupied, a percentage significantly lower than the
City overall. It is important noting that Census Tract 28
covers an area slightly larger than the Renaissance area.
2001 MetroScan data estimate a lower rate of 23% of

•
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Existing Conditions
0

Buildings

Building Condition

Purpose

The neighborhood is comprised of 409 small parcels,
the majority with narrow frontages of 40 feet. 317 lots
are residential parcels with homes individually designed, and landscaped. The condition of buildings
ranges from good to fair to unacceptable. Using field
observations and data gathered from visual surveys, a
study team of architects and urban designers categorized building conditions in four categories ranging from:

Any master plan that is to become a living document
and a tool for the community to chart a course for
change needs to document the full spectrum of constraints and opportunities that exist within the
neighborhood. Looking at all aspects that affect the
quality of live for all residents in a comprehensive way,
allows identifying priorities and changes that can be
implemented For the Oak Park Renaissance this required detailed documentation of a large variety of
issues, which individually and together will contribute
to the transformation and revitalization of the neighborhood over time.

•

As part of preparing an overall neighborhood site survey and conditions mapping for the Renaissance area,
the SmithGroup team undertook a building-by-building field survey. Using the City of Sacramento
Assessor's Map, combined with neighborhood maps
provided by SHRA, SmithGroup reconciled and modified the Renaissance area mapping to accurately
document: Existing Buildings.

Good Condition

For reference, see Appendix One Figure 2.1: Existing
Buildings.

As one of the first suburbs of Sacramento the Oak Park
Renaissance area is a truly urban neighborhood, which
shows well when compared with other inner city neighborhoods nationwide. With a wide variety of building
expressions, the predominately single-family neighborhood shows a range of visual diversity not found in
newer urban or suburban settings. There are an amazing variety of quality homes with well-maintained
gardens, but there are also a noticeable number of
homes and properties in various stages of neglect and
abandonment. It is these and other conditions that
negatively affect the neighborhood and are partofthe study.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.2: Building
Condition.
•

Vacant Lots and Abandoned Buildings
The "Vacant Lots and Abandoned Buildings" map documents two conditions that have the largest impact
on how the neighborhood as a whole is being perceived. Abandoned buildings and vacant lots that are
not maintained are detrimental to any neighborhood
in transition.

Need Alinor Repair

Vacant Building

Beyond Repair

The Building Condition evaluation is supported by individual photographs of each building in the
neighborhood. These photographs will be part of
SHRA's tools to manage and track improvements and
revitalization of the area. Overall, the majority of residential buildings in the neighborhood is in reasonable
condition and will remain the signature of the community's identity and pride.

At the time of the field survey, in October 2001, there
were 7 abandoned buildings in the neighborhood. This
number is in flux in light of the fact that there is a concerted effort underway to demolish abandoned
buildings as soon as possible in order to not impact
adjoining homes. At the time of the field survey there
were 53 vacant lots. The total number of vacant parcels and parcels with abandoned buildings totals 60,
which constitutes a significant resource and opportunity for the Renaissance area at large.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.3: Vacant Lots/

The evaluation results indicate that:
•
•
•
•
•

68 properties or 20.6% of all homes are in Good
Condition
125 properties or 39 % of all homes are in Fair Condition
62 properties or 20% of all homes are in Need of
Minor Rehabilitation
57 properties or 18% of all homes are in Need of
Major Rehabilitation
5 properties or 1.8% of all homes fall in the category: Beyond Repair

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Abandoned Buildings.

Owner/ Renter Occupied Residences
Neighborhood quality is generally not dependent on
who owns and who rents. The mapping of "Owner/
Renter-Occupied Residences" is meant as a tool for
tracking housing status, status of repair and maintenance as well as code violations.
The information used to prepare this map is based on
2000 Census Tract 28 data and Sacramento MetroS-
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•

can information. Its purpose is for the Renaissance Work
Group, the Renaissance Academy and other stakeholders to be more effective in neighborhood outreach and
organization.
i For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.4: Owner/
Renter Occupied.

Fence Treatment
The appearance and condition of fences in the Renaissance area are a strong indicator for the health of the
neighborhood. The mapping of "Fence Treatment"
illustrates that there is still a predominance of chain
link fences in the neighborhood despite concerted efforts and support by Sacramento Neighborhood
Housing Services (NHS) to encourage replacement of
unsightly chain-link with wrought iron fences.
Existing fences fall into the five following categories:

Chainlink Fence

Wrought lion Fence

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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direction of Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services and in collaboration with Sacramento Housing
and Redevelopment, this program addressed improvements to fences, exterior lighting and landscaping, with
the idea of shifting initiative for change to homeowners, renters and the neighborhood at large. Based on
Columbia Terrace neighborhood preferences, specific
fence types were identified, including a process of facilitating funding applications for subsidy and loans,
all under the auspices of the NHS Exterior Facade and
Fence Loan Program.
In the Oak Park Renaissance there are already a number of good examples where whole blocks have utilized
wrought iron as a coordinated fence material. At the
east side of the neighborhood, West Columbia Terrace
is organized as an association. Since July 2000, when
the Exterior Fence and Loan Program was first initiated, this neighborhood has successfully transformed 49
properties by installing wrought iron fences. This stands
as a noteworthy example how fence improvements can
transform an entire block. There remain a large number of unsightly chain-linked fenced homes and other
fence types that negatively affect the overall image of
the neighborhood and are in need of replacement.

Building Style
Wood Fence

While consistently small in size, the Renaissance neighborhood has a remarkable variety of housing types
within its 23-block area. While most modern subdivisions suffer from repetitive sameness in housing types
and styles, the Oak Park Renaissance has at least four
distinct types/styles of housing that give the neighborhood a special character.
The "Building Style" mapping identifies four distinct
building types:

P/nrood Fence

i For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.5: Fence
Treatment.

In the summer of 2000, a Fence Program - Fencing
and Exterior Enhancements Through Community Effort Improvement Program, wasformulated. Underthe

Craftsman-Shde

•
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Of the four dominant types, 61 homes ( 19%) are classified as "craftsman-style" homes. 11 homes (3.5%) are
"one-of-a-kind" buildings, some custom designed and
architecturally note worthy. 8 homes (2.5%) are T1-11
type homes, no longer permitted to be built. The majority of homes, or 75 %, are "builder-type" homes.
For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.6: Building Style.

Building Height

Builders-Sn le

The majority of homes in the Renaissance area are single-story. Out of 317 residences, 25 are 1'/2-story, while
there are also 24 2-story homes scattered throughout
the neighborhood.

Spec ial On e- of- a- Ki n d
One and One-Hedf-Ston- Home

In all cases, 2-story building elements hold back from
the front faqade. This is important to maintain overall
neighborhood scale.

Tl-ll-Rpr.

It is important to note that the mapping of building
types and styles documented in this Master Plan is not
a substitute for a professional evaluation by a historian
that determines which buildings are historic and architectural resources.
•
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For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.7: Building
Height.
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: For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.8: Existing

Neighborhood Landscape
Purpose
In comparison to other older Sacramento neighborhoods,
Oak Park Renaissance does not have streets that are planted with a regular pattern of street trees, which give the
neighborhood a green, shady look and identity.

Public Tree Landscape.

42°° Street and Santa Cruz Way are the only two north/
south streets, that connect from Broadway to 8^" Avenue, and that have a separated sidewalk with a
landscape strip. Both streets have a number of public
trees in the landscape strip; the planting pattern however is irregular and does not contribute to a
neighborhood landscape image.

Oak Park Renaissance has predominantly narrow
streets with narrow sidewalks. There is little formal
street tree planting within the existing right-of-way on
the majority of streets.
Public Right-of-Ways
In the entire neighborhood 52 trees have been identified as public trees. They are located in the landscape
strip of separated sidewalks, which are part of the public
right-of-way. These trees are planted in scattered locations; they do not create a formal streetscape. Three
dominant tree types have been identified, they include
maple, eucalyptus and oak trees.

•

Typical Street Landscape

Where applicable, these mature trees need to be examined for classification as Heritage Trees. Some of
the trees may not meet heritage tree classification criteria such as circumference. If, however, they are found
to be healthy, they should be maintained. These trees
strongly contribute to the overall image of the neighborhood, which lacks trees.

San Rafael Court, and 39`' Street are short north/south
streets, they have separated sidewalks with a landscape
strip on both sides of the street. On 39t" Street an irregular pattern of public trees exist on the east side of
the street.
On San Rafael Court both sides of the street have trees
within the public right-of-way. This pattern is also irregular. 7th Ave., between MLK and Solidad Way, has a
separated sidewalk with a landscape strip. On the south
side of this street the landscape strip is continuous,
with a few scattered trees. On the north side the landscape strip is discontinuous in the block west of La
Solidad, again with only a few scattered trees.
On the south side of 81h Avenue, in the block between
45th Street and Stockton Boulevard, there is a separated sidewalk with a landscape strip, with a larger stand
of mature trees. On the south side of 8'" Avenue, in
front of the Oak Park Community Center there is also
a larger stand of public trees.
i For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.9: Existing
Sidewalks with Landscape Strip.

Mature Eucalyptus Trees as Public Lm ds'cape

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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•

Private Properties

Traffic, Circulation and Infrastructure

Although there are only 52 public street trees along
the streets of the Renaissance area, there is a strong
presence of landscaping in the front, side, and rear
yards of private properties. The existing landscaping
in these locations shows a wide variety of trees, bushes, shrubs and other plant material, including
perennials.

Purpose
The following section describes the existing transportation and infrastructure conditions in the Renaissance
area, including roadways, sidewalks, curbs and gutter,
utilities, and lighting. The evaluation of the existing
conditions was primarily based on site reconnaissance
conducted by KORVE and the SmithGroup team. Pertinent photographs were taken to document key issues
and findings relating to existing traffic, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, and civil engineering related conditions.
The survey included review of key infrastructure and
utilities plans provided by the City of Sacramento Public Works Department.
Roadways
The Renaissance area is bounded by Broadway, Stockton Boulevard, 8th Avenue, and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard (MLK). These four roadways provide primary access to the area, which covers approximately 60
acres and consists primarily of residential properties.

•

Fron! Yard Lsmdcaping

There are many good examples of carefully tended
gardens in the neighborhood. Overall, however, the
landscape appearance, in combination with the selection of plant material and landscape maintenance, is
not always consistent. There are also a number of properties where chain-link fenced, concrete pads have
replaced formerly landscaped gardens. These strongly contribute to a negative impression of blight and
neglect.

Broadwav is a four-lane, east-west arterial street that
connects State Route 99 (SR 99) to 6511 Street. Parking
is allowed on sections of Broadway. Typical curb-tocurb width is approximately 50 feet. At major
intersections, such as Stockton Boulevard and MLK,
right and left turn lanes are added for capacity.
Stockton Boulevard is a four-lane, north-south arterial
roadway that connects downtown Sacramento with the
southeast area of the city. A center two-way-left-turn
lane is also provided within the study area. On-street
parking is prohibited on Stockton Blvd. Curb-to-curb
distance is approximately 60 feet. At major intersections, such as Broadway and Stockton Boulevard, right
and left turn lanes are added for capacity.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, in the Renaissance
area, is a two-lane north-south collector roadway with
on-street parking and a bike lane on both sides of the
roadway. MLK connects Franklin Boulevard, SR 99 and
Broadway. Curb-to-curb distance is approximately 60
feet. MLK forms a major T-intersection at Broadway.
8L 'A venue is a two-lane, east-west local roadway with
residences fronting the street. On-street parking is

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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available on 8th Avenue. Undulating speed humps are
located in three locations on 8t1 Avenue to discourage
cut-through traffic and speeding. Typical curb-to-curb
distance is approximately 30 to 36 feet.

Pedestrian Facilities
Pedestrian circulation is generally well served by existing sidewalks on all the streets within the Renaissance
area. The sidewalk width is predominately 5-foot wide.
However, since vehicles are often parked on the rolled
curb, the sidewalk width on a number of streets is effectively reduced to approximately 4 feet.
There are sections of sidewalks that are missing. The
following six photographs show locations where sidewalks are incomplete. KORVE has investigated if there
are portions of sidewalks that may have been potentially annexed by adjoining property owners.

Corner of San Jose R'adSctnta Rosa Ave - no siJennik. 8th AvenuelSan Jose - property
fence line creates an inconsistent and narrow sidewalk path.

An tuilin' pole is located in the rnicldle of the sidewalk on Santa Rosa Avenue impeding pedestrian fl....
At the corner of San Jose/7th Ave - retaining it-all of the propertv disrupts continuin• of
sidescalk.

Along La Solidad liar - east sidewalk is ntissing and there is a potential for property
intrusion into the public right-o(-srac.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Uneven sidesralks. damaged by tree roots irvrusion, could create a potential hazard to
pedestrians.
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Boulevard Beautification Master Plan has proposed
new bike lanes on Stockton in both directions.
Transit
The Renaissance area is well served by Sacramento
Regional Transit (RT), which provides light rail and bus
service. The nearest light rail station is more than one
mile away at 39t'' Street and 38" Street. However direct bus connections are provided at the 291h and
University 65j'' Street Stations. Five RT bus lines operate near the study area. There are multiple bus stops
along Broadway. At the intersection of Broadway and
Stockton Boulevard, bus shelters are provided on all
quadrants, on the far side of the intersection.
Sidewalks should be cleared from garbage and illegal damping of trash to improve
pedestrian flox•.

â
^ For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.10: Sidewalk
Issues.

For reference, see Appendix One, Figures 2.11: Parking
and Access Issues; 2.12: Pedestrian Circulation Issues; 2.13:
Miscellaneous Traffic and Circulation Issues, and 2.14:
Visual Conditions Raising Concerns.

Bicycle Facilities
Drainage and Curb and Gutters
The City currently has a Bikeways Program that is consistent with the City of Sacramento 1986 General Plan
and the City and County 2010 Bikeway Master Plan.
•

There are existing bicycle facilities within the Renaissance area. On Broadway, bicycle lanes have been
implemented east of Stockton Boulevard, and a signed
bicycle route is established west of Stockton Boulevard. An on-street bike lane has also been installed on
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.

Existing surface drainage throughout the Renaissance
area appears adequate in most locations. Pavement
surfaces are generally in good condition, with minimal
areas of ponding at the roadway surface. Areas of root
intrusion from curbside trees have deformed gutter
slope in select locations. Many drainage inlets at curb
returns are substandard drop inlets with grates that
collect leaves as shown.

Bike Lane on 69LK

Currently, there are no designated bikeways on Stockton Boulevard; however, the Broadway + Stockton

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Root Intrusi(m
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A rolled curb design with a 4-foot gutter is predominately used throughout the Renaissance area, which is
consistent with the City's standard for a typical local
street. In some locations, a small landscape edge is
provided buffering the travel lane and the sidewalk.

In addition, other debris and trash caused by illegal
dumping can block the drain and hamper drainage,
creating ponding problems, as shown below.
Rolled Curb at 7th Arenue

Sewer/Water
Improvements proposed in the Renaissance area do
not appear to affect the main trunk lines of these underground utilities. However, improvements near the
edge of the street right-of-way may affect water meter
boxes and sewer laterals.

Electrical/Telephone/Cable

/llegal Damping and Ponding

The majority of these existing utilities are placed overhead and do not contribute towards a positive
neighborhood image as shown in the photo.

1:
41 New Drain Design

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Overhead Utilities
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Traffic and Circulation - Exiting
Conditions

At a minimum, existing utility poles in sidewalk locations that impede pedestrian flow and may not be ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant should be
relocated where space allows. In addition, old, worn
out poles should be replaced.

Lighting
The Renaissance area has a street lighting system,
which is comprised of four different types of lighting:
mast arm street light, post top street light, park light,
and Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) safety
light. Within the study area, the residential streets utilize post top lights, while arterial streets, such as
Broadway, Stockton Boulevard and Martin Luther King,
Jr. Boulevard, use mast arm lights. The City's electrical
department has reviewed the existing lighting conditions and determined that the current lighting levels
meet the City's illumination standards.

Purpose
As part of the community interview process a Resident
Traffic Survey was conducted.. This survey confirmed
the majority of circulation issues previously brought
forward in other meetings with the community. To substantiate survey results and develop Master Plan
recommendations, it became necessary to develop
specific traffic data and to determine if problems identified by residents were perceived or factual. This
required the collection of the following data :
•

Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT);

•
•

Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian Counts;
Travel Speed Survey; and

•

Accident Data.

â

For reference, see Appendix Three: Traffic Data Collection
and Analysis.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes
The City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department (NTMP) provided existing
available Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT) in the study
area. Some of the older counts, dating back to 1990
and 1993, were selectively recounted in March 2002.
As expected, arterial roadways such as Stockton Boulevard, Broadway and MLK carry the highest traffic
volumes. The respective ADT volumes are 23,000 vehicles/day, 17,000 vehicles/day and 9,600 vehicles/day.

ADT on local streets range from 1,000 to 2,800 vehicles/day day. 8th Avenue has the highest ADT among
the local streets, with 2,800 vehicles/day.
Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian
Counts
The Resident Traffic Survey and Community Workshop
No. 1 identified three intersections as locations with
problems:

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

•
•

Stockton Boulevard and 8th Avenue
Broadway and 43rd Street

•

Broadway and 44th Street
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.

At the unsignalized intersection of Stockton Boulevard
and 8th Avenue, residents expressed a severe safety
concern when crossing Stockton Boulevard, which carries 23,000 vehicles per day.

The Broadway and 44th Street intersection, located
directly across the Food Source on Broadway, is another problematic pedestrian crossing. Although there
is an existing marked crosswalk located one block west
at 43rd Street, residents have observed that there is a
high frequency of pedestrians 'J' walking at 44th Street
rather than the designated, marked crosswalk on 43rd
Street. In addition, an eastbound bus stop is also located at this intersection.
Intersection traffic and pedestrian counts were conducted to substantiate concerns and develop effective
recommendations to remedy these problems.

posted limits.. Based on guidelines of the City's Speed
Hump Program measured speeds must exceed 15%
or more of vehicles traveling at 5, or more miles per
hour over the speed limit before a speed hump is installed. Based on this team's findings, none of the
neighborhood streets will meet speed criteria for installation of speed humps.
In order to give the residents' concern proper attention other factors were examined. Outside of the study
area, south of 8th Avenue, all streets surveyed have
existing speed humps except for 40th Street. As a result, vehicles may be using 40th Street to avoid other
north-south parallel streets with speed humps. 40th
Street also has the highest 85th percentile speed at 37
mph. Since 40th Street is an emergency response route,
the installation of speed humps is prohibited.

Accident Data
The three un-signalized intersections in question were
assessed through evaluation of Peak Hour Levels of
Service (LOS). LOS A, B and C are generally considered to be satisfactory service levels while LOS D is
marginally acceptable, LOS E is undesirable and LOS F
conditions are unacceptable.

S

Based on the traffic analysis, all intersections are operating at a satisfactory level of service B to C in the
morning. At evening peak hour, the intersection of
Stockton Boulevard/8th Avenue is currently operating
at LOS F. A Peak Hour Signal Warrant analysis was conducted for this intersection. Despite the fact that at
evening peak a signal may be warranted, it may not be
advisable to install a traffic signal as it could encourage more traffic on 8th Avenue.

Travel Speeds
Neighbors expressed concern with vehicles speeding
through residential streets. In March 2002, the City of
Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department (NTMP) conducted Travel speed
surveys on 6th Ave, 7th Ave, 8th Ave, 40th, 42nd, 43rd,
and 44th Streets, and San Diego Way to examine and
document existing conditions.

Part of the analysis of existing conditions required examination of accident data, including the number and
type of accidents, and primary collision factors. Following are highlights of this analysis.
Broadway has the highest number of accidents among
the arterial roadway, while 8th Avenue has the highest
number of accidents among the residential streets. The
number of recorded accidents for the remainder of
residential streets is relatively low. Broadway and 8th
Avenue were analyzed further for collision types and
primary collision factors.
On 8th Avenue, for example, one of the primary types
of collision is rear end type and one of the primary
reasons for collision is unsafe speed On Broadway, the
two primary types of accidents are hit object and rear
end type collisions. The primary factor for collisions is
also unsafe speeds.

On neighborhood streets in the Oak Park Renaissance
area, travel speeds range from 22 to 29 mph. While
neighbors reported excessive speeding on their streets,
only some streets show confirmed speeds higher than
•
Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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•

Community Outreach

Purpose
A thoughtfully structured community process that
brings forward community hopes and aspirations is an
integral part of formulating a community master plan.
In developing the Oak Park Renaissance Community
Master Plan, community perceptions and ideas were
solicited in a variety of ways.
•

Formal Group Input
- Renaissance Work Group
- Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee
- Oak Park Project Area Committee
•
Informal Interviews
- City Council Representative Lauren Hammond,
representing the Renaissance Area
- Long-term Residents and Property Owners of
• the Renaissance Area

•

The Oak Park Project Area Committee
(PAC)

-

Developers building in the Renaissance Area

The Oak Park PAC is the official citizen advisory committee assigned to advise the City and SHRA on
housing and redevelopment matters in the Oak Park
Redevelopment Area. Input of the Oak Park PAC was
solicited in a working session regarding the status of
the Renaissance Project and the proposed Master Plan.
Comments received from the PAC meeting included:

-

SHRA and City Staff actively working in the
Renaissance Area

General Comments of the PAC

Citizen Workshops
-

•

and Objectives for the Renaissance Area" were developed. The Renaissance Work Group is particularly
interested in partnership with residents through activities such as the Renaissance Academy. It supports the
objectives of limiting displacement and gentrification
in the neighborhood, and developing a model for
"smart growth" together with an inner-city neighborhood revitalization program.

Master Plan Workshop 1
Spanish-Language Master Plan Follow-up
Workshop
- Master Plan Workshop 2
Door-to-Door Survey, conducted by NHS and the
Renaissance Work Group prior to initiation of the
Master Plan
- Although not part of the Master Plan effort itself, the planning team has reviewed and used
the results of the Renaissance Door-to-Door
Resident Survey.

Overall, the committee had substantial agreement with
the overall approach and objectives outlined in the
plan. The PAC Committee did however, express concern that the project should proceed with a more
comprehensive plan vision that addresses several elements to make the community more livable including
the creation of open space, examination of the street
and circulation system, and judicious review for infill
development on vacant lots. PAC representatives cautioned that earlier attempts to revitalize the area had
only produced marginal results, with infill projects completed on only a limited number of lots.

The Renaissance Work Group
Density and Livability
The Renaissance Work Group is a driving force and key
for the revitalization of the Renaissance Area. The Work
Group has held several strategic planning sessions with
in depth-discussions covering all aspects of what will
affect change in the area. From this inquiry and discussion, the "Renaissance Strategic Plan", and "The Vision

The Committee recommended that the overall approach should maximize use of vacant lots to
accomplish increased livability of the neighborhood. In particular, the Committee was concerned
that the area is already extremely dense and con-

•
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gested (small lots and small homes, narrow streets,
• on-street parking, no driveways, lack of on- prop-

erty parking). The Committee would like to see
larger homes through infill on existing, or on consolidated lots, more parking and increased amounts
of open space areas. Suggestions included:
•

Widen streets or reconfigure streets if possible. It
was noted that this might not be feasible due to
the densely developed nature of the area and shallow front-yard set backs.

•
•

Increase open space and public areas for tot lots.
Consolidate vacant lots to allow for building of larger homes to diversify housing types in the
neighborhood.

Resident Involvement
•

The Committee noted that past attempts for revitalizing the area promoted infill housing, without
the support of viable and sustainable neighborhood leadership or organization. Any new effort
needs to be done with strong neighborhood "buyin" and support, so those new standards are
created and enforced. Suggestions included:

•

Survey Renaissance area residents. This could be
accomplished through NHS or, possibly, with the
assistance of interns from CSUS or UCD.
Organize neighborhood area committees and provide training for residents. For example, some of
the Drug Free Zone leaders may be able to mentor residents on successful strategies for working
with the Police and Code Enforcement.

•

•

Allow adjoining property owners to purchase vacant lots for the creation of shared driveways and
garages to reduce on-street parking and congestion. Increase lawn areas and open space in the
neighborhood. It was discussed that this should
be accompanied by a maintenance agreement ensuring those properties and homes are maintained.
•
Moving houses may be entertained to reconfigure
the neighborhood.
•
To ensure architectural consistency projects should
be subject to Design Review. Applicants would be
• required to present a graphic depiction of the pro-

posed project. It would also be required to show
the project in context to adjacent homes.
Rental Properties and Maintenance Standards
•

•
•

•
•

Landlords need to be engaged in the process of
property maintenance through a comprehensive
system of incentives and strong enforcement rules.
Similarly, tenants need to be organized to play a
more effective role as members of the community.
It was suggested that strong CC & R's should be
developed for the area, and that neighborhood
organizations be established to help monitor and
enforce these covenants conditions and restrictions.
Other suggestions included landlord-training programs, particularly in the area of tenant selection.
Landlords were suggested to participate in common, or group property management, with
common maintenance standards.

•

Strong Code Enforcement support will be needed
for architectural consistency.

•

It was suggested that a meeting with Bob Thomas,
City Manager be set up to gain his support in targeting code enforcement and police support for the area.

Budgeting and Leveraging of Funds

•

The Committee encouraged the Work Group to
leverage all possible funding resources so that, in
the future, similar neighborhood revitalization programs can be extended to other areas of Oak Park.
Since tax increment funds are limited, it will be necessary to seek leveraged or matching private, State
or Federal funds whenever possible.

Renaissance Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC)
The Renaissance Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
is comprised of representatives of SHRA, the City Planning Department, the City Parks and Recreation
Department, the City Neighborhood Services Department, City Transportation and Traffic Representatives,
City Utilities Department and City Public Works Department. Representatives of TAC have met with the
Master Plan team throughout the planning process to
provide technical input to the plan and guide the plan
development process.
Informal Interviews
A number of key interviews were held. This included
meeting with City Council Member Lauren Hammond,
who initiated the Renaissance Work Group and the
master plan project. She holds a strong commitment
and vision for the Renaissance Area. She believes that
the neighborhood can become a "model" for revital-

•
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•

ization of older neighborhoods through broad community engagement. For this reason, Council Member
Hammond strongly supports the broad and inclusive
nature of the Renaissance Work Group, which includes
housing finance experts, housing development experts,
and government representatives, community leaders
and neighborhood representatives.
SHRA staff familiar with the Renaissance area offered
formal comments throughout the process. A concern
of SHRA staff is that extensive, "deep" revitalization
of the area will require a sustained effort, and to maintain momentum and impact, efforts must be strategic.

Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 1
The first of two workshops on the Renaissance Master
Plan was held on January 24, 2002 from 6:00 to 8:30
PM in the Oak Park Community Center. The meeting
was advertised through a newsletter to every resident
and property owner, followed by a meeting invitation,
which was also distributed to every resident and property. The meeting invitation included translation referral
services in several languages. Approximately 50 residents and property owners attended this workshop.
The workshop format included a presentation of the
findings and options by the design team, followed by
formal community input.

Finally, four resident households were visited to gain
the opinions of long-term stakeholders in the Renaissance area. These residents were selected because they
have lived in the Renaissance area for more than five
years and are familiar with the changes and challenges
of the neighborhood. There seemed to be substantial
concurrence by all residents during the interview pirocess. Frequently cited concerns included:
•

Fear of displacement and fear that the Renaissance
area would become gentrified and no longer be a
. culturally diverse neighborhood.
•
Traffic and reckless driving were a significant concern.
•
Crime, drugs-and prostitution, is considered the
most pressing day-to-day problem in the neighborhood.
•
The location of the Renaissance area is particularly
valued since so many new services such as the Food
Source are now available to neighborhood residents.
•
Safe areas for children to play were a commonly
expressed concern.
•
Although most people interviewed liked their
neighbors who they knew, many were concerned
regarding lack of rental property management and
the frequent turnover of tenants in rental properties.
•
Many of the longer-term residents felt that because
of the turnover of tenants in rental properties, that
the social fabric, security and stability of the neighborhood are threatened.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Presentation ,f Findings

Community input was structured around seven questions which were discussed in breakout groups and
jointly presented at the end of the workshop. Questions included:
1.

What are the most pressing problems facing the
neighborhood?

2.

What are three things that would help solve these
problems?

3.

What help do you need from Government or others to solve problems?

4.

Within Oak Park, what locations do you most frequently walk or drive to?

5.

What are the main gateways or entrances to the
neighborhood?

6.

Do you think using vacant lots for public areas
would have a positive effect for the neighborhood?
What would make these areas safe and positively
used?

7.

Does it make sense to move some houses to make
space for public or park areas in the neighborhood?
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Three hours of intense discussions had a common
thread. And while there were many comments that addressed particular questions and issues, the majority
of concerns focused on traffic, illegal activities, vacant
lots and abandoned buildings, neighborhood cleanliness, neighborhood safety, neighborhood image,
community open space, absentee landlords and owners and the identification of available resources and
tools that can assist with addressing some of the most
immediate problems.

Special Spanish Language Renaissance
Follow-up Workshop
A special workshop for persons with limited English
was held at the request of several residents on Santa
Cruz Way. This workshop was held on March 11, 2002,
at the Oak Park Community Center. Many of the residents who attended the March workshop did not
attend the first meeting because they were Spanishonly speaking families. As a result, a special meeting
was held with translation services provided by Tim
Quintero, City Neighborhood Services, Area 3 Manager. Approximately 13 adult residents attended the
meeting, along with approximately 13 children. Trish
Davey, Planning Dynamics and Tim Quintero presented the maps and exhibits prepared by the SmithGroup
Team, which were previously presented to the larger
community at the first community Workshop on January 26, 2002. In the course of the meeting the group
was asked to identify significant issues and possible
solutions and reasons to come together.
Concerns expressed during this special meeting mirrored the concerns summarized under Community
Workshop No. 1 on the preceding pages.

Conunwiin' Leaders Arisxer Questions

Talft•ittg Communit.N. Input

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Renaissance Master Plan Workshop 2

•

The second workshop on the Renaissance Master Plan
was held on August 19, 2002 from 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM
at the Oak Park Community Center. Approximately 30
people attended the workshop, which included residents, property owners, Renaissance Work Group
members and staff. The workshop started with a Power Point presentation summarizing the key
recommendations of the Draft Master Plan as a basis
for soliciting community input and comment. Initial responses to the presentation emphasized the
importance of improved street lighting and the need
for safe open space areas for children to play, two
master plan issues that were presented as part of the
longerterm recommendations for the Renaissance area.

Weighing Recommendations

The Draft Master Plan contains twenty-one (21) recommendations, which generally fall into three
categories:
1.
2.
3.

Setting Priorities

borhood, a detailed discussion was held prior to putting the recommendation on the priority list. Given the
City of Sacramento's position on neighborhood parks,
including the required 5.0 acre size and maintenance
obligations, the Master Plan for the Oak Park Renaissance does not recommend a full-fledged park. Oak
Park Renaissance neighbors however expressed that
having a park is extremely important to neighborhood
livability, particularly in light of the fact that there is a
large number of children living in the neighborhood.
Since the neighborhood does not have a 5-acre site
for a park, a smaller tot lot or vest pocket park may be
a viable alternative. Such a park could be built on a
single lot. It would however require maintenance and
security based on strong community organization,
neighborhood stewardship and ongoing neighborhood
watch to ensure that the park would be safe and well
maintained.

Physical (Infrastructure) Improvements
Housing Improvements
Neighborhood Initiated Improvements

A priority setting exercise was conducted during the
second half of the workshop. Participants were asked
to rank their top priorities for implementation in each
of the three categories. A " Neighborhood Park" was
added under the category of Physical Improvements;
"Reconfigure Lots" was added to the list of Housing
Improvements.

•

In order for the community to understand the issues
surrounding the establishment of a park in the neigh-

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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The concept of Reconfigured Lots as presented in the
Draft Master Plan recommendations raised enough
interest among meeting participants to add it to the
list of Housing Improvement Priorities. The idea of using vacant lots for shared driveways or increased yard
space for adjoining homes presents a valuable opportunity for the neighborhood. This includes the idea of
consolidating small adjoining lots into a larger parcel
for development of a larger home.

Ranked in the order of importance, Physical (Infrastructure) Improvement Priorities are:

Prior to casting their votes on priorities for improvements, participants confirmed the priority list. Each
participant was given fifteen colored dots, amounting
to five votes each in the three priority categories.

Ranked in the order of importance, Housing Improvement Priorities are:

1.

Neighborhood Park

2.
3.

8th Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape
Broadway/ 44th Pedestrian Crossing and Refuge
Island
Improved Street Lighting - Preliminary Design Work
8th Avenue Speed Humps

4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
New Homes on Vacant Lots
Home Buyer Programs
Property Owner - Landlord Accountability Programs
Reconfiguration of Lots

Ranked in the order of importance, Neighborhood Initiated Improvement Priorities are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Oriented Policing Programs
Clean-Up Campaigns
Fence Replacement Projects
Joint Tree Planting Projects

5.

Alley Clean-Up and Alley SMUD Lights

The detailed results of the priority setting exercise are
summarized in the chart below.
Tallving Results

Commrutin- Leaders Arsu•ering Quc.crion.c

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Physical Improvement Priorities
Votes

g

Improvement

Speed humps on th Avenue and 401Street
1h

16
7
12
4

Sidewalk infill and completion where no sidewalk exists or the
sidewalks are discontinuous.
Streetlighting Preliminary Design Work

3

Improve and pave 6th Avenue west of 42"d Street
Pedestrian crossing and refuge island on Broadway to Food
Source
MLK and Broadway gateway improvements - Directional signage

5

Tree planting in the planter strips or other public areas.

17

Other: Neighborhood Park

12

•

Avenue Pedestrian and Streetscape improvements (Curb
bulbs, parking pockets, crosswalks and landscaping)

Housing Improvement Priorities
Votes
29
15
21
12
4

Improvement
Rehabilitation of Existing Homes
Homebuyer Programs (Marketing and Incentives for More Home
Owners to Buy or Move into the Renaissance Area)
Build New Homes on Vacant Lots
Property Owner (Landlord) Accountability and Training Programs
Other: Reconfigure lots to create larger lots, yards or driveways

Neighborhood Initiated Improvements Priorities
Votes
18

•

Improvement
Clean-up Campaigns (Block by Block)

20

Community Oriented Policing Programs

12

Fencing Replacement Projects

8

Alley Clean- up and Alley SMUD Lights

7

Front Porch Light Campaign

7

Volunteer Help Projects (House Painting, Gardening, etc)

8

Neighborhood joint tree planting projects to select a tree species
and promote tree planting on the street.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Market Analysis and Feasibility Study

Purpose
The Renaissance area is located in the East Broadway
Community Planning Area of the City of Sacramento
and within the East Sacramento Regional Analysis District as defined by the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG). This market area generally includes the eastern portion of the City located south of
Business 80 and east of Highway 99. The market in
this area is influenced by a number of factors, including both regional trends in the greater Sacramento
area, and sub-regional trends and conditions.
The greater Sacramento Region includes some of the
fastest growing commercial and housing markets in California. Growth areas include Placer and El Dorado
Counties, although areas of Sacramento County such
^ as the Folsom area and Laguna/Elk Grove areas are
also experiencing rapid new development. Within the
next 5 years substantial new housing and commercial
growth is anticipated to occur in the North Natomas
area located just north of the Central City.

is important to note that the East Sacramento Regional Analysis District (RAD), as termed by SACOG, is not
expected to support substantial new housing and population growth because of the built-out nature of the
older neighborhoods in the area. As such, demand for major retail will be limited due to limited population growth,
competing regional markets and small or irregular sized
lots insufficient for supporting larger retail formats.

Sub-Regional Population and Housing
Projections
The Sacramento Area Council of Governments provides
projections for the region and sub-areas based on land
use plans, and general market trends. Oak Park falls
within the East Sacramento sub-region and includes a
diverse area located east of Highway 99/Business 80,
north of Fruitridge Road, south of the American River,
and extending east to the City Limits.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Tables 4.1: Population
Projections, and 4.2: Housing Projections, summarizing
population and housing projections provided by SACOG

In the next decade (2000-2010) the SACOG Region
which includes Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado and Yolo
Counties) is expected to have a 22% increase in population growth and a 23.4% increase in housing units.
By 2010, it is estimated that the Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical Area will have a total retail floor space
demand of 6,619,800 square feet. Of this, the City of
Sacramento is expected to generate demand for
469,900 sf. of retail floor space. It is important to note,
that in the growing North Natomas region of the City
alone, 2.4 million square feet of retail floor space is
proposed, essentially absorbing demand generated by
the City's growth overall.

for the sub-regions of the City.

Employment Projections
Although housing and population growth will remain
relatively slow in the East Sacramento Redevelopment
Area (RDA) over the next 20 years, job growth is expected to be relatively healthy for a largely developed area.
For reference, see Appendix Two, Tables 4.3: Employment
Projections - 2000 to 2020, and 4.4: Employment Projectsion by Major Category, which demonstrate that medical
industries constitute a significant sector of the current and
projected job growth.

Larger retail developments generally follow population
growth trends and locate in areas with new housing
starts and sufficient lands to support large floor plate
developments ("Big Boxes", major retail outlets, and
co-located developments and malls). In this regard, it

East Sacramento houses the UC Davis Medical Center,
Shriner's Hospital for Children, Mercy Hospital and
many affiliated medical offices along Alhambra Boulevard. Office employment is also expected to grow. A

•
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significant portion of new office growth is planned at
^ the Granite Regional Park site (Power Inn Road) and
along the Folsom/Highway 50 corridor. Infill office developments may also be expected in sections of Oak
Park (Alhambra, Broadway and Stockton Boulevard).
Retail growth is moderately low in part because of the
built-out nature of the service area, and lack of new
housing areas that would generate substantial new
retail demand.
Although the SACOG employment projections show
an increase in the number of retail, manufacturing and
medical jobs by 2020, the relative strength of these
sectors is projected to decline slightly. Office employment shows a slight increase.

Opportunities and Constraints Related
to Housing Reinvestment in the
Renaissance area
Housing values in the Renaissance area have benefited from regional influences including in-migration from
the Bay Area, high levels of housing demand in the
greater Sacramento area overall, and a relatively small
inventory of affordable "starter homes".
Despite strong market conditions for resale homes in
the Renaissance area, new infill development and substantial investments for home rehabilitation may be
hindered by a number of factors:
•

Jobs - Housing Balance
Jobs-to-housing balance is a measure of the relative
economic balance of an area. Communities that are
"bedroom" communities or primarily residential suburbs will have a low jobs-housing ratio indicating that
there are relatively few jobs when compared to the
number of housing units. Other communities, such as
the Central City of Sacramento for example, are "job
• rich." Major employment centers, such as the State of
California, provide a substantial number of jobs relative to housing units. In the Central City the current
jobs-housing ratio is estimated to be 5.3. This means
that there are on average 5.3 jobs for every housing
unit in the Central City. On average, the City's current
job-housing balance is 1.6 or approximately 1.6 jobs
for every housing unit in the City.

•

•

Given this assessment, demand for infill 3-bedroom
homes, or affordable home additions would appear strong if housing values continue to support
increased debt loads.

•

Ability to support debt (feasibility) is limited in some
instances by the costs of rehabilitation and by liens
accrued on vacant properties. Methods to offset
this financial burden should be considered in housing incentive programs in order to promote
increased re-investment.
Smaller lots, deep with narrow frontages will require specialized design to accommodate larger
homes, including support (both policy and subsidy support) for sensitively designed second story
units or additions.

•
For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.5: Jobs Housing
Balance, for a depiction of the East Sacramento RDA jobshousing balance.

The East Sacramento RDA currently has a high job to
housing ratio, which is expected to increase over the
next two decades. Expected job growth is attributable
to build-out in the eastern portion (Florin Perkins and
Power Inn area) of the RDA, as well as to incremental
growth in medical and office employment.

•

•

•
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Demand in the region overall is for larger units (3
bedroom, 2 bath). The majority of existing housing inventory is two-bedrooms, I-bath homes.
As noted in the Neighborhood Demographics section of Chapter 1: Community Background, the
Renaissance area includes larger household and
family sizes indicating the need to provide larger
homes to avoid overcrowding.

Where possible, aggregating lots with adjacent lots
should be encouraged to create adequately sized
lots for larger housing, including off-street parking.
Current trends show strong interest in neighborhoods close to employment centers. The
Renaissance area has excellent proximity to the
Central City employment center and the Medical
District employment center.
The image of the area affects the residential market. Improvements to the commercial corridors of
Stockton Boulevard and Broadway as called for in
the Broadway Stockton Boulevard Beautification
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Plan, will support enhanced entrances and gate-

> For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.7: Comparative

• ways to the Renaissance area.

Market Demographic Data for Selected Intersections, for
comparison charts of selected intersections in Oak Park.

i For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 4.6: Real Estate
Analytics. This table shows aggregate sales in the Renaissance area between 1995 to 2001, indicating a steady
increase in values. Refer also to Appendix Two, Table 1.2:
2000 Census Data, to the Neighborhood Demographics
discussion, regarding Housing Values.

Commercial Development Market
Conditions in Oak Park and the
Renaissance Area
As noted above, Oak Park is located in an economic
sub-region that is not expected to have substantial increases in population and housing in the next two
decades. As such, new retail demand from the neighborhood and the East Sacramento RDA is not
estimated to be strong. In addition, the City of Sacramento currently has an over-supply of commercially
zoned properties. Parcels to support commercial uses
need to have lot dimensions that support loading areas, storage areas, adequate access, and on-site
• parking. Given the size and configuration of the smaller
lots on Broadway, it is not expected that the Broadway
corridor will successfully compete with stronger retail
market areas in the sub-region and the region overall.
Acknowledging this situation, the Broadway/Stockton
Boulevard Urban Design Plan identified commercial
centers or nodes to concentrate commercial development. Specifically, the historic district at 35th and
Broadway; the Medical Center District at Stockton
Boulevard north and immediately south of Broadway
and the International Market Place at Stockton Boulevard south of Fruitridge were identified. The
commercially zoned properties along Broadway, adjacent to the Renaissance area, were designated as
"Residential Mixed Use" in the Urban Design Plan to
encourage smaller residential and mixed use developments appropriate to the smaller, shallow lot
configuration of properties along Broadway, and for
compatibility with the adjacent residential areas.
From a market and economics perspective, the intersection of Broadway/Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
has similar market demographics to the near commercial intersections of Stockton Boulevard/Broadway and
• Alhambra/Broadway.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Retail and commercial potential at the Broadway/MLK
intersection is however limited due to site characteristics, most notably small, shallow lots that lack the size
and depth generally required for retail operations.
Properties along Broadway are scattered, to assemble
them requires time and resources that would become
a detriment to the existing residential neighborhood.
Additionally, the intersection of Martin Luther King Jr.
and Broadway is not a four-way intersection, and as
such, access and turning movements are more limited
than the four-way intersections at Stockton Boulevard/
Broadway and Alhambra and Broadway.
The SmithGroup team also requested Mr. Clark Sept,
Vice President, Economic and Market Analysis to review
the Martin Luther King, Jr. and Broadway site. The conclusions of the Smith Group economic team review was
that the Broadway property would be limited for successful commercial ventures due to several limitations:
•

Limited frontage on Broadway (parcels range from
80 to 100 feet maximum)

•

Isolated location relative to other commercial uses,
and located in a predominantly residential corridor.
Limited parcel depth ranging from 100-110 feet.
Limited structure size and visibility
High construction costs per square foot
Poor access and circulation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential negative impact on adjacent residential uses.
Competition from other more successful commercial area.

Given these constraints, it is recommended that the
commercially zoned residential properties along Broadway concentrate on mixed use development, with a
primary residential emphasis and smaller "cottage"
businesses appropriate for re-use of the existing commercially zoned residential buildings. Smaller
professional offices (insurance, accounting, etc.) would
also be appropriate uses in this area. These uses would
generally have less parking demand, and would also
be appropriate for adaptive reuse of existing buildings
along Broadway. Additionally, it is estimated that there
is an unmet demand for small office space in the Oak
Park area. Mixed office and housing may also be appropriate in this area if adequate lot space is available.
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Regarding height and intensity, it is recommended that
• any future development in the Broadway corridor be
sensitive to the small-scale residential fabric of the adjoining Renaissance neighborhood. While mixed-use
is strongly encouraged along the Broadway frontage,
every attempt should be made to attract projects that
can support the village-like character intended for this
area. This, in turn means that buildings should be no
taller than 2 to 3 stories or 35 feet, and lot coverage
should be 70% or less.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Master Plan Recommendations
0

Purpose

â

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.1: Oak Park Renaissance - Well-Maintained Homes.

The Master Recommendations summarized in this section are the corner stone of the Renaissance Strategic
Plan prepared by the Renaissance Work Group. The
objectives of the Strategic Plan call for the creation of
an affordable, livable neighborhood with an emphasis
on housing improvements, housing infill, public improvements and neighborhood engagement.
Neighborhood engagement is a key strategy for revitalizing the neighborhood. The Strategic Plan calls for
the development of a resident leadership training program or Renaissance Academy. Although not fully
established at the time of the writing of this Master
Plan a resident leadership training will be an important vehicle for implementation of many of the Plan's
recommendations. In places, and where appropriate,
• the Master Plan proposes actions which residents or
residents, in partnership with the government, can
support to implement the Master Plan.
The Oak Park Renaissance area has numerous strong,
promising attributes that will contribute to the rapid
transformation of the neighborhood. Labeled "a diamond in the rough" by Sacramento Magazine in 2001,
the Renaissance area has unparalleled advantages as
a"Buy a Starter Home" neighborhood. It combines a
number of strong physical attributes. It is the proximity to Downtown that makes the Renaissance area
attractive. It is other major job centers like the UC Davis
Medical Center, Shriner's Hospital and McGeorge
School of Law who are pouring millions of dollars in
investment into the area. It is close to schools, and a
well-appointed community center and within short distance to public transportation. Most importantly, it is
the intrinsic qualities of an older, established neighborhood itself, its diversity of homes, its smaller scale
and its identity as a place that make it attractive.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Housing infill and rehabilitation is the single largest
opportunity for the neighborhood. While there are a
number of vacant lots and abandoned buildings in the
neighborhood, it is also the largest deterrent for investment and the reason why there are still only a few
developers and homebuilders who have built and rehabilitated homes in the Renaissance area.
â

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.2: Opportunity Sites.

In recent months there is an increased interest for infill
development on vacant lots as seen by recent lot acquisition. The recommendations summarized below are
formulated to assist homebuyers, homeowners, homebuilders, developers, and architects with the design
and building of new homes and the upgrading of existing homes in the area.
The text and illustrations in this chapter of the Master
Plan address general building principles. They draw on
a number of documents for reference, such as the Design Guidelines for Oak Park, Sacramento 1996. They
also support and affirm the Single Family Residential
Design Principles, approved by the City of Sacramento City Council in September 2000. Housing design of
the Renaissance area will utilize these guidelines and
follow the City's establishes approval processes.
The recommendations summarized in this Master Plan are
generic in intent; they do not address individual issues associated with specific sites or structures. They are specific
to the extent that they are formulated for the Oak Park
Renaissance. They generally reaffirm the already existing
guidelines, and augment them by specific recommendations applicable to the Renaissance neighborhood.
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Figure 5.1: Oak Park Renaissance - Well-Maintained Homes
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Housing Infill
•

Vacant lots and parcels with abandoned buildings form
the single largest opportunity for the Renaissance area.

•
•

•

Encourage consolidation of multiple lots to create
larger parcels for building of larger single-story
homes.

•

•

Encourage coordinated infill development on adjacent lots, with shared driveways and garages in
the rear of the lot.

•

•

Encourage development of two-story, four-bedroom homes on standard lots to bring larger homes
to the neighborhood.
On single-loaded narrow streets, like on Santa Cruz
and San Carlos Way, encourage garage additions
with added living space in the rear of the lot.

•

•

•

Encourage the continued variation in design expression and diversity, which lends visual interest,
distinctive design character, and supports the identity of the neighborhood.
Encourage the variation of building massing and
height to create variety in house plans and unit
sizes.

• • Encourage the consistent level of detailing and
building finishes that compliments the existing
homes in the neighborhood.
• Encourage the use of colors and materials that reflect neighborhood context.

â

listed recommendations.

House Additions
Enlarge homes through innovative additions/expansions.
•

Encourage second-story living space above garages with features such as balconies and windows
for direct visual access.

•

On deep lots allow additions that can be connected to the main residence by enclosed corridors or
covered porches.

•

In new construction, place active living areas at the
front of the house with windows onto the street.
Limit garage projections.
In new construction, encourage houses that employ gable roofs and a variety of faqade treatments
along the street. Encourage windows to the street
to be large, indicating openness and bringing light
to the interior.
In new construction and in remodeling encourage
use of a range of cladding materials including stucco, board siding, and, in special conditions, brick.
Encourage housing colors that avoid shrill strongtinted tones. Promote colors that are varied yet
muted in tone and that harmonize in the context
with adjacent homes.

•

ures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6: Infill Housing Prototypes, show 3-,
and 4-bedroom housing prototypes on different lots, both
single-, and two-story. Figure 5.7: Infill and Rehab Homes,
shows photos of new infill and rehabilitated homes, both in
the Oak Park Renaissance area and other Sacramento neigh-

•

borhoods, as good examples of what can be done.

Housing Rehab

•

Residences in the Oak Park Renaissance are built on
narrow lots, with minimum side and front yard setbacks
and often, simple building facades.

•

•

For upgrading of facades and front elevations,
encourage the extension of standard entryways to
create a modest front porch.

•

For new construction and major remodels, encourage the design of front porches large enough to

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.8: Fa4ade Improvements and Building Additions, which illustrates the above

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.3: Infill Strategies,
which illustrates the above listed recommendations; Fig-

accommodate people to sit and become the "eyes
on the street".
For construction of garages avoid garage doors
that dominate the main fa4ade.
Encourage detached garages located to rear of
property, tied to residences with trellis or breezeway structures.
Encourage, wherever possible, alley access to garages to help reduce the impact of garages on the
front elevation and to the street.
On adjacent lots, encourage coordinated development of shared driveways to access paired
garages.

Discourage the use of flat roofs; for roofing material encourage the use of asphalt shingles, tiles and
other materials allowed by the City.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.9: Fa4ade Improvements and Building Additions, which illustrates the above
listed recommendations.

•
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•

There are many small things that can enhance the overall appearance and perception of quality of the Oak
Park Renaissance neighborhood. While a good number of them lie within the realm of private initiatives,
others may require larger community support and education. Upgrading fences and residential lighting
including how residences are numbered are three recommendations for upgrading the neighborhood.

House Lighting
Street lighting levels in the Renaissance area, while in
conformance with City of Sacramento standards, are
perceived as low.
•

Encourage the use of light fixtures on the front
faqade, at the porch, or in the front yard area to
augment street lighting adding to the neighborhood
ambiance and increasing the perception of safety.

•

Encourage the use of fixtures that are compatible
with the architectural style of a building and are of
good quality.

Low-Arched lYrou Kh! ; r

•

Encourage the use of low-wattage fixtures with
incandescent, warm, yellow bulbs. Discourage the
. use of flood or decorative spotlights.
• For motion detectors as security lighting encourage
the use of decorative rather than utilitarian fixtures.

House Numbering
Address identification and house numbers can contribute to a consistent quality image for the neighborhood.

Wrought Iron Fence With Pilasters

•

Encourage the consistent use of house numbers
throughout the neighborhood.

•

For fence replacement encourage the creative use
of wrought iron as a fence material.

•

Encourage house numbers to be of sufficient size
and in a location on the front faqade where they
are readable from the street. Discourage illuminated house numbers.
Encourage the typeface, material and color of
house numbers to be consistent with the architectural style of the house.

•

Encourage the combination of wrought iron as a
fence material with various pilaster designs and
landscaping.
Encourage well-constructed fences in other materials such as wooden fences. Encourage the use of
hedges and other planting materials like creeping
ivy with appropriate maintenance.

•

House Fence Replacement

•

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.10: Alternative
Fence Treatment, which illustrates the above listed recom-

Fences are a key element in defining property and
delineating the public/private realm in the Oak Park
Renaissance neighborhood.

mendations.

•
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Figure 5.2: Opportunity Sites
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Figure 5.3: Infill Strategies
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Figure 5.4: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.5: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.6: Infill Housing Prototypes
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Figure 5.7: Infill and Rehab
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Figure 5.8: Facade Improvements and Building Additions
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Figure 5.9: Facade Improvements and Building Additions
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Figure 5.10: Alternative Fence Treatment
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•

Recommendations for Implementation
of Housing Development and
Improvement Programs
The Renaissance area is eligible for a variety of housing improvement and assistance programs. In particular,
there are a number of housing programs promoting
homebuyers, an essential strategy for implementing
the Renaissance Master Plan. By promoting homeownership, the goal is to minimize displacement and
gentrification. This in turn stabilizes the neighborhood,
allowing new stakeholders to invest pride and energy
into the community. In addition to homebuyer assistance programs, home rehabilitation programs are
offered by both the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency and a variety of non-profit housing
organizations including Neighborhood Housing Services, Why-Not Community Housing, and Nehemiah
Corporation.

For example, the median sales price for a home in the
Renaissance area is $75,500 and the average family
size in the area is approximately 4 persons. For lowincome families, those earning 80% of median income
or less, a family may earn up to $45,850 and still qualify for all of the SHRA homeownership and
down-payment assistance programs. Assuming a family of 4 is earning $40,000 and is accessing all available
SHRA programs to create a down-payment of $5,000
dollars, the family could afford a home priced up to
$94,607. The monthly payment in this example, including principal, interest, taxes and insurance, would be
approximately $780 , less than, or equivalent to, average rental rates in the area.
Thus, homeownership may in fact be in reach for many
renters and prospective owners in the Renaissance
area. However, greater public education about the
homeownership program and more intensive marketing of available programs is needed.

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.1: Home Buyer
Assistance Programs.

Recommendations for Home Ownership
•

Despite the availability of excellent home ownership
assistance programs, homeownership in the Renaissance area remains low. Based on the community
meetings held for this plan, it appears that there are
four major barriers to promoting home ownership in
the Renaissance area. They are vacant and abandoned
homes, illegal drug use and prostitution and a sense
of a less stable neighborhood. Recommended strategies to address them are:

2. Marketing Strategies
The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Housing
Services and SHRA should develop an intensive marketing and outreach campaign for Homebuyer and
Homeowner Improvement programs forthe Renaissance
area. The marketing effort should be promoted every 6
months, for at least a year. The targeted marketing should
focus on realtors active in the area, property owners, residents and tenants; it may also include workshops for
prospective buyers. The Renaissance Work Group and
SHRA need to lead the effort in a number of ways:
a.

1. Public Education
In 2001, the Sacramento Neighborhood Housing Services (NHS) and the Renaissance Group conducted a
door-to-door survey of residents in the Renaissance
area. The survey results indicated that 71% of the renters surveyed in the area had not purchased homes
because of insufficient income or funds for down-payment. Given the fact that rents in the Renaissance area
are generally higher than $650/month for a 2-bedroom
home, and can be as high as $1,200/ month, it appears
that there are few people who are aware that, by using
available homeownership assistance programs, combined with their monthly rent for mortgage payments,
that homeownership is possible.

b.

Maintain a list of all properties for sale, including
the names of realtors who are listing them. Provide information packages with SHRA First Time
Homebuyer Fact Sheets and a cover letter to all
realtors/owners, listing properties for sale, to increase their awareness and use of the First-Time
Homebuyer Program. This will assist realtors in
marketing a property to a potential homebuyer.
Provide a list of for-sale properties to developers
and contractors of the SHRA "Vacant and Boarded Rehabilitation List." Developers are licensed
contractors to whom SHRA will pay a developer
fee if the developer acquires and rehabilitates a
vacant property with needed repairs of at least
$15,000. Improved properties are then offered to
first-time homebuyers.

•
Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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c.

d.

Continue, in partnership with SHRA, the Renaissance Academy, the Home Loan Counseling
Center, Neighborhood Housing Services and other co-sponsors, to provide home loan counseling
information and outreach to the community.
Develop a marketing brochure with information
about housing prices, schools, and employment
centers including transportation linkages for the
Renaissance area. Include positive press articles
about the area and other information, which highlights the area as an excellent "starter" home area.

3. Improve Image Perception

•

In the March 2001 Renaissance area survey, residents
were asked: "what is the main reason why you would
not buy a home here?" The most frequent response
(31 %) was that the area "seems unsafe". Similarly, 59%
of respondents rated the condition of homes in the
area as negative, and 43% stated the overall cleanliness of the area was negative. The overall image and
the perception of the area are significant barriers to
marketing the area for homeownership. On the positive side, image improvements must be undertaken in
concert with the community through yard maintenance,
street clean-ups, and neighborhood-oriented policing.
In the same survey, 62% of respondents reported that
a positive feature of the neighborhood was "the friendliness of neighbors" and 79% reported that they would
be interested in participating in a neighborhood association.
Given this, there seems to be interest in improving the
area although resident leadership is sparse. For this
reason, the Renaissance Academy Leadership Training
Programs are an essential and pivotal strategy for image improvement and other community development
activities. The West Columbia Terrace Neighborhood
Association is one exception. This group was formed
representing the San Diego and 44th Street area. In
addition, an informal group of residents has met representing the Santa Cruz and 40th Street Area. To more
strongly support image improvement, the Renaissance
Academy once fully established may want to focus on
crime prevention, and community clean-up strategies.
a.

The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Services and SHRA should develop an initial
Leadership Training Program focusing on resident
• leadership training in crime prevention, and neigh-
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borhood clean-up. By connecting the residents
with existing community organizations such as
Cops and Coffee, and providing leadership skills,
acceptance for neighborhood image improvement
can be nurtured.
b.

c.

d.

e.

The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood services and SHRA should support the development
of a Neighborhood Association(s) to represent the
area, provide leadership and work with local government and other agencies in enforcement actions
related to code enforcement and policing, including block-by-block street clean-ups.
Through the Renaissance Academy, or similar resident leadership groups, residents should be
encouraged to participate in and coordinate with
the Neighborhood Response Team to report weed
abatement cases and cases where significant
amounts of junk and debris has collected in front,
side and visible rear yard setbacks. The Renaissance
area could also develop a form letter, seeking voluntary compliance of clear code violations and
maintain a log of properties reported, the time and
date of violation, and follow-up action.

The Renaissance Work Group, Neighborhood Services and SHRA should support neighborhood
initiated efforts related to neighborhood clean-ups
which might include:
•

A neighborhood Tool/Equipment Lending Library for persons to borrow lawn mowers,
trimmers and other equipment to assist yard
maintenance and clean-up.

•

Support a local volunteer or non-profit group,
which would do basic yard maintenance for a
reasonable fee. Consideration could be given
to developing a youth employment program to
form a yard crew.

•

Use the City sponsored curb-side clean-ups as
a catalyst for lawn maintenance and clean-up
brigades. Some areas arrange for volunteer
groups such as the Boy Scouts, or other fraternal organizations to help carry junk and debris
to the curbside.

Promote the NHS Fence Replacement Program
throughout the Renaissance area and seek voluntary compliance for demolition of dilapidated or
unsightly fences using the "neighbor to neighbor
letter". Encourage homeowners to fence side yards
and back yards up to the front of the house. Dis-
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courage continuous fencing from building faqade
^ through the front yard.
f.

Encourage organizing Neighborhood Watch programs and encourage Renaissance area residents
to attend the Neighborhood Response Team (NRT)
and Cops and Coffee to link with other image and
crime resistance community activities in Oak Park.

b.

c.

4. Strategies for Financing

As previously noted, most of the existing housing stock
is 2- bedroom, 1-bathroom. Today's primary market
demand is largely for 3- bedroom or even larger homes.
In addition, since the average family size in the Renaissance area is 4 persons, renter families who decide to
purchase a home, may move out of the area to purchase
a home more suited to their family size. Two strategies
should be considered to address this problem.

•

One strategy is to expand housing development programs to support infill with sensitively designed, larger
homes on vacant lots. SHRA has recently developed a
Single Family Lot Development program to support
production of affordable new housing on infill lots. It
offers variable levels of subsidy based on the number
of bedrooms planned for a new home. The small lot
configuration of the Renaissance area makes it difficult
to build 4-bedroom homes in a single-story configuration. What is feasible however is to build 3 or 4bedroom homes on two levels. For the Renaissance
area, consideration should be given to adding enhanced subsidy levels for second- story units. In
addition, expanded acquisition and rehabilitation programs should be considered for this area that allow for
room additions and would more strongly encourage
the purchase and expansion of existing homes. The
Flexible Property Improvement Loan, which allows
both, acquisition and rehabilitation in a single loan,
should be marketed to support purchase and rehabilitation, with the built-in possibility for home expansion.
a.

Support SHRA in implementing the Infill Housing
Construction Subsidy Program. For the Renaissance area, ensure that the subsidy supports
building of larger homes. Allow appropriate subsidy for development of two-level homes and support
sensitively designed 3 to 4-bedroom homes on the
long narrow lots in the Renaissance area.
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Consider incentives to assist'developers or owner/builders with acquiring adjacent lots to support
lot consolidation for building of larger homes. This
might require a waiver of lot merger fees from City
Planning and other forms of assistance.
Review the Flexible Rehabilitation Program to ensure that subsidy levels are adequate to support
acquisition and rehabilitation including room additions. This program is important for existing
homeowners in the Renaissance area who may
want to add a room or to realtors and other outreach parties for Homebuyer Assistance Programs
since this Rehab Program is designed to be used
in conjunction with the acquisition of an owneroccupied residence. The program has a deferred
payment option and offers additional incentives for
properties located in redevelopment areas. Assuming that at least $35,000 may be required to pay
for the addition of one bedroom and one full bath,
deferred financing may be required by coupling
the Flexible Rehabilitation Program with the Sacramento Works Program.

In addition to homebuyer programs, SHRA, Neighborhood Housing Services and other not- for-profit
corporations offer a variety of affordable rehabilitation
loan and grant programs in the Renaissance area.
â

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.2: Home Improvement Programs. This table summarizes the current programs
offered by SHRA. SHRA offers a variety of rehabilitation
programs including programs that assist with acquisition
and rehabilitation, as well as special loan and grant programs for seniors and disabled homeowners.

As noted above, a major barrier to reinvestment in the
Renaissance area is that few owners take advantage of
the available programs. This is in part related to the
low percentage of homeowners in the area (most of
the single family rehabilitation programs require owner occupancy for eligibility) and in part due to low public
awareness of the programs.
For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.3: First-Time
Homebuyer Participating Lender List, which summarizes
names and contact persons at banks and lending institutions. This list was updated in June 2002 by SHRA, which
also maintains a website for updated information.
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5. Recommendations for Implementation of
Property Improvement Programs

â

Since the Renaissance area includes a high percentage of renter-occupied, single-family homes, and since
a primary goal of the Renaissance Program is to stabilize the area through promotion of homeownership,
the Flexible Rehabilitation Program and the Sacramento Home Works Program may be particularly useful in
assisting prospective homebuyers in purchasing homes
that also need rehabilitation. Also, as noted above, it
may also be necessary to ensure that subsidy levels
are appropriate to allow for room additions that meet
current housing demand for larger units.

7. Recommendations for Rental Property
Improvement Programs

The Boarded and Vacant Unit Program has been used
with some success in the Renaissance area. Recently,
with the recommendation of the Renaissance Work
Group, the developer fee associated with this program
has been raised to serve as an additional incentive.
Periodic review of the developer incentive program
should continue to be conducted by SHRA to ensure
that the program is an adequate incentive to fix up
vacant and Boarded properties. Where appropriate,
SHRA might also consider a pilot "room expansion"
component to the Boarded and Vacant Program to
encourage well-designed bedroom additions as part
of the comprehensive rehabilitation of a property.

For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.4: Multi-Family
Property Assistance Programs.

SHRA also offers financing for improvement of rental
properties through the Multi-Family Housing Development Assistance Program. This program is generally
applicable to multi-family developments. However,
since rental units in the Renaissance area are largely
single-family, tenant- occupied homes, this program
may not be as applicable to the Renaissance area.
Nonetheless, review and marketing of this program to
property owners in the Renaissance area might be considered along with expansion of the Home
Beautification Grant or NHS Paint Program as an additional incentive to encourage small investors to
participate in improvement of their units.
â

For reference, see Appendix Two,Table 5.4: Multi-Family
Property Assistance Programs.

6. Recommendations for Education and Outreach
for Homeowner Improvement Programs

In addition, the Renaissance Work Group has been proactive in promoting property owner education and
accountability by sponsoring a special Property Management Workshop in the Renaissance area. Education
and incentives coupled with code enforcement should
be undertaken in a persistent and systematic fashion
in the Renaissance area in order to promote a changed
image.

a.

1.

The Renaissance Work Group, NHS and SHRA
should develop an intensive education and outreach
effort regarding Renaissance area Homeowner Improvement Programs. This effort should be
repeated every 6 months, for at least a year.
b. As part of the home improvement financing marketing program, highlight the Exterior
Beautification Grant program that is offered with
eligible property rehabilitation loans.
c. Consider a pilot "room expansion" subsidy component for the Renaissance area, which provides
incentives for well-designed room additions as part
of the Flexible Rehabilitation Program, Sacramento Home Works and the Boarded and Vacant
Housing Program.

There are a large number of programs available, which
are applicable to a wide variety of circumstances.
•
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2.

3.

4.

Develop and maintain an updated inventory of
rental properties and problem properties and identify owners, management contacts, addresses and
phone number (of property, owner and manager)
for use in marketing programs for property owners.
In conjunction with SHRA, develop a targeted rental rehabilitation marketing program for the
property owners of the Renaissance area.
Consider expanding the Home Beautification Grant
and/or NHS Paint Program to rental property owners
in the Renaissance area as an incentive for participation in more substantial rehabilitation programs.
Continue to sponsor, or co-sponsor, the Property
Management Workshop for landlords and managers, which should include 1- to 4-unit landlords to
keep them up-to-date on landlord tenant laws,
property management accountability, and availability of property improvement financing programs.
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5.

Support actions by the City Council and City Attorney's office to place fees and fines for
non-compliance on the owner personally, rather
than on the property. When fees and fines are levied only against the property, it inadvertently will
drive up redevelopment costs and discourage buyers from purchase and rehabilitation of a unit.

actions to reduce the costs and time associated
with these actions
•

the City will commission up to 10 house plans for
standard lot sizes found in infill areas throughout
the City which meet the City's design standards.
These plans would be pre-approved through the
design review and plan check processes and purchased at a discounted rate for property owners
who wish to use them. This program also includes
plans by infill developers that already have been
through the design review and plan check process
and wish to use the same house plan more than
once. Under this program proposed house plans
will be reviewed through a public process.

8. Recommendations for Encouraging Infill
Development
In May 2002, the City of Sacramento City Council
adopted the City's Infill Strategy. This strategy sets the
policy framework for providing incentives and removing barriers for development of housing on existing
lots in developed areas. The Infill Strategy created a
set of implementation programs such as ordinance
amendments and other incentives. The Infill Strategy
proposes a number of actions that will be of benefit to
builders and developers working in areas like the Renaissance area.

Of interest to the Renaissance area are the following
adopted programs of the Infill Strategy:
•

City-Wide Infill Coordinator In the City's budget is
a funded infill coordinator. This coordinator should
assist with promotion and marketing of infill opportunities in the Renaissance area, assist projects
through the development process, identify infill
project issues and coordinate issue resolution, including implementation of various infill incentive
programs.
Multi-departmental issues will be resolved through
an infill development cabinet, which will be made
up of representatives within each developmentrelated department assigned to specialize in infill
development issues. This Cabinet is intended to
address technical issues and identify solutions in a
timely fashion, and initiate any process changes
identified through the Cabinet under the direction

of the Infill Coordinator.
•

Streamlining for Small Development Projects Infill
projects are frequently small projects that require
higher levels of review than appear warranted given the size and scale of the project. The city's
Development Oversight Commission has developed a series of recommended streamlining

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Development of Pre-Approved House Plans for
Single-Family Infill Development In this program,

•

Fees and Fee Reductions In the targeted residential areas, including Oak Park, where goals are to
build on individual lots, research indicates that, in
order to be profitable, total fees need to be in the
range of approximately $5000 to $6000 per unit,
while the current going rate is about $14,000 per
unit. The City has several fee reduction programs:
a. Water Development Fee Waiver Since 1987, the
City of Sacramento has a program for waiving
water development fees, which are approximately $2,000 for a single-family unit or
equivalent, for small residential projects in redevelopment areas, and for small residential
projects in areas where the median age of housing was built prior to 1965. This requires a
project to be consistent with the community
plan and zoning, and to be surrounded by development on three sides which makes lots in
the Renaissance area eligible for this program.
b. Sewer Facility Fee Reduction The City also participates in the Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District (SRCSD)'s Sewer Fee Credit
Program to reduce sewer facility fees. Regional
sewer facility fees in most infill areas are currently $2300 per equivalent single- family
dwelling. The Treatment Capacity Bank allows
for the allocation of reduced fees to a limited
number of residential and non-residential development projects infill areas, including
Oak Park.

S. Master Plan Recommendations

c. Reduced Planning Entitlement Fees The Planning Division offers a 25% reduction in planning
entitlement fees for small infill projects.
d. Targeted Single-Family Fee Reduction Program
The City funded a new program ($150,000) to
support write-down of development fees in targeted residential neighborhoods to the $5000
level to leverage development. This funding is
estimated to support approximately 30 units
annually for projects of four or fewer units.
•

Exploration of Methods for Allowing Release of
Liens on Properties when Donated to Non-Profit
Developers Many infill lots are constrained because
of liens on the property, including unpaid taxes or
other fines. When these liens approach, or exceed,
the property value, it ensures that the property will
not be sold or donated and remains vacant. Properties with unpaid City fines are forwarded to the
County for collection, where they can remain unauctioned for up to seven years, remaining vacant,
blighted. These properties are referred to as nuisance lots. This program would entail working with
• the County and City Code Enforcement to address
legal and accounting issues associated with the
forgiveness or reduction of liens when property is
donated to a non-profit developer for the purpose
of developing infill housing or other communityenhancing facility.
•

Other Opportunities To be effective, SHRA should
offer additional development incentives beyond
the City's infill funding contribution. Given the
unique constraints of lot sizes in the Oak Park Renaissance area, SHRA should explore funding
pre-approved plans (two or three) for the Renaissance area that fit on small lots and capture the
historic character of the neighborhood.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Open Space, Landscape and Signage
•

Except for the Community Center with its indoor and
outdoor recreational opportunities and play areas the
Oak Park Renaissance area has no major park or open
spaces that are centrally located in the neighborhood.
Many residents have expressed the need for some
open space in the northeast portion of the neighborhood.
The Master Plan team has carefully studied the neighborhood layout including potential funding sources for
the acquisition and maintenance of a park or open
space. Near-term, funding for new parks and open
spaces in the City is limited. While there is funding available for acquisition of parkland, there is no money for
budgeting upkeep and maintenance of neighborhood
parks. For that reason the City of Sacramento Parks
and Recreation Department has developed a policy
that parks have to be 5.0 acres in size in order to serve
a larger number of park users and to become economically more viable from a maintenance point of view.

•

The City has a number of undeveloped sites planned
for parks throughout the community. However, there
is no funding identified for building and maintaining
these parks. No future park sites are currently designated in the Renaissance area. Like most infill areas
opportunities are for smaller park/ open spaces sites
that are challenging to develop and maintain. It also
may be premature to recommend a larger open space,
at a time when the neighborhood is in transition and
residents have also expressed concerns about park
security.

standard 5 acre park. Again, available funding sources
would need to be identified including mechanisms to
tap these resources. In the course of creating the Master Pan no particular location or funding sources could
be identified for such a purpose. West Columbia Terrace neighbors had expressed a keen interest in an
empty lot mid block on the west side of San Diego
Way. While this lot could be an ideal location for a pocket park, it was recently purchased for development.
The long-term vision for the Renaissance area needs
to include a vision that looks at the possibility of focusing the neighborhood inward, away from Broadway and
8th Avenue. These streets are, and will remain, major
movement corridors. In a design exercise that looked
at the "what if," the team explored the creation of an
east/west linear open space connection through the
neighborhood which could be realized by incrementally adding mid-block connections through vacant or
abandoned lots and re-orienting parcels bordering the
green zone. In its incremental nature this may, or may
not, include a narrow alley or movement lane wide
enough to accommodate access by emergency vehicles. Creating a new orientation for parcels (suitable
for larger homes) and creating the possibility for homes
to front on this green space will increase the value of
all properties tying the entire neighborhood together
into a cohesive whole.
>

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.11: Opportunities
for the Future, which illustrates this vision. Figure 5.12: Opportunities for the Future, takes a more detailed look at the
incremental steps by which such strategy could be achieved.

Recommendations for Public Landscape
Long-term there may be other opportunities available
for a park. Consideration should be given to alternative sources like Federal and State grants, State Bond
Funds, or Endowment Funds. One such opportunity
may be in the West Columbia Terrace neighborhood
on the east side of the Renaissance area where neighbors are organized in a neighborhood association with
a strong voice. Residents and neighbors have expressed a strong interest in the creation of a pocket
park or tot lot, which could be realized on a single vacant lot. With active community stewardship and an
organized neighborhood structure already in place, this
type of smaller park may be more achievable than a

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Narrow streets and small sidewalks allow for limited
landscaping in the public right-of-way. There are a
handful of streets with sidewalks that have a green
planting strip between the sidewalk and the street.
These planting strips are a great resource for "greening" the neighborhood.

Oak Park Renaissance streets are narrow streets with
narrow sidewalks and no formal street trees.
For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.13: Existing Public
Tree Landscape, showing a random pattern of public trees.
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Figure 5.11: Opportunities for the Future
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Figure 5.12: Opportunities for the Future
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Figure 5.13: Existing Public Tree Landscape
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Crape Myrtle

Sidewalk with Planting Strips

>

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.9: Existing Sidewalks with Landscape Strip, which identifies those streets

Trident Maple

where small street trees can be reintroduced. See this chapter, Figure 5.14: Proposed Public Tree Landscape, which
illustrates how the neighborhood can be transformed
through a consistent planting of trees on sidewalks with
planting strips.

The City of Sacramento, Department of Parks and Recreation Tree Services Section's Tree Planting Guide has
a tree index which identifies a number of trees suitable for planting in this landscape strip. Both, evergreen
and deciduous trees with an average height of no more
than 30 feet would be suitable for planting in the landscape strip in the Renaissance area. Out of the larger
list the Master Plan recommends three species:
Golden Rainitee

Crape Myrtle ( Lagerstroemia indica) ................ 10-30'
Trident Maple (Acer buergeranum) .................. 20-40'
Golden Raintree ( Koelreuteria paniculata) ....... 30-40'

The Tree Services Section provides these trees free.
The standard for planting these trees is one tree per lot.

•
Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Figure 5.14: Proposed Public Tree Landscape
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It is recommended that the neighbors on each street,
^ either together or individually, choose one tree type
so that uniform tree planting will give each street a
more coordinated look. Planting different colored trees
in an alternating pattern t would add visual interest
and variety.
â

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.5: Tree Source
List, which indicates which species are generally available

they are suitable for the local climate and require relatively low maintenance. From this list the small and
medium sized species are most suitable for the Renaissance area. Trees most suitable are highlighted. For
free trees, there are two programs available: the City
of Sacramento Tree Services Division Shade Tree Program and the Sacramento Shade Tree Program, offered
in collaboration by Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) and the Sacramento Tree Foundation.

through each of these respective programs
â

For reference, see Appendix Two, Table 5.5: Tree Source List.

Recommendations for Private Landscape
Front, side and rear yards offer a wonderful opportunity for landscaping and trees.
It is recommended that a planting program on private
property coupled with an establishment and maintenance period be created. There is a wide variety of
evergreen and deciduous trees available that are suitable for planting in front yards that meet the City of
Sacramento Department of Parks and Recreation Tree
Services Section requirements. There is a recommended list of trees that offer a number of choices, consistent

• with the variety and diversity of landscape expression
that make the Renaissance area unique.

The City of Sacramento Shade Tree Program will provide and plant one shade tree for each 40 feet of street
frontage within city limits, space permitting. The SMUD
Shade Tree Program will provide a free tree if the home
has an un-shaded eastern, western or southern exposure. This program provides expert advice on tree
selection and planting techniques, healthy trees from
4' to 7' tall, stakes, ties, fertilizer, and tree delivery at
no cost to the owner. Residents promise to plant and
pledge to care for the trees.
Recommendations for Oak Park Renaissance
Gateway Signage

Gateway signage creates identity.
The Broadway+Stockton Boulevard Beautification Master Plan recommends new Oak Park community
monumentation in the median of Broadway at the intersection of Martin Luther King Boulevard and
Broadway. This signage is proposed to be consistent
with community signage at the west end of Oak Park,
at Alhambra, and will form an identity for the Renaissance area as part of the larger Oak Park community.

Front Kird Landscaping

For residential areas with small lots and overhead utility wires, like in the Renaissance area, it is required that
tree species are carefully selected to thrive in small
growing spaces and still offer beauty and shade. The
City, SMUD and the Tree Foundation both offer programs for free front-yard shade trees from a list of
selected species. These species were chosen because

IH
Oak Park Mon onent Sien

•
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Additional directional signage to points of interest
• south on Martin Luther King Boulevard is also proposed. It is recommended that this signage identify
the Renaissance neighborhood in addition to destinations within it, like the Oak Park Community Center, and
other like resources. Currently the directional sign is only
proposed in one location. The Master Plan recommends
that the sign be either two-sided for people traveling
in the opposite direction or that an additional directional sign be added at the opposite side of the street.

Recommendations for Oak Park Renaissance
Street Sign Enhancements
Neighborhood identity supports and enhances a feeling of community.
As part of the larger Oak Park area, the Oak Park Renaissance area needs to define its own identity as a
neighborhood. A tool which has been successfully used
by other neighborhoods in Sacramento is the enhancement of existing street signs. Through the addition of
a wrought iron frame with a logo placed on top of the
standard street sign, the neighborhood can create its

• own identity symbol or image that best represents its
character.

Circulation and Infrastructure
Improvements
Purpose
For the Renaissance area, there are two common
streets: Broadway a community thoroughfare, and 8th
Avenue, which is the only "neighborhood" street. 8th
Avenue forms the geographic boundary to the neighborhood to the south where the majority of community
facilities available to the neighborhood are located.
8th Avenue is the only "common" neighborhood street
that connects with all other streets. It is also the only
continuous east-west neighborhood street. The street
is 34' wide; it is primarily fronted by single-family homes
on small lots, and as such, is an integral part of the
neighborhood. At the west end the Oak Park Community Center and the Fire Station form a gateway. At
the east end the old Donner School, newly renovated
for the Sacramento County Child Abuse Services forms
a gateway. Chapter 2: Existing Conditions describes in
detail how 8th Avenue has become a street for cutthrough traffic and speeding and a major impediment
for the overall health of the neighborhood. For the
overall revitalization of the Oak Park Renaissance area,
8th Avenue is the most important street to facilitate
transformation. The Master Plan recommends a number of changes as described below.
For a residential street, 8th Avenue experiences higher than normal vehicular traffic volumes. The majority
of traffic on 8th Avenue is bypassing Broadway between
MLK and Stockton Boulevard. In addition, 8th Avenue
has the highest number of accidents among local
streets in the Renaissance area with 44% of all accidents being speed-related. To enhance 8th Avenue as
a residential street and make it more like a community
main street, traffic calming measures are recommended. These will help deter cut-through traffic and
speeding.

Recommendations for 8th Avenue Speed Humps

Special Sneer Sign - A9urslml( School

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

There are three existing speed humps on 8th Avenue.
They are spaced too far apart to be effective. Drivers
speed up in between the speed humps, which are installed more than 1000 feet apart, rather than in the
recommended range of 250 to 600 feet as per the City
of Sacramento Speed Hump Program Guidelines. It is
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recommend re-spacing three existing and installing two
^ additional speed humps. New speed humps will be
placed between:
•
•

San Carlos Way and 40th Street
42nd Street and 43rd Street

Curb bulb-outs will be designed to city standard, which
will accommodate emergency vehicles turning movement and have wheelchair ramps to comply with ADA
requirements. The curb bulb-outs could also be landscaped to enhance the streetscape. To enhance the
pedestrian experience textured crosswalks are recommended in three locations: at 8th Avenue and MLK and
at 8th Avenue and la Soledad Way, in locations that
would emphasize pedestrian crossing points to the
Community Center. A third textured crosswalk would
be at 8th Avenue and San Diego Way, near the Donner School Complex.
Recommendations against Signalized
Intersection at 8th Avenue/Stockton Boulevard

Speed Humps

Recommendations for 8th Avenue Bulb-outs
A second measure for traffic calming is the installation
of corner bulb-outs at selected intersections on 8th
Avenue. Recommended locations include 8th Avenue
^ and MLK; 8th Avenue and La Solidad Way; 8th Avenue
and Santa Cruz Way; 8th Avenue and 42nd Street, and
8th Avenue and San Diego Way. The City has a number of standards for bulb-outs. The bulb-outs
recommended for 8th Avenue should be pedestrianfriendly, with trees as landscape features. They will
transform 8th Avenue into a neighborhood street. The
advantages of the corner bulb-outs are:

•

Reduce pedestrian crossing distances;

•
•
•

Make pedestrian crossing points more visible;
Prevent vehicles from passing that are turning;
Do not slow down emergency vehicles.

The existing intersection at 8th Avenue and Stockton
Boulevard is unsignalized. Vehicles on 8th Avenue waiting to turn onto Stockton are experiencing delays and
poor level of service in the PM peak hour. Although
the signal warrant is met in the PM peak hour, there is
concern that the improvement in traffic operations
would attract more vehicles on 8th Avenue. It is recommended that the City should continue to monitor
the intersection after the implementation of the traffic
calming measures such as speed humps and curb bulb
outs on 8th Avenue. The goal is to reduce shortcutting
traffic on 8th Avenue. If these measures are successful,
traffic volumes and cut through traffic should be reduced and the signal requirement at the intersection
of 8th/Stockton may not be necessary.
Since the number of pedestrians crossing at this intersection is low, it does not warrant a pedestrian signal.
However, at the corner of 8th and Stockton Boulevard,
the "No Parking Red Zone" on 8th Ave should be extended in length to approximately 50 feet to improve
sight distances and pedestrian safety.
Recommendations for Speed Lumps on 40th
Street, South of 8th Avenue

CirY of Davis - Curb Bulb-Out

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

To remedy speeding and cut-through traffic in the
neighborhood, the Master Plan team has worked closely with Public Works and recommends additional
improvements for traffic calming on 40th Street, south
of 8th Avenue. 40th Street South is an emergency response route for the Fire Department. Speed humps
are prohibited; instead speed lumps are recommended which have a similar traffic-calming effect. Costs for
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•

the installation of speed lumps are not included in the
Renaissance area improvements cost estimate.
Recommendations for Pedestrian Crosswalk at
Broadway/44th Street
Pedestrian counts on Broadway indicate that approximately 66 pedestrians/hour jay-walk at 44th Street, in
front of the Food Source. People jay-walk instead of
using the existing marked crosswalk at 43rd Street, which
shows 22 pedestrians crossing during the PM peak hour.
It is recommended that a new crosswalk be installed at
44th Street to facilitate pedestrian access to the Food
Source. The crosswalk marking will be implemented
according to the city standard for a triple-four crosswalk.

Figure 5.17: Long-term Improvements, which summarizes
all recommended changes.

Recommendations for Sidewalks Improvements
As described in Chapter 2: Existing Conditions, there
are portions of sidewalks that are missing or incomplete sections that may have been "annexed" by
adjoining property owners. These conditions contribute to a bad neighborhood image. They exist at:

•

The corner of San Jose/7th Ave - retaining wall of
property disrupts continuity of sidewalk.

•

Along La Solidad Way - east sidewalk is missing, with
a potential property intrusion into the public ROW.
At the corner of San Jose Way/Santa Rosa Ave no sidewalk.
8th Avenue/San Jose - property fence line creates
an inconsistent and narrow sidewalk path.

•
•

â
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Crosswalk Improvements

Recommendations for Refuge Island at
Broadway/44th Street
A pedestrian refuge island could be installed at the
existing two-way-left turn lane location. Pedestrian refuges or slow points are small islands in the middle of
the street which serve to narrow vehicle travel lanes.
They can be installed either at intersections or at midblock. Slow points are used to enhance pedestrian
crossing points and provide a visual narrowing along
the roadway. Depending on their location, they may
also result in small to moderate traffic speed reductions. This particular recommendation needs to be
coordinated with the Broadway + Stockton Boulevard
Master Plan Street Beautification measures. The feasibility of constructing the island will be examined in
detail during the design stage.
>

For reference, see this chapter, Figure 5.15: Pedestrian Circulation Improvements. See also Figure 5.16: 8th Ave.
Improvements, which illustrates the proposed changes, and

For reference, see Appendix One, Figure 2.10: Sidewalk Issues.

It is recommended that the Department of Public Works
pursue constructing these sidewalks to provide continuity for pedestrian movement.
In addition, the streetlight pole located in the middle
of the sidewalk on Santa Rosa Avenue should be relocated by the City Public Works Department to meet
ADA requirements and not impede pedestrian flow.
Sidewalks damaged by tree roots intrusion should be
remedied to improve pedestrian flow; for example on
43rd Street.
Recommendations for Drainage Improvements
Existing surface drainage throughout the Renaissance
area appears adequate in the majority of locations.
Pavement surfaces are generally in good condition, with
minimal areas of ponding at the roadway surface. Areas of root intrusion from curbside trees have deformed
gutter slopes in select locations. Many drainage inlets
at curb returns are substandard drop inlets with grates
that collect leaves and other debris that could become
blocked and create drainage problems. This, however,
can be remedied by implementing a regular street
sweeping program and/or curbside recycling of leaves
and yard waste. Installation of traffic calming devices
such as 'bulb-outs', cul-de-sacs, and traffic islands may

•
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Figure 5.15: Pedestrian Circulation Improvements
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Figure 5.16: 8th Avenue Improvements
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Figure 5.17: Long-Term Improvements
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affect surface drainage and may require the relocation
• and/or addition of drainage inlets. This needs to be
studied further in the detailed design stage.
Recommendations for Electrical/Telephone/
Cable Improvements
Under-grounding of electrical utilities would result in
lower maintenance costs for the various utility companies and create a more visually pleasing environment.
Major issues to undergrounding are that construction
costs are high; streets may have to be rehabilitated
and repaved, and it would require major coordination
between three different utility providers. Construction
costs could be offset by creation of an assessment district which would fund community improvements that
are beneficial to the entire neighborhood. However,
given the composition of houses in the Oak Park Renaissance Area, this would prove difficult at this time.

Recommendations for Street Light
Improvements

•

The long-term Master Plan recommendation suggests
replacing the existing post top cobra overhead lights
with pedestrian street lights like the Oak Park-style,
acorn City standard street lighting. Painted mint green
to match the street lights in other Oak Park neighborhoods, 8th Avenue could be the first street for such
change in light fixtures. Fixture replacement costs, at
today's costs, are $ 6,500 per fixture. There are other
appropriate fixtures and the City has a number of allowable standards available that would enhance the
neighborhood streetscape. They should also be considered when choosing new light fixtures.
Recommendations for Pavement improvements
on 6th Avenue at 42nd Street
The unpaved status of 6th Avenue at 42nd Street creates an unsightly condition. The Master Plan
recommendation is to resurvey and define the 40 ft
right-of-way of the street, which meets the City's standards for a residential street, with a rolled curb and
sidewalks on both sides.

The City's Department of Public Works has acknowledged the neighborhood's concern over low light levels
from existing street lights. While there are periodically
burnt-out lenses in existing fixtures which require replacement and maintenance, light levels in the Oak Park
Renaissance meet the City's Illumination Standards for
residential streets. The City's Public Works Street Maintenance Division is responsible for maintaining fixtures.

6th Avenue at 42nd Street

Recommendations for Signage Improvements

Acorn-Sh.le Street Light

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

A number of signs in the Renaissance area have been
identified as needing correction. The Master Plan recommendation is to re-install the existing two-direction
warning sign at the T-intersection of 6th Ave and San
Diego Way and raise it to a height where it can be
seen above a parked car. Alternatively, a no-parking
red curb could be installed to prohibit parking in front
of the sign.
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5. Master Plan Recommendations

Recommendations for the Future Removal of
Billboards
Billboards in or at the edge of a residential neighborhood are a huge image issue. There are three locations
with billboards on private properties at the edge of
the Renaissance area, on Broadway, between MLK and
Stockton Boulevard.

Two-Direction Warning Sign Blocked by Parked Car

On 6th Avenue at La Soledad a red diamond sign has
been utilized to indicate a two-direction warning sign.
The Master Plan recommendation is to remove the sign
and replace it with a standard warning sign.

Billboard at MLK and Broadway

Incorrect Warning sign for nro-direction traffic

There are Bike Lane signs on Broadway that need to
be replaced, identifying Broadway as a designated bike
route.

Billboard at Broadway and San Carlos

Wrong Bike Route Sign

Billboard at Brnadirac and San Jose

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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5. Master Plan Recommendations

The challenges for removal of billboards are significant.
Removing privately owned or leased billboards, which
is

produce significant revenue for the property owner, is
difficult, as there exists substantial protection under
Federal and State law. Typically it requires negotiations
with property owners or leasers and finding appropriated new locations for billboard signage. The long-term
Master Plan recommendation is to monitor billboard
leases and the properties on which they occur. All three
sites are important candidate infill sites for housing with
ground floor office/commercial which should be developed as such.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Figure 2.1: Existing Buildings
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Figure 2.2: Building Conditions
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Figure 2.3: Vacant Lots/Abandoned Buildings
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Figure 2.4: Owner/Renter Occupied
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Figure 2.5: Fence Treatment
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Figure 2.6: Building Style
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Figure 2.7: Building Height
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Figure 2.8: Existing Public Tree Landscape
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Figure 2.9: Existing Sidewalks with Landscape Strip
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Figure 2.10: Sidewalk Issues
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Figure 2.11: Parking and Access issues
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Figure 2.12: Pedestrian Circulation Issues
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Figure 2.13: Miscellaneous Traffic and Circulation Issues
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Figure 2.14: Visual Conditions Raising Concerns
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Table 1.1: Broadway-Stockton Special Planning District Overlay Standards
LOCATION

•

MAXIMUM

MIN/MAX YARD

HEIGHT

MAXIMUM

REQUIREMENTS

LOT

MINIMUM LOT AREA

DU/NA

COVERAGE
FRONT

SIDE

REAR

Broadway (includes properties located off Broadway within SPD)
Alhambra to 33rd

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

(e)

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

33`d to 35"

35'

0' Min
(c)

0' Max

(e)

(e)

1,200 SF
(f)

36`" to MLK

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

(e)

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20'/10'
Min (a)

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

MLK to Stockton

Stockton Boulevard (includes properties located off Stockton within SPD)
2"d to Broadway

75'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20'/35'
Min (b)

(e)

500 SF
(f)

35,

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

70%

1 , 200 SF
(f)

9'h to 12" Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

16'
Max

20' Min

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

12`" to 15'" Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

16'
Max

20' Min

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

16`" to 22nd Avenue

35'

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

70%

1,200 SF
(f)

22"a Avenue to
L emon Hill

35

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

e
( )

(e)

0' Min
(c)

(e)

20' Min

(e)

(e)

Broadway
Avenue
•

to

9th

Lemon Hill to 65th
S treet
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

45' (d)

20' minimum rear setback for commercial uses, 10' minimum for residential
20' rear setback at for buildings up to 45' in height and 35' rear setback for buildings over 45' in height
Front yard setbacks should be consistent with those of adjacent or nearby properties. The front yard
setback will be reviewed as a part of the Design Review Process.
The Planning Commission may approve a Special Permit for additional height.
Refer to Section 17.60.020 of this Title.

(f)

These densities only apply to C-1 and C-2 zoned properties, refer to Section 17.60.020 of this Title for all
other zones.
General Notes
The Zoning Ordinance must be used for all other development standards and procedural re q ui
rements.
du/na = dwelling units per net acre
SF = square feet

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 1.2: 2000 Census Data - Age Breakdown and Race
2000 Census - Age Breakdown
CT 28
Total population

Census Tract
City of Sacramento
28
#
%
#
3,510
100 407.018
100

Under 5 years
5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years

303
449
373

8.61
12.81
10.6

29.066
32.864
31,465

7.1
8.1
7.7

15 to 19 years
20 to 24 years

333
223

9.5
6.4

29.863
30,195

7.3
7.4

125 to 34 years

475

13.51

61321

15.6

135 to 44 years

472

13.4

61,483

15.1

45 to 54 years

348

9.9

52,118

12.8

155 to 59 years

81

2.3

16,783

4.1

160 to 64 years

100

2.8

13,417

3.3

165 to 74 years

184

5.2

23.052

175 to 84 years

5.7

123

3.5

17.312

4.3

46

1.3

6.079

1.5

26.6

(X)

32.8

X

185 years and over

!Median age (years)

2000 Census Data
Census Tract
Race alone or in combination with one or more othe r
28
races

•

#

1

White
885
Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian
536
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
Some other race
Hispanic or Latino (of any race)

27
851
1,234

ITotal population

3.510

°i°
25.2
37.6
4.4
15.3
0.8
24.2
35.2

1,320 1
1531

(a)

City of
Sacramento

#
214,140
70.218
11.303
77,008
6,833
55,857
87,974
407,018

°i°
52.6
17.3
2.8
18.9
1.7
13.7
21.6
(a)

(a) Percentages do not add to 100% since a person may be of any race and also of Hispanic
descent.
IDETAILED RACE - 2000

One race
White
730
Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian
499
Asian Indian
'Chinese
6
Filipino
33
!Japanese
12
Korean
5
!Vietnamese
33
10therAsian
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
Native Hawaiian
'Guamanian or Chamorro
Samoan
5
Other Pacific Islander 2
Some other race
Two or more races

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Census Tract
28
3,264
1,207
87
1

4091
18
1
3
9
723
246

93
20.8
34.4
2.5
14.2
0
0.2
0.9
0.3
0.1
0.9
11.7
0.5
0
0.1
0.1
0.3
20.6
7

City of
Sacramento
380,940
196,549
62.968
5.300
67 . 635
4,944
19,425
8.515
6.642
815
6.171
21,123
3.861
312
276
771
2.502
44,627
26,078

93.6
48 . 3
15 . 5
1.3
16 . 6
1.2
4.8
2. 1
1.6
0.2
1.5
5.2
0.9
0. 1
0. 1
0.2
0.6
11
6.4

19
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Table 1.3: 2000 Census Data - Households by Type

2000 Census Data
Households by Type

Census Tract
28

Total households
Family households (families)
With own children under 18 years
Married-couple family
With own children under 18 years
Female householder, no husband present
With own children under 18 years
Nonfamily households
Householder living alone
Householder 65 years and over
Households with individuals under 18 years
Households with individuals 65 years and over
Average household size
Average family size

City of
Sacramento

1,021
721
424
341
205
305
185
300
233
110

100
70.6
41.5
33.4
20.1
29.9
18.1
29.4
22.8
10.8

154,581
91,137
46,652
59,302
28,093
23,790
14,536
63,444
49,542
14,192

100
59
30.2
38.4
18.2
15.4
9.4
41
32
9.2

510
283

50
27.7

52,798
34,169

34.2
22.1

3.41
4.07

(X)
(X)I

--7

2.57
3.35

•
Table 1.4: 2000 Census Data - Households by Type

2000 Census Data
Housing Occupancy
Total housing units
Occupied housing units
Vacant housing units
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional use
Rental vacancy rate (percent)
Homeowner vacancy rate (percent)
2000 Census Data
Housing Tenure

Census Tract
28
#
1,159
1,021
138
7
7.4
6.1

Average household size of owner-occupied unit
Averaae household size of renter-occupied unit
Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

%
#
100 163,957
88.1 154,581
11.9
9,376
0.6
629
(X)
5.4
(X)
2

Census Tract
28
#

Occupied housing units
Owner-occupied housing units
Renter-occupied housing units

1,021
458
563
2.88
3.83

City of
Sacramento

%

City of
Sacramento
#

100 154,581
44.9 77,514
55.1
77,067
(X)
(X)

%
100
94.3
5.7
0.4
(X)
(X)

2.65
2.5

%

100
50.1
49.9
(X)
(X)

20
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Table 4.1: Population Projections

Population Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

SACOG Region
Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento and
Broadwa y

2000

2010

1,634,800
1,203,900
404,700
77,336

2,008,835
1,431,500
469,900
78,224

%
chan g e
22.9%
18.9%
16.1%
1.1%

2020
2.295,953
1,620,933
511,000
78974

% change
14.3%
13.2%
8.7%
1.0%

Table 4.2: Housing Projections

Housing Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

SACOG Region
Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento and
Broadwa y

2000

2010

635,718
472,322
162,530
32,208

790.365
566,270
188,715
32,412

%
change
24.3%
19.9%
16.1 %
0.6%

2020
907,417
643,942
205,221
32,628

% change
14.8%
13.7%
8.7%
0.7%

•
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Table 4.3: Employment Projections - 2000 to 2020

Employment Projections - 2000 - 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments

SACOG Region
Sacramento County
City of Sacramento
East Sacramento

2000

2010

735,574
531,589
258,140
55,665

939,506
653,401
310,363
62,839

%
2020
change
27.7% 1,112,560
22.9% 1 754,925
20.2%-1 357,085
12.9%
69,203

% change
18.4%
15.5%
15.1%
10.1%

Table 4.4: Employment Projections by Major Category

Employment Projections by Major Category 2000 to 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments
East Region
Total
% by

Retail Retail
2000 2020
4,721 5,143
8.5% 7.4%

Category

Office Office Med. Med Educ. Educ. Man=f Man=f' Other Other
2000
2020 2000 2020 2000 2020 20002020' 2000 1 2020
11,907 18,132 17,085 17,250 5,610 5,635 3,388:t 3,867:12,954 19,176
21.4% 26.2% 30.7% 24.9% 10.1% 8.1%

•

6.1

23.3%1-27.7%

Table 4.5: Jobs Housing Balance

Jobs Housing Balance 2000 to 2020
Source: Sacramento Area Council of Governments
2000 2000 2000
2010
Units Jobs Ratio
Units

2010
Jobs

SACOG Region

635,718 735,574

1.2

790,365

Sacramento County
City of Sacramento

472,322 531,589
162,530 258,140

1.1
1.6

566,270 653,401
188,715 310,363

East Sacramento and
Broadway

32,208

55,665

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

1.7

32,412

939,506

62,839

2010
Ratio

2020
Units

2020
Jobs

2020
Ratio

1.2 907,417 1,112,560

1.2

1.2 643,942
1.6 205,221

754,925
357,085

1.2
1.7

69,203

2.1

1.9

32,628
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Table 4.6: Real Estate Analytics

Real Estate Analytics- Housing Information Services for the Renaissance Area
1995-2001
Month

Median Number Square
Price of Sales Footage

Number o
Bedrooms

Baths

Market
Days

Price/ Square
Foot

2001
9

$93,000

5

900

2.4

1

78.2

8

$85,000

9

967

2.56

1.22

62.8

$85.23

7

$60,000

3

933

2

1

77

$66.67

6

$87,475

4

900

2

1

17.3

$92.34

5

$89,000

5

840

2

1.2

53.8

$83.26

$111.68

4

$63,750

6

900

2.67

1.17

67.3

$81.64

3

$44,500

4

950

2.25

1.5

9.3

$60.73

2

$31,620

1

1,000

2

1

105

$31.62

1

$55,000

7

986

2.57

1.29

116.9

$65.00

$75,256

44

930

2.36

1.18

65.7

$80.24

12

$35,500

3

767

2.33

1.33

43.7

$64.58

11

$67,750

2

950

3

1.5

79.5

$70.56

2000

•
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Table 4.6 - Continued
•

Real Estate Analytics- Housing Information Services for the Renaissance Area
1995-2001
Month Median Numbe r Square
Number o
Baths
Marke t Price/ Square
Price of Sales Footage
Bedrooms
Days
Foot
10

$49,980

1

1,000

3

2

214

9

$31,250

2

950

2

1

82

$33.95

8

$40,950

4

900

2.75

1.25

85.3

$47.85

1,100

3

2

145

$50.00

867

2

1

27

$74.84

1.5

112.5

$42.18

$49.98

7

$55,000

1

6

$53,000

3.

5

$53,500

2

1,250

3.5

4

$48,000

2

800

2

1

88.5

$58.89

3

$32,000

5

940

2.4

1.2

72.4

$40.67

2

$48,900

1

900

2

1

109

$54.33

1

$60,000

3

1,200

3

1

455.7

$47.83

$49,794

29

955

2.55

1.24

119.8

$52.48

12

$28,000

1

1,300

3

1

1

$21.54

11

$69,950

5

1,340

2.4

1.4

172

$73.40

10

$75,000

3

1,267

2.67

1.67

244

$56.98

1999

•

9

$30,700

4

950

2.25

1

201

$56.37

8

$21,500

1

900

2

1

151

$23.89

7

$41,500

9

1.078

2.56

1.33

58.9

$40.99

6

$31,500

1

700

2

1

17

$45.00

4

$20,750

6

617

1.83

1

127.8

$151.57

3

$18,500

1

1,100

2

1

11

$16.82

2

$24.250

3

1,167

2.67

1.33

49.3

$23.31

1

$50,000

1

800

2

1

109

$62.50

$51,078

35

1,029

2.34

1.23

118

$65.18

$40.92

1998
11

$47,250

4

1,250

3.25

2

211.3

10

$39,500

2

1,050

2

1

43.5

$38.59

9

$20,000

3

867

2.67

1

144.7

$26.51

8

$18.000

3

933

2.33

1.33

43.3

$38.75

7

$19,900

1

800

2

1

55

$24.88

5

$27.500

1

600

2

1

11

$45.83

4

$16.500

2

800

2

1

100

$20.63

2

$19,500

3

900

2.67

1.33

117

$22.01-

1

$21,250

2

850

2

1

157.5

$24.83

$29,734

21

948

2.48

1.29

115.6

$31.63
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Table 4.6 - Continued

Real Estate Analytics- Housing Information Services for the Renaissance Area
1995-2001
Month

Median Numbe r Square
Price of Sales Footage

Number o
Bedrooms

Baths

Marke t
Days

Price/ Square
Foot

1997
12

$19,000

11

864

2.73

1.36

275.8

$36.68

11

$41,750

4

1,175

3

1.25

144

$38.69

10

$59,000

1

1,000

3

1

136

$59.00

8

$40,000

1

900

2

1

84

$44.44

7

$85,950

2

1,900

4

1.5

128

$45.24

6

$15,000

3

700

1.67

1

18.3

$24.23

1

2,100

3

2

582

$38.10

1,048

2.74

1.3

205.3

$37.52

5

$80,000
$41,583

23

1996
12

$33,750

2

950

2

1.5

111

$35.00

11

$42,000

1

1,200

3

2

119

$35.00

10

$27,000

5

1,000

2.6

1.2

217.6

$33.02

9

$22,000

1

900

3

2

107

$24.44

8

$33,500

2

1,000

1.5

1.5

136

$33.50

6

$53,250

2

950

3

1

208

$55.97

5

$23,900

1

800

2

1

205

$29.88

4

$18,500

3

933

2.33

1

342.3

$18.57

3

$28.000

1

1,000

3

1

816

$28.00

2

$31,500

2

900

2.5

1

376.5

$33.75

1

1,100

3

2

26

$16.36

971

2.48

1.29

240.5

$31.95

1

$18,000
$31.186

21

1995
12

$22,500

2

950

1.5

1.5

47.5

$22.50

10

$30,150

4

450

3

1

318.3

$13.59

7

$48,000

2

1,350

3

1.5

76.5

$32.56

5

$31,000

3

1,100

3

1.33

166.3

$36.60

3

$27,250

1

8,100

2

1

65

1

$3.36

$46,000

1

1,100

2

1

94

$41.82

2.62

1.23

167.6

$24.57

$35,273

13

1,454

$49.663

$0

10.41
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Table 4.7: Comparative Market Demographic Data for Selected Intersections

COMPARATIVE MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR SELECTED INTERSECTIONS
0.5 and 1 mile radii from intersection
Distance (Miles):

Center: Martin Luther King
Jr. and Broadwa y
0.5
1
Total

%

Center: Alhambra and
Broadway
0.5
1

Total

Tota l

5,21
8,781
8,26

6,131
6,32
6,01

%

Total

Center: Stockton and
Broadwa y
0.5
I
1
Total

%

^ Total

POPULATION
1990 Population
1999 Population
12004 Population

8,621 1
10,05 3^
9,860

3,89
5,06
23,921

7,91
9,13
8,94

4,16
8,15
p7,77

GE
Ages 0-17
ges18-34
Ages 34-54

3501 134.80%
2215 22.10%
2527I25.10%

9222 34.80% 186 9.60°/
616 22.10% 165.' 6.00°/
752125.10% 1781 8.10°/

602q,29.60%. 271 9.70°/
648 26.00°/ 1861 ^20.30°/
758 28.10°/ 2390 26.20%1

906

0.29

587
719

0.20
0.26

Population over 54

1811I 17.90% 1

5861 17.90%

4961 16.200/1 2169F3.60%1

601

0.23

1021 16.200/1

RACE
White
Black

•

3,132i31.20% 11,76 31.20% 2,955 46.70% 13,98146.70°/ 3,92 t2.90%111,791
6,730 31.50% 1.248 19.70% 4,175 19.7O0/ 2,176123.80% 1 6.31
36 1.40°/
7 1.20%
32 1.20°/
9 1.10%
391

42.900/61

American Indian

3,163I31.50%
141 1 1.40%

sian
ther
Hispanic

2.357l23.40% 5.601 23.40°/ 1,21 19.30% 3,95 19.30%1 1,894 20.700
1,260^12.50% 4,31 12.50°/
820 13.109/61 2,621 13.10% 1,04 11.50%
3.23 2.20% 10,418^ 32.20°/ 2.12; 3.50°/ 6.8891 33.50% 2,622128.70%

5.56

20.70%

4.08
9,97

11.50%
28.70%

1999 Households

3,11

9,72

2,48

10,71

3.23

9,331

1999 Families

5,7561
9,60

1.301
2,37

5,08
10,30

1,76

004 Households

1.91
3,07

3,19

5,66
9,26

004 Families

1,889^

5,684

1,24

4.88

1,74

5,61

15231 49.00%

4332I49.00°/

112

Income 25-40 K

601II 19.30%

18831 19.30%

Income 40-75K

67

1.60%

Income 75-100 K

23

23.80%
1.10%

HOUSEHOLDS

INCOME
Income 0-25K

ver 100 K

5.10%

4266 45.10% 141

3.80%

409

0.43

534 1.50%

2220 21.50%

66

0.60%

187

0.20

2270121.60%

52

1.40%

2730 21.40%

80

5.00%

229

0.2

7.70%

866 7.70%

20

8.10%

105

8.10%

267 8.30%

82

0.08

77) 2.50%

3761 2.50%

10

4.10%

441 4.10%

80 2.40%

234

0 . 02

ILABOR FORCE
Population Age 16+
Labor Force
Employment Status:
Unemployed

6,87

20,3991

4,62

19,60

6 ,68

19,91
3.625I
11.1971
2,752
12,77
3 ,48
10 , 90
341 9.40%
9551 9.40% 23 8.50%
799 8.50% 198 5.70%
95
I

5.70%
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Table 4.7 - Continued
•

COMPARATIVE MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR SELECTED INTERSECTIONS
IN OAK PARK 0.5 and I mile radii from intersection )
Center: Martin Luther King
Jr. and Broadway
Distance (Miles):

Center: Alhambra and I Center: Stockton and
Broadway
Broadway

0.5
Tota I

Employment Status:
In Armed Forces

1

Employment Status:
Not In Labor Force

3,24

0.5
%

Total

0.30%

Total

161 0.30°/

9,20

0.5
Total

4 0.10%

1,87 1

Total I

26

0.10°/d

6,82

% I Total

3 0.10°/d

3,20

1 61- 0.10°/d

9,00

EMPLOYMENT
Occupation: Exec

32

9.90°/

Occupation:
Professional
Occupation:

47

14.40°/

echnicians

131

91

4.20%

9.90°/

23

9.500/

1,18

9.50°/

1,534 14.40°/

41

16.40°/

2,41

16.40°/

4.20°/

8

3.50%

44

3.50%

17

22

8.90%

1,001

8.90°/

27

34

331 1 10.10%

94 8 10.100/
1
41 1 12.600/1 1,30 12.60°/
5.309/

1I

381 1

5.30%

81

8.20%

Occupation: Sales

271

79

8.50°/

Occupation: Clerical

631 19.30°/ 2,06

19.30°/

581 23.200 6

2,53

23.20°/

60 18.300/1 1,90

18.30°/

Occupation: Priv Hhd

0.30%

5

0.30°/

0.30°/

5

0.30°/

0.00°/

4

0.00°/

1.50°/

12

1.50°/

1.20%

16

1.20%

0.90°0

14

0 . 90%

19.80% 1,82

19.80°/

2,02

15.90%

1 1,78

17.70%

8.50%

cc
ccupation:
Protective Services

4

2

ccupation: Services

64

ccupation: Primary

10

3.10°/

44

3.100 /

ccupation:
Production
ccupation:
erators
ccupation: Materials

251

7.70%

86

7.70%

20

11

3.50°/

36

3.50%

12

3.90%

39

ccupation: Laborers

131

4.00%

50

39 15.9
72 2.90°/

2

580 1 7

301

2.90°/

9

2.80%

47

2.80°/

8.30°/

77

8.30%

30

9.10%

78

9 . 10%

9

3.60°/

34

3.60%

12

3.70%

382

3 . 70°/

3.90%

81

3.20°/

32

3.20%

17

5.40%

41

5.40%

4.00°/

7

3.10°/

38

3.10%

19

5.90%

55

5.90%

HOUSING
UNITS
otal Dwellings
(1999)

3.50

Owner-Occupied
Dwellings ( 1999)

1,231 35.20% 4.36

Renter-Occupied
Dwellings (1999)

1,881 53.70% 5,361 53.70% 1,689 59.40°

10,78

2.843
35.20%

79 27.909 /

11,83 1

3,50

10 , 21

4,05

27.90% 1,46 41.80% 4 , 50

41 . 80%

6,65

59.40% 1,77 50.70% 4 , 82

50 . 70%

ource: Applied Geographic Solutions, Thousand Oaks. CA

alues are calculated by selecting all the block groups whose
center is within the given radii. Values include only data for
Sacramento County.
A ll
information contained in this demographic report has been provided by a source other than the SacSites team and
although represented by its source
to be reliable, such demographic information is not guaranteed and should be
independently verified.
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Table 5.1: Home Buyer Assistance Programs

Home Buyer Assistance Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible
Properties

Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

First-Time Homebuyer Program
The First-Time
Homebuyer Program
(FTHB) is designed to
provide low-income
homebuyers with down
payment and closing
cost assistance on
home purchases within
the City and County of
Sacramento.

•

Property must
meet
minimum
housing
quality
standards
Appraised
value may not
exceed the
HUD 203(b)
mortgage limit
for the area,
currently
$253,650.
Properties
that are
tenantoccupied as
of the date of
the purchase
offer are not
eligible

Deferred payment
loan secured by a
deed of trust
No interest is
charged on this
loan
Thirty ( 30) year
loan term, or due
upon sale or
transfer of the
property
Assistance is
calculated at four
percent (4%) of the
lesser of the sales
price or appraised
value of the
property maximum
assistance is
$5,000
Funds may be
used to pay up to
50% of the buyer's
down payment and
the remainder may
be used to pay the
buyer's customary
closing costs

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

First-time
homebuyers
(have not owned
and occupied a
home as a
principal
residence within
the preceding
three years) who
are:
are able to
qualify for a loan
to purchase the
home
attend
homebuyer
training classes
will live in the
home being
purchased

Low-income
households with
income less than
or equal to
eighty percent
(80%) of the
area median
income adjusted
for household
size. Current
income limits
are:
1-person
$32,100
2-person
$36,650
3-person
$41,250
4-person
$45.850
5-person
$49,500
6-person
$53,150

To apply for the
program, please
contact any of
our participating
lenders. For
additional
information
please call (916)
264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Division

1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814
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Table 5.1 - Continued

•

Home Buyer Assistance Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible
Properties

Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Same as Above

Same as Above

Homebuyer Assistance Program (HAP)
The Homebuyer
Assistance
Program (HAP)is
designed to
provide lowincome
homebuyers with
down payment
and closing cost
assistance on
home purchases
within the City
limits of
Sacramento.

Single family
homes Appraised
value may not
exceed the HUD
203(b) mortgage
limit for the area,
currently
$253,650.
Properties that
are tenantoccupied as of
the date of the
purchase offer
are not eligible

A grant which
does not need to
be repaid with a
maximum
assistance is
$2,500 which may
be used to pay up
to 50% of the
buyer's down
payment and the
remainder may be
used to pay the
buyer's customary
closing costs

•

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Homebuyers who
are able to qualify
for a loan to
purchase the
home
attend homebuyer
training classes if
they are a firsttime homebuyer
will live in the
home being
purchased
are defined as
low-income households with
income less than
or equal to eighty
percent (80%) of
the area median
income adjusted
for household
size.
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Table 5.2: Home Improvement Programs

Home Improvement Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Program

Eligible
Properties

Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Home buyers
whose income
exceeds 80% of
median income,
and who are not
first time home
buyers

Up to 115% of
median income
as adjusted by
household size.

To apply for the
program, please
contact any of our
participating
lenders. For
additional
information
please call (916)
264-1500,
SHRA Loan
Processing
Division
1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814

Target Area Home Buyer Program
Expanded
program benefits
to encourage
home ownership
in target areas
including Oak
Park.

Single family
homes in
Oak Park
Del Paso Heights
Franklin
Boulevard
North
Sacramento
Southside Park

assistance is 5%
of the sales price
up to $5,000
30-year deferred
payment loan,
due upon sale or
refinance
5% interest rate
higher income
limits - 115% of
area median
buyers do not
need to be firsttime homebuyers
(income tax
returns not
required)
45-year regulatory
agreement,
removed if
recapture
(principal and
accrued interest)
is paid upon sale.

•
Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 5.2 - Continued

0

Home Improvement Programs
offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Terms
Eligible
Income Limits
Eligible
Income Limits
Applicants

Contact

Applicants

Housing Choice Voucher (Section 8) Homeownership Program
Qualified
Sacramento
Housing Authority
Housing Choice
Voucher Program
participants and
Public Housing
Residents are
now able to use
the Housing
Choice Voucher
to assist them in
paying their own
mortgage.

N/A

Selected and
approved
applicants must:
Attend a Housing
Choice Voucher
Homeownership
Orientation.
Successfully
complete a
homeownership
counseling
program
approved by
SHRA and pay a
deposit of $200.
Purchase a home
within 6 months of
the time your
homeownership
voucher is issued.
Submit a sales
agreement to
SHRA for
approval.
Allow SHRA to
inspect the home
you choose to buy
to assure that it
meets Housing
Quality Standards
and pay for an
independent
inspection
covering major
building systems
of the unit.
Enter into a
written agreement
with SHRA to
comply with all of
its obligations
under the
Housing Choice
Voucher program,
including
Homeownership
Program.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

You must be a
first time
homeowner or
have not have an
ownership interest
in any home
within the past 3
years.

You must meet
income and
employment
requirements.
Annual earned
(not TANF or
unemployment)
income of $10,
300 is required
and you must
have been
continuously
employed for at
least 12 months.
Elderly or
disabled families
can have Social
Security or SSI
income counted
toward the
earned income
requirement and
there is no
continuous
income
requirement.
You must pay off
all debts you owe
to any housing
authority. SHRA
will not enter into
any repayment
agreements for
amounts owed.

To apply for the
program, please
contact any of our
participating
lenders. For
additional
information please
call (916) 2641500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Division
1013 7th Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814
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Table 5.2 - Continued

Home Improvement Programs
offered b Sacramento Housin g and Redevelo pment A enc
Terms

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Eligible
Applicants

Income Limits

Contact

Be a first-time
homebuyer. You
cannot have had
an ownership in a
principal
residence at any
time in the last
three years. In
federally
designated
target areas, you
do not have to
be a first-time
home buyer.
Occupy the home
Not exceed the
Income and
Purchase Price
Limitations.

Maximum Annual
Gross Income
Household
Income $45,850

Same as above
You apply for the
mortgage credit
certificate at the
same time you
make a formal

Mortgage Credit Certificate (MCC)
The Mortgage
Credit Certificate
(MCC) Program is
offered to help
home buyers
purchase homes.
The MCC reduces
the amount of the
Federal income
tax you pay, thus
giving you more
available income
to qualify for a
mortgage loan
and to make your
monthly mortgage
payments.

•

(Note: The
Renaissance
Area is within
Census Tract 28,
a federally
designated target
area which allows
expanded
benefits under
the MMC
program)
The MCC can
only be used for
owner-occupied
single family
residences
(including
condominiums
and half-plexes)
Maximum
Purchase Price:
Existing Homes:
$207,112

Tax credit for
(15%) fifteen
percent of the
annual interest
you pay on the
mortgage loan.
The amount of the
credit will not be
more than your
annual federal
income tax liability
after all other
credits and
deductions have
been taken into
account. Your
ability to take full
advantage of the
tax credit will
depend on your
individual tax
liability.

New Homes
$277,824

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 5.3: First-Time Homebuyer Participating Lender List

Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
First-Time Homebuyer Participating Lnder List
(Current as of June 2002 - visit SHRA's website for updates www.shra.org)

•

NAME
1 S T Sierra Mortgage Co.
Ameristar Financial Services
Ameritek Mortgage Inc.
ATM Mortgage
Bank of America Mortgage
Bear River Mortgage
Big Valley Mortgage
Big Valley Mortgage
California Bank & Trust
California Central Financial Group
Ca ital City Home Loans
Central Pacific Mortgage
Choice One Funding
Comstock Mortgage
-Countrywide Home Loans
-Countrywide Home Loans
Debbie Wooley Mortgage
Empire Mortgage

CONTACT
Paul Smith
Donna Fox
Brad or Karen Brubaker
Bob Rante
Karen Cates
Grace Lee
Suzi Bertino
Carlos Cortes
Lance Tavernier
Donald Hall
Rich Moore
Lawannna Katz
Frank Woo
Terrv Moore
Dennis Calmes
Patti Mikulin
Debbie Wooley
Teresa Place/Marcie
Lanthier
Nora Robinson
Karl Clouse
Mona Moyle
Christine Saucedo
Gilbert Lapena
Orrin Murdoch
Tisha Shaffer
Jean Robinson
Sean Satholm
Norma Dougherty
Bob Bussey

(916) 966-5626
( 707) 747-7100
(916) 965-6868
(818) 260-3014
(916) 421-7703
(916) 448-5550
(916) 483-1894
(916) 442-5235
(916) 276-7400
(916) 780-1015
(916) 972-9226

Homes & Loans. Inc.

Linda Price

(916) 481-9700

Investors Trust Mortgage

Bob Paulsen

(916) 863-6210

-Expanded Mortgage Credit
Family Funding, Inc.
First Horizon Mortgage
First Nationwide Mort izace/Ca1Fed Lending
G Lapena Realty & Mortgage Services
GML Mortgage
Gold Vallev Loans
Golden Horizon Mortgage
Guild Mortgage
-Heritage Mortgage Corp.
Heritage Oak Mortgage

PHONE
(916) 974-2700
(916) 648-2200
( 916) 961-2901
(916) 338-9400
(704) 386-6662
(916) 429-1722
(916) 561-6030
(916) 791-3760
( 510) 419-1809
( 916) 569-1800
( 916) 489-8728
( 916) 677-1370
( 916) 481-5700
(916) 974-2900
(916) 355-1245
(916) 965-1813
(916) 536-1911
(916) 783-1100

•
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Table 5.3 - Continued

•

•

NAME
Investors Trust Mortgage
Irwin Mortgage
Kaufman & Broad Mortgage
Kerry Mortgage
KLS & Associates
Landmark Mortgage
Landmark Pacific Mortgage
National City Mortgage
Neighborhood Assist. Corp. of America
Neighbors Financial Corp.
North State Mortgage
Optimum Financial Services
Pacesetter Financial
Paradise Financial Group
Platinum Mortgage
Sacramento Home Loan Counseling Ctr.
Sacramento Mortgage Inc.
Sacramento Residential Mortgage
Sacramento Valley Financial
Santa Clara Partners Mortgage
Sierra Gold
Sierra View Financial Corp.
SNHS Homeownership Center
Stanford Mortgage
Synergy Home Loans

0

Union Bank of California
Union Capitol Loans
United Financial Mortgage Corp.
US Bank Home Mortgage
-Vantage Point Mortgage
Vitek Mortgage Grou
-Washington Mutual
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage
Zino Mortgage Group

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

CONTACT
Ellen Herrle/Ron Herrie
Jeff Johnson
Rebecca Martello
Jan Moriarty
Ka lon Stolz-Hazlewood
Dave Baruatchv
Donna Knutson
Debbie Mallett
John Mancano
Ken Clark
Lynn Cole
Vanessa Logan
Michael Faust
Wendv Barnes
Don Stocker
Javna Bower
Marc Bovd
Kristv Quigley
Jillian Sorenson
Chriss Scott
Theresa Martin
Walt Dobbs/Mike
Howlett
Dianna Hillyer
Michelle Poirier
Gabby Carter/Javier
Sanchez
Karen Well
Valerie Hutton
Bob Bonnano
Brent Macintosh
Darrvl Newell
Joanne laconis
Sherri Radovich
John AQan
Nick Smith
Eric EnQstrom
Jeff Carzino

PHONE
( 916) 780-5911
(916) 441-1598
( 800) 664-4302
(916) 641-1100
( 916) 962-1100
(916) 920-5626
(916) 537-2930
(916) 564-9500
(916) 427-8000
( 916) 732-2340
(916) 727-1300
( 916) 983-5176
( 916) 386-5690
(916) 967-7700
(916) 737-7040
(916) 646-2005
(916) 456-2299
( 916) 638-5491
(916) 773-0600
( 916) 923-5900
(916) 526-5626
(916) 989-6222
(916) 452-5361
(916) 536-4109
(916) 648-9011
(916) 978-4786
(916) 485-6709
(916) 961-8362
(916) 737-3972
(916) 564-9200
(916 787-0300
(916) 567-5345
(916) 638-1620
(916) 782-2221
(916) 923-0322
(925) 363-5400
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Table 5.4: Multi-Family Property Assistance Programs

•

Multi-Family Property Assistance Programs

offered by Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency
Prog ram
Eli g ible Pro pertiesTerms
Contact
Multi-Family Housing Development Assistance Program
The Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency offers
financing for the development
and rehabilitation of multifamily rental housing in the City

As the housing authority and redevelopment
agency for the City and County of Sacramento,
the Agency utilizes funding derived from
several federal and local sources. These
sources include the federal Home Investment

and unincorporated area of the
County of Sacramento through

Partnership (HOME) and Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Programs,

the Multi-Family Housing
Development Assistance

and local Housing Trust Fund and
redevelopment area tax increment funds.

Program.

These funds are used to make direct loans as

For further information, call our
office at (916) 440-1328 or email us: development@shra.org

gap financing to supplement private equity and
debt for multi-family housing development.

Under the name of the Housing Authority of the
County of Sacramento, the Agency also issues

tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds, the
proceeds from which are loaned to developers
for construction/rehabilitation and permanent

financing for multi-family rental projects at rates
approximately 1.5 to 2 percentage points below
conventional commercial loan rates. In
considering the issuance of bonds, the Agency
also looks for ways that the bond financing can
be supplemented with the funding described
above to further achieve the goals of the
Program. The Agency also is the administrator
of the County of Sacramento Fee Waiver and
Deferral Program for Affordable Housing.

•
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

The Flexible Property
Improvement Loan is a
program designed to
provide financing for
home improvements to

First mortgage
financing provided by
California Bank &
Trust (the
participating lender)
Fully amortizing
loan, 30 year term
Maximum loan
amount - based on
current FHLMC limits
Market interest
rate
Agency
assistance in
determining the scope

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Flexible Property Improvement Loan

low-income
homeowners in the C
and County of
Sacramento. The
program may also be

ty

used in conjunction with
the acquisition of an
owner-occupied
residence. The program
has a deferred payment
option and offers
additional incentives for
properties located in
certain redevelopment
and target areas.

Income
Limits

Owner occupants of
In the Renaissance
single family homes in
Area (CT 28)
the City and County of
income limits are
Sacramento who:
less than or equal to
meet Agency
120% of area
underwriting guidelines
median:
for credit and debt ratio
1-person $48,150
are defined as low2-person $55,000
income - households
3-person $61,900
with income less than or 4-person $68,750
equal to 120% of the
5-person $74,250
area median income
6-person $79,750
adjusted for household
size.

of rehabilitation work,
bidding the work, and
monitoring

construction

Contact

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application
procedure. For
additional

information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
1013 7'h Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814

Sacramento Home Works!

•

The Sacramento Home
Works! program is
designed to provide
financing for acquisition
and rehabilitation. or
refinance and
rehabilitation in one
transaction.
Sacramento Home
Works! utilizes a
FHLMC (Freddie Mac)
first mortgage available
through a participating
lender, and which may
be combined with the
Agency Flexible
Property Improvement
Loan. (See Flexible
Improvement Loan
Program above)

$50.000 maximum
assistance in City
Redevelopment Areas
(maximum assistance
includes an exterior
beautification grant)
4% simple interest
20 year loan term,
fully amortized
Loan is due upon sale
or transfer of property
Deferred payment
option for the first five
years if housing
expense ratio is 35%
of income
Funds may be used to
finance real property
improvements that
substantially protect
or improve the basic
livability or utility of
the property
Improvements must
meet local housing
quality standards and
code requirements.

Single family homes in
the City and County of
Sacramento. If the
Agency provides
secondary financing,
the after-rehabilitation
value of the property
cannot exceed
$253,650
Owner occupants of
single family homes in
the City and County
meet FHLMC

underwriting guidelines
for credit and debt ratio
Have total household
income which does not
exceed 140% of area
median if using only
California Bank & Trust
financing,

For California Bank
& Trust financing
(140% of median
income):
1-person $56,140
2-person $64,120
3-person $72,240
4-person $80,220
5-person $86,660
6-person $93,100

To apply for this
program, please
contact the
participating lender,
California Bank and
Trust, Lance
Tavernier or Gina
Walden, at (916)
341-4815

For secondary
financing (80% of
median income):
1-person $32,100
2-person $36,650
3-person $41,250
4-person $45,850
5-person $49,500
6-person $53,150

Have total household
income which does not
exceed 80% of area
median if the Agency is
providing secondary
financing,

•
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

The CalHome OwnerOccupied
Rehabilitation Loan is
a deferred payment
loan program
designed to provide
financing for home
improvements to lowincome homeowners
in eligible areas of the
City and County of
Sacramento.

$5,000 minimum loan
to $30,000 maximum
loan
3% simple interest principal and interest
are deferred for the
term of the loan
15 year loan term, or
not less than the
longest term of
existing senior lien
position financing,
whichever is longer

Eligible
Properties
App licants
CalHome Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Loan

is

Loan is due upon sale
or transfer of property,
or upon repayment or
refinancing of an
existing first mortgage
existing senior lien
financing may not
have financing terms
such as variable
interest rates, balloon
payment or negatively
amortizing loans,
shared appreciation
terms or resale
restrictions

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Real property
improvements that
substantially protect
or improve the basic
livability or utility of
the property.
Owner occupants
of single family
homes in the City and
County of
Sacramento who:
Meet CalHome
underwriting
guidelines for credit

Income Limits

Households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.
Current income limits
are:
1-person $32,100
2-person $36,650
3-person $41,250
4-person $45,850
5-person $49,500
6-person $53,150

Contact

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our office
to start the application
procedure. For
additional information
or for an application,
please call (916) 2641500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
10137 th Street, Suite
200
Sacramento, CA
95814

Are defined as
low-income households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.
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Table 5.4 - Continued

Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Boarded and Vacant Homes Program

Income Limits

Contact

The Boarded and
Vacant Homes
Program is designed
to promote the
acquisition and
rehabilitation of
single-family boarded
and vacant homes in
the targeted areas of
the City and County of
Sacramento for sale
to owner-occupants.
Participating
developers receive a
Developer Fee for
resale of qualified
homes.

$20,000 Oak Park
Redevelopment Area
Payment of Developer
fee is provided upon
approved completion
and sale of home to
owner-occupant per
executed Owner
Participation
Agreement.

None - but this
program may be used
in conjunction with
first time homebuyer
programs.

Special first-time
homebuyer financing
may also be
available. Application
periods are held twice
a year in the spring
and fall. The fall
application period has
been postponed
pending a program
review. Information is
available at
www.shra.org or by
calling Development
Services at (916) 4401399 extension 1279.

Boarded and vacant
single-family homes
in the program's
eligible areas listed
on the Sacramento
City's Dangerous
Building Inspector
Cases Report or
those properties
which need a
minimum of $15,000
rehabilitation work.
Properties are
subjected to Agency
inspections and
regulatory
agreements.
Applicants include
parties who:
have experience
in rehabilitating at
least two single-family
homes
can provide
sources of financing
to cover the project
costs.
are a licensed
general contractor or
are working with a
licensed general
contractor in good
standing with the
Contractor State
Licensing Board.
if a property
owner, have no code
enforcement
violations.
can demonstrate
that work meets
Agency construction
standards.
can provide at
least two
clients/supplier/subcontractor references
approved by
Agency

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants

Income Limits

Single family homes in the
City and County of
Sacramento whose afterrehabilitation value does
not exceed $253,650.

Refer to applicable
income limits of
associated loan
program.

Contact

Exterior Beautification Grant
A grant for exterior
beautification available in
conjunction with a
rehabilitation loan meeting
property rehabilitation
standards.

$10,000 grant in
redevelopment areas in
the City of Sacramento
(the Renaissance Area is
in the Oak Park
redevelopment area).
This grant is available
only in conjunction with
a rehabilitation loan
meeting property
rehabilitation standards

Applicants applying for a
Rehabilitation Loan may
also apply for this grant.

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application procedure.
For additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
1013 7'h Street, Suite
200
Sacramento, CA
95814

HARP/S

•

HARP/S is a public,
nonprofit organization
desiened to assist senior
homeowners residing in
the City and County of
Sacramento in making
their homes safe and ^
comfortable.

a service provided free
of charge
skilled volunteers
perform minor home
repairs such as fixing
leaking faucets.
installing grab bars.
handrails and telephone
jacks. caulking. etc.
assisted repair cannot
exceed $300
assisted homeowners
are required to provide
the necessary parts or
materials needed by the
volunteer

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Homeowners who:
occupy the dwelling
unit
are seniors age 60 or
older
are defined as very lowincome households with
income less than or equal
to fifty percent (50%) of
the area median income
adjusted for household
size.

Current income limits
are:
1-person $20.050
2-person $22,900
3-person $'5.800
4-person $28.650
5-person $30.950
6-person $33.2_50

Call (916) 264-15 15.
A program monitor
will promptly arrange
for a skilled volunteer
to perform minor
home repairs, or will
help to arrange for
more extensive
repairs through a
licensed contractor or
repair service.
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Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Handicapped/Disabled (Retrofit) Grant

Income Limits

Contact

The
Handicapped/Disable
d (Retrofit) Grant
program is designed
to offer home
accessibility
improvements to
handicapped or
disabled homeowners
or renters in the City
and County of
Sacramento.

a grant which does
not require repayment
$5,000ximumassis
tance
funds may only be
used to finance
accessibility
improvements such as
wheelchair ramps,
bathroom and kitchen
modifications,

Current income limits
are:
1-person $32.100
2-person $36,650
3-person $41,250
4-person $45,850
5-person $49.500
6-person $53,150

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application
procedure. For
additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.

Homeowners or
renters who:
have a verifiable
disability
occupy the
dwelling unit
are defined as
low-income households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of the
area median income
adjusted for
household size.

SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
10137 1h Street, Suite
200
Sacramento, CA
.95814

Emergency Repair Grant

•

ERP is a program
designed to provide
grants for
emergency/health and
safety repairs to owners
of single family homes
or mobile homes in the
City and County of
Sacramento.

a grant which
does not require
repayment
$3.500 maximum
assistance
funds may only
be used to finance
repairs such as
unsafe electrical
systems: broken
windows, doors, or
locks; water heaters;
leaking roofs: nonworking heating
systems, etc.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

Owners of single family
homes or mobile homes
in the City and County
of Sacramento who:
have not received
more than $3,500 of
previous ERP
assistance (there is a
lifetime limit of $3,500
per grantee)
are defined as very lowincome - households
with income less than or
equal to fifty percent
(50%) of the area
median income
adjusted for household
size

Current income
limits are:
1-person $20,050
2-person $22,900
3-person $25,800
4-person $28,650
5-person $30,950
6-person $33,250

Call SHRA at (916)
264-1500. After
determining
qualifications for the
program, a
construction
technician will call
you to schedule an
appointment to
inspect the property
and schedule the
work.
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0

Program

Terms

Eligible
Properties
Applicants
Home Improvement Loan for Seniors

Income Limits

The Home Improvement $35,000 maximum
Owner occupants of
Loan for Seniors is a
loan
single family homes
program designed to
whose afterprovide low-interest,
4% simple interest (no rehabilitation value does
deferred payment
interest is charged for not exceed $253,650.
financing for home
and who:
the first five years)
improvements to elderly
homeowners in the City
Are 62 years old or
15 year term
and County of
older
Sacramento.
payments are
deferred, or due upon Meet Agency
underwriting guidelines
sale or transfer of the
for
credit and debt ratio
property
funds may only
be used to finance
real property
improvements that
substantially protect
or improve the basic
livability or utility of
the property

low-income
households with
income less than or
equal to eighty
percent (80%) of
the area median
income adjusted for
household size.
Current income
limits are:
1-person $32,100
2-person $36,650
3-person $41,250
4-person $45,850
5-person $49,500

Contact

A written loan
application must be
submitted to our
office to start the
application
procedure. For
additional
information or for an
application, please
call (916) 264-1500.
SHRA Loan
Processing
Department
10137 1h Street,
Suite 200
Sacramento, CA
95814

improvements
must meet local
housing quality
standards and code
requirements

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan
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Table 5.5: Tree Source List
Tree

is

SMUD List City List

Growing Size

Comments

Red Maple

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Holly Oak

Large 46 feet plus

Broadleaf Evergreen

Saw Leaf Zelkova

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

European Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Common Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Chinese Hackberry

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Ginko

X

46 feet plus

Deciduous

London Plane

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

California Sycamore

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Scarlet Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Blue Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Valley Oak

X

Large 46 feet plus

Deciduous

Bur Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Willow Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Red Oak

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

American Linden

X

Medium Large 40 feet plus

Deciduous

Golden Raintree

Medium 30-40 feet

Deciduous

Trident Maple

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Hedge Maple

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 35-40

Deciduous

Kentucky Coffee Tree
Chinese Pistache

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Japanese White Birch

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 15 to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Saucer Magnolia

Tupelo (Sour Gum)

X

Capital Pear
Bradford Pear

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Chanticleer Pear

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Redspire Pear

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Little Leaf Linden

X

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Deciduous

Medium 26 to 45 feet in height

Broadleaf Evergreen

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

St. Mary's Magnolia
Eastern Redbud

X

Washington Hawthorn

X

Crape Myrtle

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

Winter King Hawthorne

X

Small Trees up to 25 feet in height

Deciduous

California Buckeye

X

Small Trees up to 20 feet in height

Deciduous
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Appendix Three - Traffic Data Collection and Analysis

KORVE conducted a Resident Traffic Survey, which
confirmed issues already noted in other resident interviews. There were, however, a number of specific issues
that required verification of traffic data to determine if
problems identified by residents are perceived or factual problems.

crosswalk located one block west at 43'd Street, residents have observed that, instead of using the marked
crosswalk on 43`d Street there is a high incident of pedestrians 'J' walking at 4411 Street.

Intersection traffic counts and pedestrian counts were
conducted to verify residents' concerns.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes
> For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.2: Intersection

The City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program Department (NTMP) provided
existing available Average Daily Traffic Volumes (ADT)
in the Renaissance area. To update and verify some of
the older counts, some dating back to 1990 and 1993,
selective recounts were conducted in March 2002.
•

As expected, arterial roadways such as Stockton
Boulevard, Broadway and MLK carry the highest
traffic volumes. The respective ADT volumes are
23,000 veh/day, 17,000 veh/day and 9,600 veh/
day.

•

Among the local residential streets, 40th 421d and
44th Streets, San Diego Way, and 81h Ave. have the
highest ADT (from 1,000 to 2,800 vehicles per day).
81^ Avenue has the highest ADT among the local
streets with 2,800 veh/day.

•

For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.1: Average
Traffic Volumes.

Intersection Traffic Volumes and Pedestrian
Counts
From the Resident Traffic Survey and from Community
Workshops, three intersections were identified as problematic intersections.
q
q
q

Stockton Boulevard and 81h Avenue
Broadway and 43`d Street
Broadway and 4411' Street

At the unsignalized intersection of Stockton Boulevard
and 8`h Avenue, residents expressed safety concerns
when crossing Stockton Boulevard, which carries
23,000 vehicles per day.
The Broadway and 441" Street intersection is located
directly across from the Food Source, on Broadway. In
addition, an eastbound bus stop is also located at this
intersection. Although there is an existing marked
•
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Traffic Counts, and Figure 3.3: Pedestrian Counts, summarizing these traffic data.

Crossing at Broad" 0Y and 44" Street

The three unsignalized intersections in the study area
were assessed through the evaluation of Peak Hour
Levels of Service (LOS). The LOS concept qualitatively
characterizes traffic conditions associated with varying
levels of traffic. A LOS determination is a measure of
congestion, which is the principal measure of roadway
service. Definitions of Levels of Service for unsignalized intersections are provided in Table 3.1, based on
average total vehicle delay. These range from LOS A
which indicates a free-flow condition to LOS F which
indicates a jammed condition. The City of Sacramento
generally considers LOS A, B and C to be satisfactory
levels of service while LOS D is marginally acceptable,
LOS E is undesirable, and LOS F conditions are unacceptable.

•

•
Figure 3.1: Average Daily Traffic Volumes
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Figure 3.2: Intersection Traffic Counts
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Figure 3.3: Pedestrian Counts
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Table 3.1: Unsignalized Intersection Level of Service
Definitions
Level of

Average Total Delay

Description

(seconds/vehicle)

Service

Unsignalized Intersections
A

Little or no delay

< 10.0

B

Short traffic delay

> 10.0 and < 15.0

C

Average traffic delay

> 15.0 and < 25.0

D

Long traffic delay

> 25.0 and < 35.0

E

Very long traffic delay

> 35.0 and < 50.0

F

Extreme traffic delay

> 50.0

Source: Highx•ae Capacin ManuaL Special Report 209. Transportation Research Board.

2000.

®

Traffic conditions at the above mentioned intersections
were evaluated for morning and evening peak hours
using the methodology of the Transportation Research
Board's 2000 Highway Capacity Manual. With this
methodology, a level of service is assigned based on
average total vehicle delay. As presented in Table 3.2,
all the intersections are operating at a satisfactory level of service B to C in the morning. In the evening peak
hour, the intersection of Stockton Boulevard/81h Avenue is currently operating at LOS F, with over 100
seconds/vehicle of delay.
Table 3.2: Summary of Intersection LOS - Existing
Conditions

As shown in Figure 4.3, the number of pedestrians
crossing Stockton Boulevard is relatively low, probably
less than 10 people crossing during peak hours. On
Broadway, the pedestrian counts reveal that about 66
peds/hr 'J' walk at 44t11, in front of the Food Source,
instead of using the existing marked crosswalk at 43rd
(22 peds/hr) during the PM peak hour. The existing
crosswalk is not well used.

Travel Speed
The neighborhood residents expressed concern with
vehicles speeding through the neighborhood. Travel
Speed surveys were conducted by the City of Sacramento Neighborhood Traffic Management Program
Department (NTMP) in 2002 to examine and document
the existing conditions.
A typical speed limit on a particular roadway is normally set at an 85th percentile speed, by which
reasonable drivers travel. The 85th percentile speed was
determined as it represents 85 percent of drivers traveling at or below this speed. The existing posted speed
is in the area is 25 miles per hour (mph). Table 3.3 summarizes the 851' percentile speed on 6" Ave, 71' Ave,
82h Ave, 40t'', 42"d, 43`d, and 44t' Streets, and San Diego
Way.

Table 3.3: Travel Speed
Street Segment

Peak Hour

LOS (SecNeh)

1. Stockton Blvd / 8" Ave

AM

B (13.7)

40°" Street

29

PM

F (103.9)

42"d Street

28

2. Broadway / 43'd Street

AM

C (22.0)

43'd Street

28

PM

E (37.1)

44" Street

23

AM

C (15.8)

San Diego Way *

23

PM

D (30.2)

6" Avenue

27

71' Avenue

22

81' Avenue *

28

3. Broadway / 441" Street

®

85th Percentile Speed (mph)

North of 8" Avenue (Study Area)

Intersection

A peak hour signal warrant analysis was conducted for
the intersection of 8th and Stockton Boulevard based
on the peak hour signal warrant (Caltrans Traffic Manual Figure 9-8) and the March 20, 2002 study of
intersection turning movement. Based on Caltrans
methodology, the PM peak hour signal warrant was
satisfied. Although the signal warrant was met, it may
not be a solution to install a traffic signal at this intersection since the public is also concerned with the
potential increase in cut-through traffic which would
travel using 8th Avenue to access the new traffic signal.

Oak Park Renaissance Community Master Plan

South of 8" Avenue (Outside of Study Area)
40`^ Street

37

San Jose Way *

27

Santa Cruz Way *

22

41" Street *

22

42"d Street *

25

43'd Street *

27

Streets mth ecistine .speed huunpc.
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For reference, also see this Appendix, Figure 3.4: 85th

•

Within the Oak Park Renaissance area, travel speeds
range from 22 to 29 mph. Some streets, such as 6th
Ave, 8th Ave, 40th, 42nd and 43rd Streets have speeds
higher than the posted speed limit but the speeds recorded on these streets do not appear excessive.
According to the City's Speed Hump Program Guidelines, the measured speeds must have 15% or more of
the vehicles traveling at 5, or more, miles per hour over
the speed limit before a speed hump is considered.
Based on the survey results, none of the streets in question would meet the speed criteria for speed humps.
On 8th Avenue and 40th Street, approximately 8 percent and 13 percent of the vehicles are'traveling 5 mph
above the posted speed limit.

•

Accident Data

Percentile Travel Speed.

Outside of the study area, south of 8th Avenue, all the
streets surveyed have existing speed humps except
for 40th Street. As a result, vehicles may be using 40th
Street to avoid other north-south parallel streets with
speed humps. 40th Street also has the highest 851h percentile speed at 37 mph. Since 40th Street is an
emergency response route, speed humps are prohibited on this street.

The existing condition analysis also included the review of the history of accidents in the area, the exact
number of accidents, the type of accidents, and
primary collision factors.
The NTMP provided accident data of the past years,
covering the Renaissance area from January 1995 to
December 2000. As data shown no fatalities were recorded in the Renaissance area.

For the record, Table 3.4 summarizes the number of
accidents .
Table 3.4: Accident Data Summary (Jan. 1995 to Dec.
2000)
Street Segment

AADT

La Solidad Way

N/A

2

San Carlos Way

N/A

1

40" Street

540

1

San Jose Way

615

2

Number of
Accidents

42"d Street

1110

1

43d Street

690

3

44'h Street

710

1

San Diego Way
Stockton Blvd
8' Avenue '
Broadway

980

1

23,000

5

2,800

16

17,000

43

`5lreers icit6 existing speed humps

^ For reference, see this Appendix , Figure 3.5: Collision
Locations, which illustrates the accident locations.

Broadway has the highest number of accidents among
arterial roadways in the study area, with a total number of 43 incidents. 8'h Avenue has the highest number
of accidents among the residential streets, with a total
number of 16 accidents. The study examined these two
roadways further. Tables 3.5 to 3.8 summarize the types
of collision and primary collision factors for 8th Avenue
and Broadway.

®
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Figure 3.4: 85th Percentile Travel Speed
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Figure 3.5: Collision Locations
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Appendix Three - Traffic Data Collection and Analysis

Table 3.5: Summary of Type of Collision - 8th Avenue

•

Type of Collision

No. of Accidents

%

Rear End

5

31%

Primary Collision Factor

Hit Object

2

13%

Unsafe Speed

16

37%

Broadside

2

13%

Improper Turning

6

14%

Vehicle - Pedestrian

2

13%

Driving Under Influence

4

9°io

Sideswipe

1

6%

Unsafe Lane Change

4

9%

Other

1

6%

Wrong Side of Road

3

7010

No Data
TOTAL

3

19%

16

100%

No. of Accidents

%

Unknown

3

7%

Other Improper Driving

2

5%

Other Hazardous Mvmt

1

2%

Table 3.6: Summary of Primary Collision Factor - 8th
Avenue

Following Too Close

1

2%

Auto R/W Violation

1

2%

No Data

2

5%

Primary Collision Factor

TOTAL

43

100%

No. of Accidents

%

Unsafe Speed

7

44%

Driving Under Influence

2

13%

Traffic Signals and Signs

1

6%

Other than Driver & Ped

1

6%

Unknown

2

13%

No Data

3

19%

16

100%

TOTAL

•

Table 3.8: Summary of Primary Collision Factor - Broadway

On Broadway, the two primary types of accidents are
hit object (33%), and rear-end types of accidents (21 %).
The four primary collision factors for the accidents are
unsafe speed (37 %), improper turning movements
(14%), driving under the influence (9 %), and unsafe
lane changes (9%).

On 8th Avenue, the primary type of accidents is rear
end type (31 %), while the next three type of accidents

> For reference, see this Appendix, Figure 3.5, which

are described as: hit object, broadside, and pedestrian related. All are at 13 %. The two primary collision

intersection of Broadway and Martin Luther King Jr.

factors for the accidents are identified as traveling at unsafe speeds ( 44 %) and driving under the influence (13 %).
Table 3.7: Summary of Type of Collision - Broadway
Type of Collision
Hit Object

No. of Accidents

%

illustrates that there is a cluster of accidents near the
Boulevard.

Of the 43 accidents on Broadway, 19 accidents (33%)
occur between MLK and 39th Street. Tables 3.9 and
3.10 summarize the types of collisions and the primary
collision factors for this portion of Broadway. The two
primary collision factors are unsafe speed (37%) and
improper turn (21%). The major type of collision is hitting an object (42%).

14

33%

Rear End

9

21%

Sideswipe

5

12%

Broadside

4

9°0

Other

4

9%

Vehicle - Pedestrian

3

7°0

Head-On

2

5%

Type of Collision

No Data

2

5%

Hit Object

8

42%

43

100%

Broadside

3

16%

Rear End

2

11%

Sideswipe

2

11%

Other

2

11%

Head-On

2

11%

TOTAL

Table 3.9: Summary of Type of Collision - Broadway
Between MLK and 39th

Vehicle - Pedestrian
TOTAL

No. of Accidents

%

0

0%

19

100%

•
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Table 3.10: Summary of Primary Collision Factor Broadway Between MLK and 39th

®

Primary Collision Factor

No. of Accidents

%

Unsafe Speed

7

37%

Improper Turning

4

21%

Driving Under Influence

2

11%

Unsafe Lane Change

2

11%

•
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Appendix Four - Cost Estimate

•

•
(A41)

Cost estimates were prepared for the following improvement items:

•

•

•

Speed Humps - approximately $10,100 per speed
hump, which includes signing, pavement marking
and bollards for rolled curbs.
Curb Bulb-Out - approximately $35,200 per corner, which includes new curb ramp, sidewalk
extension, curb and gutter, removal of existing
curb, landscaping/irrigation, and 24" box trees on
both sides of the corner. This price assumes removal/construction of one (1) catch basin.
Sidewalk Rehabilitation - assuming a 5-foot wide
sidewalk with curb and gutter, the approximate
cost is $78 per linear foot.

•

6th Avenue at 42nd Street - Paving 6th Avenue
with sidewalk and curb and gutter would cost about
$11,500.

•

Textured Crosswalk on 8th Avenue - Assuming a
12-foot wide crosswalk, with a 30' street crossing
on 8th Avenue, would cost about $19,800.

•

Triple-four Crosswalk on Broadway and 44th Street
- Pavement marking and signing would cost approximately $4,200. Price assumes City of
Sacramento Triple 4 Crosswalk with a 65' street
^ width.
•
Potential Pedestrian Refuge Island on Broadway
and 44th Street - Assuming that there is enough
width to accommodate the median island, the cost
is about $26,300. The island would be located in
the dual turn lane at the east side of the Food
Source driveway on Broadway. This would be a
minimal island with a 4' or less pedestrian refuge
area. It is preferred to have a 6' minimum pedestrian refuge, however this requires an island that
would impact turning movements at either the
Food Source driveway or turning movements at
44th Street to the west.
Detailed cost estimates are found on following pages.
All costs include City administration, construction management and design fees. Costs are based upon single
installations where applicable. Multiple installations
may affect unit pricing.

is
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Statement of Probable Costs
Traffic Calming Measure - Curb
Description
Quantity
1 Remove Concrete Sidewalk
100
2 Remove Curb & Gutter
80
3 Remove Asphalt Concrete
360
4 Construct Curb & Gutter
100
5 Construct Handicap Curb Ramp
2
6 Construct 5' Sidewalk
100
7 Remove Catch Basin*
1
8 Construct Catch Basin*
1
9 Landscape & Irrigation
360
10 24" Box Tree
2
11 Adjust Utility Covers to Grade
1
12 AC Patching Allowance
1
13 Construction Traffic Control
1

Item No.

Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (25%)
Design (20%)
Construction Management (20%)

Bulbout
Unit
Unit Price
FT $
4.00
LF $
5.00
FT $
4.00
LF $
25.00
EA $ 3,000.00
FT $
6.00
EA $
500.00
EA $ 2,000.00
SF $
8.00
EA $
400.00
EA $
500.00
LS $
300.00
LS $ 1,000.00
Subtotal

_
Total Cost
$
400.00
$
400.00
$
1,440.00
$ 2,500.00
$ 6.000.00
$
600.00
$
500.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 2,880.00
$
800.00
$
500.00
$
300.00
$
1.000.00
$ 19,320.00
$
966.00
$ 4,830.00
Subtotal of construction cost $ 25,120.00
$ 5,024.00
$ 5,024.00
Total Cost per each Bulbout $ 35,168.00

Total Bulbouts at Corners = 16
* If required, per each catch basin

Total $ 562,688.00

•
Item No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Traffic Calmin g Measure - S peed Hump / Speed Lump
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
Asphalt Concrete
6
TON $
500.00
Striping
FT $
96
2.50
Pavement Markers
3
EA $
5.00
Roadside Sign -'Speed Hump Ahead'
2
EA $
275.00
Bollards @ Rolled Curb*
2
EA $
500.00
Construction Traffic Control
1
LS $
750.00
Subtotal
Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (25%)

Total Cost
$ 3,000.00
$
240.00
$
15.00
$
550.00
$
1,000.00
$
750.00
$ 5,555.00
$
277.75
$ 1,388.75
Subtotal of construction cost $ 7,230. 00
Design (20%)
$
1,446.00
Construction Management (20%)
$
1,446.00
Total Cost per each Speed Hump / Lump $ 10,122.00

Total Speed Humps - 8th Ave.
Total Speed Lumps - 40th St.
I*Required at rolled curb - omit if at vertical curb

2
2

Total $ 20,244.00
Total $ 20,244.00

0
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued

•

Item No.

_

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

''Textured Crosswalks on 8th Street - Price Per Each 30' Crossin g
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
Total Cost
Roadway Excavation
20 YD3 $
25.00 $
500.00
Sawcut Existing Pavement
60 LF $
3.50 $
210.00
Class 2 Aggregate Base
5 YD3 $
45.00 $
225.00
Reinforcing Steel
135 LB $
1.20 $
162.00
Concrete Crosswalk
12 YD3 $
375.00 $ _ 4.500.00
Concrete Surface Texture at Border
120 FTZ $
25.50 $ 3,060.00
Asphalt Patching
1 LS $
700.00 $
700.00
Adjust Utility Covers to Grade
1 EA $
500.00 $
500.00
Construction Traffic Control
1 LS $ 1,000.00 $
1,000.00
Subtotal $ 10,857.00
Mobilization (5%)
$
542.85
Contingency (25%)
$ 2,714.25
Subtotal of construction cost $ 14,120.00
Design (20%)
$ 2,824.00
Construction Management (20%)
$ 2,824.00
Total Cost per 12'x30' Textured Concrete Crosswalk $ 19,768.00

Total of 3 Crosswalk Locations =
3 Total Cost
*Recommended at 8th Avenue and MLK, La Soledad Way and San Dieg o Way
Pedestrian Crosswalk - Broadway
44th Street
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
1 Thermoplastic Pavement Marking
FT2.
$
256
3.75
2 Reflective Pavement Markers
32 EA $
5.00
3 Roadside Sign - Ped Xing
2 EA $
275.00
4 Construction Traffic Control
1 LS $
500.00
Subtotal
Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (25%)
Subtotal of construction cost
Design (20%)
Construction Management (20%)
Total Cost of Crosswalk on Broadway @ 44th
I-Assumes using Triple 4 Crosswalk - 65' street width

$ 59,304.00

Item No.

®

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Cost
960.00160.00
550.00
500.00
2,170.00
108.50
542.50
2,830.00
566.50
566.50
3,962.00
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued
0

Item No.

Total Cost
$ 2,900.00
$ 6,000.00
$
600.00
$
1,670.00
$
500.00
$
750.00
$
500.00
$
1,500.00
Subtotal $ 14,420.00
Mobilization (5%)
$
721.00
Contingency (25%)
$ 3,605.00
Subtotal of construction cost $ 18, 750.00
Design (20%)
$ 3,750.00
Construction Management (20%)
$ 3,750.00
Total Cost of Pedestrian Refuge Island $ 26,250.00
*Price includes roadway excavation and sawcutting of existing pavement
**See previous item for breakdown of crosswalk estimate
***Estimated Quantity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Item No.

•

Pedestrian Refu g e Island - Broadwa y
Food Source Entrance
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
Doweled/Epoxied Curb
145 LF $
20.00
River Rock Median Surface
400 FT 2 $
15.00
Concrete Pad @ Refuge Area*
50 FT2 $
12.00
Triple 4 Crosswalk**
1 EA $
1,670.00
Striping Allowance
1 EA $
500.00
Asphalt Patching Allowance
1 EA $
750.00
Adjust Utility Covers to Grade***
1 EA $
500.00
Construction Traffic Control
1 EA $
1.500.00

200 LF Roadwa y Construction - 6th Avenue at 42nd Street
Description
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
Clearing & Grubbing
8200 FT 2 $
0.25
Roadway Excavation
300 YD3 $
25.00
Construct Pavement Section*
5200 FT 2 $
4.00
Construct Curb/Gutter & 5' Sidewalk
400 LF $
55.00
Drainage Inlets**
2 EA $ 1,500.00
Driveway Cuts**
2 EA $
750.00
Back ard Restoration & Fence Re air**
4 EA $
500.00
Subtotal
Mobilization (5%)
Contingency (40%)

Total Cost
$ 2,050.00
$ 7,500.00
$ 20,800.00
$ 22,000.00
$ 3,000.00
$
1,500.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 58,850.00
$ 2,942.50
$ 23,540.00
Subtotal of construction cost $ 85,340.00
Design (20%)
$ 17,068.00
Construction Management (20%)
$ 17,068.00
Total Cost of Roadway Construction $ 119,476.00
*Assumes pavement section of 6" AC over 12" AB
**Estimated Quantity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

®
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Statement of Probable Costs - Continued

•

Totals by Project Area

Broadway

Curb Bulbouts
Textured Crosswalks
Speed Humps
Speed Lum s on 40th Street
Total 8th Avenue Improvements

$ 562 , 688 . 00
$ 59,304.00
$ 20,244.00
$ 20,244.00
$ 662,480.00

Im provements
Crosswalk-@ 44th Street
Pedestrian Refuge Island
Total Broadway Avenue Improvements

$ 3,96200
.
$ 26,250. 00
$ 30,212.00

6th Avenue Im p ro vements
Roadwa Construction
42nd Street
Total 6th Avenue Im p rovements

I

Grand Total All Improvements

$ 119,476.00
$ 119,476.00
$ 812,168.00

•
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